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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The assumption of an absolute

determinism is the essential

foundation of every scientific

enquiry.”

Max Planck

The philosophical idea of determinism can be summarized as follows: every phe-

nomenon, including human decision and action is the inevitable and necessary

consequence of previous states of affairs. The definition of a deterministic optimization

problem is similar: all input data are exactly known and the resulting answer is always

the same. However, in practice not all of the input data may be certain because of

measurement and prediction errors, and disturbances.

The shortest path between two fixed points is always the “same” when we measure

it in kilometers, but when we measure it in driving time it becomes more difficult.

On a Sunday the shortest route may take half an hour, while during rush hours on

a Thursday morning the same route may take more than an hour. Simply using

the average travel time does not work because of the large differences in actual travel

times. Furthermore, disturbances such as traffic jams and accidents do not only cause

uncertainty in the time a route takes, but can also change the path that is selected as

shortest route. Consequently, for many problems using averages, instead of modeling

the uncertainty, can lead to poor solutions or even severe infeasibility.

Figure 1.1 demonstrates this principle in a nice way. Although the average depth of

the river is only three feet deep (approximately 91 centimeters), crossing the river
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leads to drowning1 (severe infeasibility).

Figure 1.1 A statistician drowns while fording a river that was, on average, only three

feet deep. Source Savage and Markowitz (2009).

1.1. Optimization under uncertainty

In the next section, we give examples of optimization problems under uncertainty.

Such examples can be found in many areas, but we limit ourselves to public transport

and facility location. The reason for this is that these areas are related to the problems

studied in this thesis. Besides optimization under uncertainty, these examples are also

used to show the idea behind two-stage optimization. Given uncertain parameters,

two-stage optimization consist of two-stages, where in the first-stage decisions are

taken without knowing the uncertain parameters and in the second-stage recovery

(also called recourse) takes place after the uncertain parameters are revealed. The

first-stage decisions should be feasible for all possible realizations of the uncertain

parameters after second-stage recovery. Two-stage optimization will be explained in

more detail in Section 1.2.3.

1.1.1 Public transport

The timetabling problem for rolling stock (Kroon et al., 2009), determines the

departure and arrival times of every train at every station. This problem considers

1Assuming a strong current or the lack of swimming abilities.
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many important features such as the time to pass junctions, bridges, and other

locations where coordination between train movements is required. However, during

the execution phase of the timetable, many disturbances can occur that make the

timetable impractical or even infeasible.

One way to make the timetable more robust is by increasing the running, dwell, and

headway times of the trains. Time supplements in the running and dwell times absorb

small disturbances in the real-time operations, allowing trains to recover from delays.

Time supplements in the headway times reduce the propagation of delays from one

train to another. A major drawback of these time supplements is that the buffer times

increase the travel time of passengers, and the required amount of rolling stock and

crew. An alternative option is to limit the time supplements and to allow recovery of

the current solution by spare trains that can take over the trip of a delayed train.

When a train is delayed, passengers may also miss their connecting train. A recovery

option is to let a train wait for connecting passengers (Cicerone et al., 2009). Although

this allows the delayed passengers to catch their connection, the connecting train now

faces an additional delay and can miss subsequent connections. As a consequence,

the delay propagates through the timetable and can lead to the delay of multiple

trains. The trade-off between catching a connection and the propagation of the delay

through the timetable is implicitly included by minimizing the delay faced by the

total passenger population (Heilporn et al., 2008; Schöbel, 2001).

Disturbances also play a role in the assignment of rolling stock to a given timetable.

When there are no disturbances, the best rolling stock schedule can easily be

determined by commercial MIP solvers (Fioole et al., 2006). However, in practice

there are many disturbances such as infrastructure failures, bad weather, and train

failures that can make the schedule infeasible. When such a failure occurs, disruption

management quickly has to find a feasible solution that can be implemented with a

minimal number of changes with respect to the original schedule. In such cases, service

quality, efficiency, and similar quality measures cannot be taken in consideration, while

they can highly impact passengers. With the help of two-stage optimization, a rolling

stock schedule can be made that considers such disruptions (Cacchiani et al., 2008).

Such a schedule can easily be transformed to a feasible solution for each disruption,

while still considering the service measures to some extent.

Uncertainty is also considered for an aircraft maintenance routing problem (Maher

et al., 2014). Because the maintenance routing plans for aviation are often determined

months in advance, they can become infeasible due to frequent perturbations that

occur during operation. In such cases, costly intervention of the operation control

center is required to guarantee that the aircraft receive maintenance in time. As a

consequence, a maintenance routing schedule that can be recovered with limited effort

is preferable. Such a schedule can be made by modeling the problem as a two-stage
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problem. The maintenance plan is determined in the first-stage, while a second-stage

recovery plan is made for each plausible disturbance. Possible second-stage recovery

actions include rerouting, flight delays, and cancellation of flights. The objective

of the model is to minimize the first-stage cost in combination with the weighted

second-stage cost of each disturbance.

1.1.2 Facility location

The goal of a facility location problem is to locate facilities that deliver services or

goods to geographically distributed customers, such that the total cost is minimized.

The costs depend on the specific problem, but many facility location problems have a

fixed cost to open each facility and a transportation cost to allocate a customer to a

specific facility. The facilities have capacities and can only satisfy customer demand

up to its capacity in the capacitated variant of the facility location problem. Facility

location problems are important as they arise naturally in many different settings.

Examples of facility location problems are locating warehouses or distribution centers

in a supply chain network, locating routers or servers in communication networks,

locating maintenance facilities for rolling stock in a railway network, and locating

emergency or medical services.

The facilities that are built will generally be used for many years. Facility location is

therefore a strategic decision, while most of the input parameters such as costs and

demands change during the lifetime of a facility. As a consequence it is necessary

to make decisions under uncertainty. The uncertainties that are relevant for facility

location problems can be classified in three categories (Shen et al., 2011): receiver

side uncertainty, in-between uncertainty, and provider side uncertainty. The first

uncertainties are related to customer uncertainty, such as the customer demand and

the locations of customers. The second uncertainty is about the incomplete knowledge

of the transportation network topology and the transportation times or costs between

facilities and customers. The last uncertainty, the provider side uncertainty, captures

uncertainty in the capacity and reliability of the facilities.

When the demand of the customers is unknown, it is hard to determine which facilities

should be opened and with what capacity. In the paper of Zeng and Zhao (2013), the

basic customer demand is known; however, the customer demand can increase with

a given maximal deviation. They model this problem as a two-stage problem, where

they first decide which candidate facilities they should open with what capacity, and

when the demand is known the customers are assigned to a facility. Their objective is

to optimize the facility decisions under the worst-case customer allocation cost, and

as a consequence the uncertain demand and the allocation of customers is considered

when building the facilities.
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Facilities can be disrupted by natural disasters, terrorism, or labor strikes in many

settings. Such disruptions fortunately occur rarely, but the consequences of these

disruptions can be disastrous. The customers of the disrupted facilities have to be

reallocated to another facility, when such a disruption occurs. When there are only a

limited number of facilities the cost of reallocation can be high. High reallocation cost

can be avoided by opening additional facilities. However, a supply chain network with

high operating cost to hedge against rarely occurring disruptions is unacceptable. As

a consequence a trade-off should be made between the additional operation cost and

the consequences of a disruption. This trade-off can be modeled by a two-stage model

(Shen et al., 2011) that considers the probability that each disruption occurs. The

objective is to optimize the cost of the facilities combined with the average customer

assignment cost of each scenario that can occur. The first-stage decision consists of

determining which facilities to open and the second-stage decision assigns the clients

to the facilities that are still operational for each disruption that occurs with a given

probability.

It is also possible to consider uncertainty in multiple aspects simultaneously and to

recover the first-stage decisions in the second-stage. Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2015)

consider uncertainty in the location of customers and facilities, the set of allocations,

and in the facility and customer assignment costs. This situation can occur in the

event of a natural disaster, where it can be hard to determine which areas require

humanitarian relief and where Red Cross facilities can be located. Because a natural

disaster can have a large impact on the infrastructure, the transportation cost from

customers to facilities cannot be determined in advance. Because of this, only a set

of potential customers, facilities, and connections can be used to make first-stage

decisions. These first-stage decisions include opening some facilities and allocating

some customers. When the uncertainty is resolved, the solution has to be made

feasible by opening additional facilities, by assigning the remaining customers and if

necessary reallocating already allocated customers. Opening facilities and assigning

customers in the first-stage is cheaper than in the second-stage, but because of the

uncertainty, it is possible that a facility is built at an unreachable location or that

already allocated customers no longer exist.

1.2. Two-stage optimization framework

In this section, we introduce two-stage optimization that is used throughout this

thesis. Because two-stage optimization uses elements from both robust optimization

and stochastic programming we first explain these two methods briefly.
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1.2.1 Robust optimization

Soyster (1973) introduced robust optimization. He shows that even small changes

to the parameters in an optimization problem can give highly infeasible solutions.

For that reason, Soyster proposes an optimization problem that considers all possible

realizations of the parameters. A solution is now defined as robust when it stays

feasible for any possible realization of the input within a given uncertainty set. The

uncertainty set restricts the possible realizations of the parameters. In this thesis, we

use the discrete uncertainty set, that discretely specifies each value that a parameter

can take. Another example of an uncertainty set is the interval set where the value

of each parameter falls between a lower and an upper bound. Other uncertainty

sets include norm-based, polyhedral, and ellipsoidal uncertainty sets (Ben-Tal et al.,

2009). Using uncertainty sets is popular because they are very tractable and as a

consequence many robust optimization problems can be solved to optimality.

More formally, a robust uncertain linear program is formulated as the collection:{
min
y
{cTy | Ay ≤ b}(A,b,c)∈Ξ

}
where c ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rm×n, and b ∈ Rm denote the uncertain coefficients, and Ξ

denotes an uncertainty set.

Furthermore, the robust optimization paradigm is based on the following three

assumptions (Ben-Tal et al. (2009), p. xii):

1. All decision variables y ∈ Rn represent here and now decisions, that do not

depend on the uncertainty. This assumption can be relaxed by considering

more advanced methods such as adjustable or two-stage robust optimization

(Ben-Tal et al. (2004) and Section 1.2.3), where some of the decisions can be

made when the uncertainty is (partially) revealed.

2. The decision maker is fully responsible for consequences of the decisions to

be made when, and only when, the actual data is within the pre-specified

uncertainty set.

3. All constraints are hard constraints. No violations of the constraints, are allowed

when the data is within the uncertainty set. This can be alleviated by globalized

robust optimization (Ben-Tal et al. (2009), Chapter 3), which is outside the

scope of this thesis.

Additionally, the uncertain cost of the objective can be interpreted in many ways.

A natural and robust way to interpret the uncertain cost is by its guaranteed value,
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a.k.a the largest possible value. As a consequence, the robust solution is found by

(RO-AR) min
y
{ sup

(c,A,b)∈Ξ

cTy | Ay − b ≤ 0, ∀(c,A, b) ∈ Ξ}.

The objective of the RO-AR is often called the strict robust or absolute robust

objective because it is based on the anticipation that the worst will happen. We

come back to this objective in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 when we formulate the two-

stage robust optimization problem. The solution of a robust optimization problem can

be found by creating a deterministic equivalent that is called the robust counterpart.

The robust counterpart of the RO-AR can be written as follows:

min
t,y
{t | cTy ≤ t, Ay − b ≤ 0 ∀(c,A, b) ∈ Ξ}.

A drawback of robust optimization is that the solution can give unacceptably high

cost or that a solution that is feasible for all realizations within the uncertainty set

does not even exist. For a detailed overview of the robust optimization framework,

we refer to Ben-Tal et al. (2009), and Bertsimas et al. (2011).

1.2.2 Stochastic programming

Stochastic programming traces its roots to the introduction of recourse models

(Dantzig, 1955) and models with probabilistic constraints (Charnes and Cooper,

1959). In this thesis, we focuss on recourse models. Given uncertain parameters,

denoted by a random vector ξ, the term recourse refers to the opportunity of the

model to adapt the solution to the observed outcome of the uncertain parameters.

As a consequence, a recourse model has (at least) two-stages. The first-stage decision

(also called the here and now decision) y ∈ Fy ⊆ Rn+, where Fy is the feasible region,

is independent of the realization ξ. The second-stage decisions xd ∈ Fxd ⊆ Rmd
+ ,

where Fxd is the feasible region, are determined after the realization ξ is observed

and all data is known. We furthermore define the uncertain matrices Wξ, Tξ and

uncertain vectors hξ, eξ that depend on the observed realization ξ. The goal is to

find a good first-stage solution y that gives the best expected objective value over all

realisations of ξ.

This give us the following recourse-model:

min{cTy + Eξ[Q(y, ξ)] | Ay ≤ b, y ∈ Fy},

where,

Q(y, ξ) = min{hTξ xξ | Wξy + Tξx ≤ eξ, xξ ∈ Fxξ}.
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When a discrete scenarios set D is used, where each scenario d ∈ D occurs with

probability pd, we can simplify the problem to the following two-stage stochastic

programming model:

(SP-2SSP) min{cTy +
∑
d∈D

pdQ(y, d) | Ay ≤ b, y ∈ Fy}.

where,

Q(y, d) = min{hTd xd | Wdy + Tdx ≤ ed, xd ∈ Fxd}.

The difference between stochastic programming (recourse models) and robust opti-

mization (as defined in Section 1.2.1) is that for robust optimization the solution has

to be feasible for all realizations within the uncertainty set without any possibility

for adaption. Another difference is that recourse models require a probability

distribution, while that is not necessary for robust optimization. However, these

distinctions disappear for discrete uncertainty sets (the only set considered in this

thesis) when we change the expected case objective to a absolute robust objective.

This gives use the following two-stage “robust” optimization model:

(SP-2SRO) min{cTy + max
d∈D

Q(y, d) | Ay ≤ b, y ∈ Fy}.

The SP-2SRO is closely related to (and can even be seen as) adjustable robust

optimization (Ben-Tal et al., 2004). Similar to the SP-2SRO, adjustable robust

optimization combines robust optimization with recourse. However, adjustable robust

optimization is developed with different uncertainty sets (e.g. ellipsoidal) in mind and

as a consequence most ideas from adjustable robust optimization are not relevant for

the SP-2SRO.

1.2.3 Two-stage optimization

We use the notation of Section 1.2.2 for all parameters and variables. Remember

that y ∈ Fy ⊆ Rn are the first-stage decision variables and xd ∈ Fxd ⊆ Rmd the

second-stage decision variables. New is the function g that has a set as input. A

second-stage optimization problem for a discrete set of uncertain variables can be

expressed as follows:

(2S-2SO) min{cTy + g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}) | Ay ≤ b, y ∈ Fy},

where,

Q(y, d) = min{hTd xd | Wdy + Tdxd ≤ ed, xd ∈ Fxd}.

There are many possible choices for the function g. A few examples are as follows:
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1. g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}) = 0. This models the situation where the only concern is

the feasibility of the recovered solutions.

2. g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}) = maxd∈D Q(y, d). This models the maximum cost of the

recovered solutions xd. This corresponds with the absolute robust objective.

Consequently, we call optimization models with this objective two-stage robust

optimization.

3. g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}) =
∑
d∈D pdQ(y, d), corresponds to minimizing the

expected value of the solution after recovery. We call optimization models with

this objective two-stage stochastic programming.

The 2S-2SO can be reformulated to a deterministic equivalent, that contains all

scenarios:

(2S-DE) min cTy + g({hTd xd | d ∈ D})

s.t. Ay ≤ b,
Wdy + Tdxd ≤ ed ∀d ∈ D,

xd ∈ Fxd ∀d ∈ D,
y ∈ Fy.

We call a two-stage optimization problem recoverable when the first-stage decision

can be recovered in the second-stage. To recover the first-stage variables, second-

stage variables are introduced. Consequently, the difference between recoverable and

not recoverable lies only in the interpretation of the variables. Recall the two-stage

facility location problem where in the first-stage facilities have to be opened and in

the second-stage clients are assigned to the opened facilities. This problem is called

recoverable when in the second-stage, besides allocating clients, the facility decision

can be (partially) recovered by opening additional facilities or closing facilities.

Our two-stage optimization framework is related to the recoverable robust optimiza-

tion framework from Liebchen et al. (2009). The differences are that Liebchen

et al. (2009) excludes two-stage stochastic programming and restricts the second-

stage recovery by the actions that can be taken or the computational speed of the

solution. Our framework includes two-stage stochastic programming and allows but

does not require restrictions on the second-stage recovery.
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1.3. Decomposition methods for two-stage optimiza-

tion

A way to solve the two-stage optimization models is by solving the deterministic

equivalent by commercial solvers such as CPLEX or Gurobi. Commercial solvers often

use branch-and-cut2 to solve the optimization problems. Branch-and-cut uses branch-

and-bound combined with cutting planes to tighten the LP-relaxations. However, the

deterministic equivalent is often large and as a consequence cannot fit into memory or

cannot be solved in reasonable time. As a consequence, many decomposition methods

exist to solve two-stage optimization problems. A decomposition method decomposes

the model into solvable subproblems which are then coordinated by a high-level master

problem. In this section, we briefly explain two well known decomposition methods

for two-stage optimization, followed by two lesser known methods.

1.3.1 Constraint generation - Benders decomposition

The most known and used decomposition method for two-stage optimization is

Benders decomposition3 (Benders, 1962), also known as the L-shaped decomposition

method in the stochastic programming literature (van Slyke and Wets, 1969). Benders

decomposition has been used for many two-stage optimization problems such as two-

stage robust facility location (Álvarez-Miranda et al., 2015; Gabrel et al., 2014) and

two-stage stochastic supply chain network design (Santoso et al., 2005; Costa, 2005).

Like many decomposition methods, Benders decomposition decomposes the optimiza-

tion problem to a master and a slave problem. Benders decomposition is a row or

constraint generation algorithm and consequently relies on the possibility of adding

good optimality cuts4 to the master problem. The algorithm iteratively solves a

master and a slave problem that provide a lower bound LB and an upper bound UB,

respectively. When the LB and UB are sufficiently close the algorithm terminates.

Otherwise, information from the duals of the slave problem is used to add optimality

cuts to the master problem. The optimality cuts serve to improve the estimation of

the optimal value of the master problem.

We briefly show how Benders decomposition works in combination with the 2S-2SO

from Section 1.2.3. Set the LB at −∞ and the UB at ∞. The iteration counter is

2Assuming an ILP formulation.
3The method is named after Jacques F. Benders who was a full professor in Operations Research

at Eindhoven University of Technology from 1963 to 1989. Jacques F. Benders is a great-grandfather

of this thesis (Mathematics Genealogy Project: http://www.genealogy.ams.org/index.php).
4We exclude feasibility cuts because all problems considered in this thesis have relative complete

recourse.

http://www.genealogy.ams.org/index.php
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set at i := 0, and we let ŷ be the incumbent solution. The Benders decomposition

method consists of the following steps:

1. Solve the master problem.

LB = min cTy + θ

s.t. Ay ≤ b, (1.1)

θ ≥ rTk y + vk k = 1, . . . , i, (1.2)

θ ≥ 0, (1.3)

y ∈ Fy. (1.4)

The constraints (1.1), guarantee that the Benders decomposition always

provides feasible solutions. The variable θ represents the second-stage cost

for the scenarios and Constraints (1.2) approximate the constraint θ ≥
g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}). The coefficients ri+1 and vi+1 are determined from

the duals of Q(y, d) in such a way that g((rk)Ty + vk) = g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}).
In Step 4, it is explained in detail how ri+1 and vi+1 are generated.

2. Calculate the objective value: cTyi + g({Q(y, d) | d ∈ D}). If this value is

smaller than the upper bound UB, we update the upper bound with the new

objective value and set the incumbent solution at ŷ := yi.

3. If (UB - LB) / LB < δ, where δ > 0 is a pre-specified tolerance, the algorithm

stops and returns ŷ as the optimal solution5 and UB as the objective value.

Otherwise the algorithm proceeds to Step 4.

4. Let πdi be the dual variables for Q(yi, d). The cut coefficients are:

ri+1 := g({−(πdi )TWd | d ∈ D})

and

vi+1 := (πdi )Ted.

Update i := i+ 1 and go back to Step 1.

This process is summarized in figure 1.2.

5Assuming a very small δ.
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Figure 1.2 Benders decomposition for a two-stage problem.

1.3.2 Column generation - Branch-and-Price

Branch-and-price (Barnhart et al., 1998) is a branch-and-bound algorithm where

column generation is used to gain the lower or upper bound, instead of a LP-

relaxation. Branch-and-price is used less frequently than Benders decomposition

for two-stage optimization. However, branch-and-price has been used for two-stage6

stochastic/robust optimization problems in different settings. These settings include

batch sizing (Lulli and Sen, 2004), facility location (Silva and Wood, 2006), capacity

planning (Singh et al., 2009), and maintenance routing (Maher et al., 2014).

A reformulation based on the deterministic equivalent from Section 1.2.3 is necessary

to use column generation. A well known reformulation is Dantzig-Wolfe decomposi-

tion (Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960). This reformulation is used to obtain a better upper or

lower bound than the LP-relaxation of the original formulation. The reformulation,

called master problem, often contains too many columns to solve the problem to

optimality in reasonable time. Many of these columns are zero and consequently could

be removed from the formulation. To deal with this, a restricted master problem is

used, a formulation that only considers a subset of the columns. New columns are

iteratively added to the restricted master problem by a pricing problem that identifies

columns that can improve the objective function. When no columns that can improve

the objective can be found, the solution of the restricted master problem is optimal.

6Some of the cited literature has more than two stages.
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Figure 1.3 nicely depicts the branch-and-price algorithm for a minimization problem.

Furthermore, we refer the reader to Vanderbeck (2000) for a detailed description

about branch-and-price in combination with Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition.

Figure 1.3 Branch-and-price algorithm for a minimization problem.

In this thesis, we use and improve two new decompositions methods (Bouman et al.

(2011)7) for branch-and-price namely the separated decomposition and the combined

decomposition. The separate and combined decomposition methods will be explained

in detail in Section 2.2.

1.3.3 Other decomposition methods

Column-and-constraint generation, also known as row-and-column generation, is a

new decomposition method made for two-stage optimization problems that use the

absolute robust objective. The idea behind column-and-constraint generation is,

similar to column generation, to solve a master problem that only contains a subset of

the variables. Every time the master problem is solved, the variables and constraints

7Akker et al. (2016) extends Bouman et al. (2011) with the research findings from Chapter 2.
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belonging to the scenario that is a worst-case realization of the master problem are

added to the master problem. New variables are generated until no new worst-case

realizations can be added or some other stopping criteria is met.

Zeng and Zhao (2013) show that a column-and-constraint generation procedure

performs an order of magnitude faster than Benders decomposition for a two-

stage robust location transportation problem with demand levels in a polyhedral

uncertainty set. Furthermore, the approach has been used for two-stage robust facility

location (An and Zeng, 2015), two-stage robust unit commitment (An and Zeng, 2015;

Zhao and Zeng, 2012), and a two-stage robust distribution network reconfiguration

problem (Lee et al., 2015). We contribute to this method by generating a similar

method that we call scenario addition in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 6, we generalize

this method so that it also works for two-stage stochastic optimization.

For completeness we also mention Lagrangian relaxation. We have tested this method

on some of the problems studied in this thesis, but it gave poor results. Assume that

we have the following deterministic optimization problem:

min{cTy | Ay ≤ b},

The idea behind Lagrangian relaxation is to split the constraints in A, in a matrix

with difficult constraints A1 and a matrix with easy constraints A2. For two-stage

optimization the difficult constraints are the second-stage constraints that contain the

first-stage decision variables. The difficult constraints are then added to the objectives

with a nonnegative penalty vector λ: λT (b1 −A1y), making the problem easier to

solve. This results in a formulation where the second-stage problem is dependent on

the penalty vector λ instead of y. The idea is that given a λ, the first-stage variables

yλ can easily be found and the second-stage problems can be solved separately for

each scenario. The solution from the Langrangian relaxation is a lower bound and

the actual solution value for yλ the upper bound: cTyλ + g({Q(yλ, d) | d ∈ D}). λ
can be updated by a standard subgradient method (Fisher, 2004) until the lower and

upper bound are sufficiently close. Combining this method with branch-and-bound

gives optimal solutions.

1.4. Research objectives and outline of the thesis

The decomposition methods in this thesis are all developed in the context of a

specific optimization problem. We first briefly introduce these optimization problems,

continue with the research objectives, and end with the outline of the thesis.
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1.4.1 The optimization problems

This thesis studies three different optimization problems: demand shortest path,

size robust multiple knapsacks, and maintenance location routing. The first two

problems are based on theoretical combinatorial optimization problems and the third

is a practical problem from the Netherlands Railways (NS). These problems are NP-

hard and for the proofs of this property see Chapters 2.1, 3.1, and 4.4, respectively.

1.4.1.1 The demand robust shortest path problem

The demand robust shortest path problem (DRSPP) is a two-stage robust shortest

path problem, that is similar to the shortest path problem introduced by Dhamdhere

et al. (2005). The shortest path from a source to a sink has to be found, but the

location of the sink is uncertain. It is possible to buy edges now (first-stage) or in the

future (second-stage) for an increased price when the sink is revealed. We model this

uncertainty by a discrete set of scenarios and minimize the cost of the shortest path

of the worst-case scenario.

1.4.1.2 The size robust multiple knapsack

A knapsack is a problem where given a set of items, each with a weight and a

revenue, a collection of items should be selected such that the weight of the items

is smaller than the knapsack size and the total revenue of the items is maximized.

The size robust multiple knapsack (SRMKRP) is a knapsack problem where we have

multiple knapsacks and for each scenario the size of the knapsacks can decrease with

some probability. In the first-stage an initial decision is made on the selected items

and in the second-stage items are removed to fit the decreased knapsack size, while

maximizing the expected revenue.

1.4.1.3 Maintenance location routing problems

The maintenance location routing problem is a problem where we want to find the

best location of maintenance facilities for rolling stock in a railway network. The

transportation costs of the rolling stock are determined by a maintenance routing

problem that is dependent on the railway infrastructure and a line plan. A line plan

consist of a set of train lines, where each line is a path in the railway network that

is operated with a certain frequency by one rolling stock type. The line plan changes

regularly to accommodate changing travel demands. These changes include up and

down-scaling of service frequencies on any given line, the rolling stock types assigned
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to the lines, and the introduction of new rolling stock types. To deal with these

features, we give a two-stage stochastic programming model (SMLRP) and a two-

stage robust optimization model (RMLRP). The models minimize the annual cost of

the facilities and the average/worst-case maintenance routing cost given a discrete

scenario set with line plans.

The recoverable robust maintenance location routing problem (RRMLRP) extends

the RMLRP. As its name indicates the RRMLRP allows recovery against a price for

each scenario. Recovery consists of opening additional facilities, closing facilities, and

upgrading the capacity of the existing facilities. Furthermore, the RRMLRP includes

unplanned maintenance when a failure in the field occurs and multiple facility sizes

that include economies of scale in facility size: a facility which is twice as large costs

less than twice as much.

1.4.2 The research objectives

For the first two theoretical combinatorial optimization problems, our sole focus is

on improving decomposition methods. Because the maintenance location routing

problem is a new practical problem that has not been studied before, we do not

only focuss on improving and developing new decomposition methods. We also focus

on modeling the maintenance location routing problem such that it can accurately

answer the managerial questions from railways companies such as the NS.

Therefore, the research objectives are divided in three categories: improving the

separate and combined decomposition methods, developing maintenance location

routing models, and column-and-constraint generation for two-stage optimization.

1.4.2.1 Improving the separate and combined decomposition methods

Bouman et al. (2011) introduce two new decomposition approaches for branch-

and-price: the separate and combined decomposition approaches. In the research

of Bouman et al. (2011), the separate decomposition outperforms the combined

decomposition. However, the demand shortest path problem, has a structure

that makes the combined decomposition approach more suitable than the separate

decomposition approach. As a consequence, it is expected that the combined recovery

approach may work well for the demand robust shortest path problem.

Research objective 1 Test the performance of the combined decomposition formu-

lation on the demand robust shortest path problem.

Often the performance of a decomposition approach highly depends on the chosen
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parameters and many acceleration strategies are possible. A task is to fine-tune the

algorithm and to find strategies that reduce the computational time.

Research objective 2 Improve the performance of the separate and combined

decomposition approaches by selecting good column generation strategies and by using

new acceleration strategies.

Furthermore, it is important to compare the approaches with each other in theory

and by doing computational experiments.

Research objective 3 Compare the performance of the separate and combined

decomposition approaches.

1.4.2.2 Developing maintenance location routing models

A part of the thesis is inspired by the question, “How many maintenance facilities do

railway companies need and where should the facilities be located”. To answer that

question, it is important to consider the routing of the rolling stock to the maintenance

facilities, as it is a large cost component that is dependent on the locations of the

facilities. The maintenance routing of train units is an operational problem that

depends among others on the line plan and fleet plan.

Research objective 4 Develop a model that combines maintenance routing with

facility location. These models should be able to deal (among others) efficiently with

changes to the line plan, and the introduction of new rolling stock.

To make the model even more realistic unplanned maintenance and recoveries such

as opening additional facilities, closing facilities, and upgrading the capacity of the

existing facilities should also be included. Furthermore, facility location models

generally do not take economies of scale in facility size into account while in practice

this is important.

Research objective 5 Extend the earlier developed model to include unplanned

maintenance, facility recoveries, and economies of scale in facility size. This model

should give managerial insights and should in particular be able to assess the trade-off

between a few large facilities with economies of scale versus many small facilities with

reduced transportation cost.
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1.4.2.3 Column-and-constraint generation for two-stage optimization

The robust and stochastic maintenance location routing problems from the NS

are far more difficult than the demand robust shortest path problem and the size

robust multiple knapsack problem. As a consequence the combined and separate

decomposition approaches cannot solve instances of practical size in a reasonable

time. Furthermore, we tested Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, Benders decomposition,

and Lagrangian relaxation with poor results. This resulted in the following research

objectives:

Research objective 6 Develop an efficient column-and-constraint generation algo-

rithm for the two-stage robust maintenance location routing problem.

The column-and-column generation algorithm only works well when the second-stage

problem can be solved quickly (in polynomial time), however its performance is

reduced for difficult (NP-hard) second-stage problems that can not be solved quickly.

Research objective 7 Improve the performance of the column-and-constraint gen-

eration algorithm for two-stage robust optimization problems that have a difficult

second-stage problem.

Current column-and-constraint generation algorithms can only be used for two-stage

robust problems because it uses the fact that in that case only the worst-case scenario

has to be identified and evaluated.

Research objective 8 Develop a column-and-constraint generation algorithm that

can solve large two-stage stochastic programming problems.

1.4.3 Outline of the thesis

This thesis consist of five chapters that are based on the following (working) papers:

Chapter 2: van den Akker, J.M., Bouman, P.C., Hoogeveen, J.A., and

Tönissen, D.D. (2016), Decomposition approaches for recover-

able robust optimization problems, European Journal of Opera-

tional Research, 251(3), 739-750.

Chapter 3: Tönissen, D.D., van den Akker, J.M., and Hoogeveen, J.A.

(2017), Column generation and decomposition approaches for the

two-stage stochastic multiple knapsack problem, Computers &

Operations Research, 83, 125-139.
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Chapter 4: Tönissen, D.D., Arts, J.J., and Shen, Z.J.M. (2017), Main-

tenance location routing for rolling stock under line and fleet

planning uncertainty.

Chapter 5: Tönissen, D.D. and Arts, J.J. (2017), Economies of scale in

recoverable robust maintenance location routing for rolling stock.

Chapter 6: Tönissen, D.D., Arts, J.J., and Shen, Z.J.M. (2017), A new

column-and-constraint generation algorithm for two-stage stochas-

tic programming problems.

The research for Chapter 2 and 3 was done when the author was at Utrecht University.

The first paper is a merge of a conference paper (Bouman et al., 2011), and joint

research of the author with J.M. van den Akker and J.A. Hoogeveen. Chapter 2

in this thesis focuses on a theoretical result from this research and a computational

study that has been performed by the author.

Table 1.1 gives an overview of the thesis by the research objectives as stated in Section

1.4.2.

Research objectives

Chapters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 x x x

3 x x

4 x x

5 x x

6 x

Table 1.1 Navigating the thesis by research objective.

In Table 1.2 we show which optimization problems and decomposition methods

are used in which chapters. DE8 is short for solving (an improved version) of

the deterministic equivalent by commercial solvers. BD, CRD, SRD, are Benders

decomposition, combined recovery decomposition, separate recovery decomposition,

respectively. We call our column-and-constraint generation algorithm for two-stage

robust optimization scenario addition (SA) and we refer to the column-and-constraint

generation for two-stage stochastic programming as C&CG. Furthermore, recall that

the DRSPP, SRMKRP, SMLRP, RMLRP, and RRMLRP are the demand shortest

path problem, the size robust multiple knapsack problem, the stochastic, robust, and

recoverable robust maintenance location routing problem, respectively.

8The deterministic equivalent (DE) is technically not a decomposition method.
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Decomposition methods

Problems CRD SRD DE BD SA C&CG

DRSPP 2

SRMKP 3 3

SMLRP 4 4 4 6

RMLRP 4 4 4

RRMLRP 5 5

Table 1.2 Navigating the thesis by optimization problems and decomposition methods.



Chapter 2

Column generation and

decomposition approaches for

the demand robust shortest

path

“The shortest distance between

two points is a straight line.”

Archimedes of Syracuse

2.1. Introduction

Recoverable robustness, two-stage robust optimization where the first-stage variables

can be recovered in a limited way, has been introduced by Liebchen et al. (2009). It

has been developed with railway applications in mind, where it has been used among

others for rolling stock planning (Cacchiani et al., 2008) and shunting and timetabling

(Cicerone et al., 2009). Recoverable robust problems have been solved by among

others Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (Maher et al., 2014) and Benders decomposition

(Álvarez-Miranda et al., 2015; Cacchiani et al., 2008; Maher et al., 2014). In Bouman

et al. (2011)1 two new decomposition approaches are introduced: the separate and

1Akker et al. (2016) extends Bouman et al. (2011) with the research findings from this chapter.
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combined decomposition approach that are used in combination with branch-and-

price. In their paper the separate decomposition (SRD) outperformed the combined

decomposition method (CRD) for a size robust knapsack problem.

In this chapter, we show that the CRD formulation has a stronger LP-relaxation than

the SRD formulation and consequently can cut more branches from the branch-and-

price tree. Furthermore, we provide different methods to decrease the solution time

of the branch-and-price algorithm for the CRD formulation. In addition the CRD

formulation is more suitable for the demand robust shortest path problem (DRSPP)

than the SRD formulation as it more easily captures some of the constraints.

The DRSPP is a two-stage robust shortest path problem that is similar to the shortest

path problem introduced by Dhamdhere et al. (2005). The shortest path from a source

to a sink has to be found, however the location of the sink is uncertain. It is possible

to buy edges now (first stage or initial phase) or in the future (second stage or recovery

phase) for an increased price when the sink is revealed. We model this uncertainty

by a discrete set of scenarios. Like Dhamdhere et al. (2005) we minimize the cost of

the shortest path of the worst-case scenario. Two different variants of the recoverable

robust shortest path problem are studied by Büsing (2012). The location of the sink is

known in both variants and the uncertainty lays in the edge cost. In the first variant

a path has to be chosen and recovery is possible by replacing at most k edges and in

the second variant already chosen edges are discounted.

A possible application for the DRSPP is emergency humanitarian logistics where the

location of a shelter, distribution center, or medical center is not yet known. When

the emergency location is build, people from our source (for example a large city)

want to access the sink (the facility) immediately. However, due to a natural disaster

or a war not all roads are accessible. To have quicker access to the facility and to

save cost it is possible to make some or even all roads accessible before the location

is known. When the location of the facility is known an accessible and save path to

the facility should be made as quick as possible with no regard for the costs.

The DRSPP is a NP-hard problem, because it generalises the NP-hard Steiner tree

problem. The goal of the Steiner tree problem is to find, given an undirected graph

with non-negative edge weights and a subset of vertices T , the smallest tree that

connects all vertices in T . When we scale the edges by an high enough factor, the

optimal solution for the DRSPP is to buy a minimum cost tree that connects the

source and all sinks during the first-stage.

The goal of this chapter is to illustrate and improve the CRD formulation. As a

consequence, we do not test other algorithms or try to find the best and most suitable

algorithm for the DRSPP. The contributions of this chapter are as follow:

• We are the first to implement and test the CRD formulation.
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• We show that the CRD formulation has a stronger LP-relaxation then the SRD

formulation.

• We introduce and test three different column generation strategies to decrease

the solution time.

• For every column found by the pricing problem, we generate the columns for

the other scenarios, such that every generated column can directly be used in

a solution. This strategy often improves the solution time by an order of an

magnitude and two orders of magnitude for some instances.

• We show that the CRD formulation can be used to efficiently solve the DRSPP.

The CRD formulation for the DRSPP has for each scenario a set of variables that

corresponds to the combination of edges that are bought in the first-stage, together

with the edges that are bought in the second-stage. The union of these edges has

to contain a path from source to sink, and consequently feasibility is enforced within

the variables. The third contribution uses the fact that given a set of first-stage

edges, the optimal solution for the second-stage edges can be found by a shortest

path algorithm, where the cost of the first-stage edges are set to zero. Consequently,

for every column found by the pricing problem, we can generate for each scenario an

additional column with the same first-stage edges and optimal second-stage edges for

that scenario. Generating these additional columns can decrease the solution time

substantially, because a column can only be used in a solution when there is a column

with the same first-stage edges for every scenario.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2, the two decomposition methods

are introduced and it is shown that the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation is

stronger than the SRD formulation. In Section 2.3, we model the DRSPP as a two-

stage robust optimization model and reformulate the problem to a CRD formulation.

We show how the CRD formulation can be solved by branch-and-price in Section

2.4 and we perform computational experiments on the different column generation

strategies in Section 2.5. Furthermore, we test the influence of the edges scaling

factor, the costs, the number of edges, and scenarios on the solution time.

2.2. The decomposition methods

We explain the two decomposition approaches and show that the CRD formulation

has a stronger LP-relaxation than the SRD formulation. Both decompositions are a

reformulation of the deterministic equivalent of the two-stage problem from Chapter

1.2.3.
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2.2.1 Separated recovery decomposition

We define a set F that contains all first-stage feasible solutions and for each scenario

d ∈ D a set Fd that contains all feasible second-stage solutions for scenario d. For

all first-stage feasible solutions k we have the binary decision variable yk that is 1 if

solution k ∈ F is chosen en 0 otherwise. Similarly, we have for each scenario d ∈ D
the binary decision variable xdq that is 1 if solution xdq ∈ Fd is chosen and 0 otherwise.

The costs of solution k and q are ck and cdq , respectively. We enforce that exactly

one first-stage solution and one second-stage solution for each scenario is selected.

Furthermore, the recovery constraints enforce that for each scenario the first-stage

solution can be transformed into a feasible second-stage solution. Furthermore, let xd

denote the vector containing all entries xdq ∀q ∈ Fd for a scenario d ∈ D. The matrix

of coefficients A, is split in a matrix for the first-stage situation A0 and a matrix Ad

for each scenario d ∈ D. The vector of coefficients for scenario d is denoted by bd.

Furthermore, we have the function g that takes a set as input. We now obtain an

integer linear programming formulation which is formulated as follows:

(SRD) min
∑
k∈F

ckyk + g({
∑
q∈Fd

cdqx
d
q | d ∈ D})

s.t.
∑
k∈F

yk = 1 (2.1)∑
q∈Fd

xdq = 1 ∀d ∈ D, (2.2)

A0y +Adx
d ≤ bd ∀d ∈ D, (2.3)

yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ F, (2.4)

xdq ∈ {0, 1} ∀q ∈ Fd, ∀d ∈ D. (2.5)

Constraints (2.1) and (2.2) state that exactly one solution is selected for the first-

stage and for each scenario, respectively. Constraints (2.3) model the fact that for

each scenario d ∈ D the solution xd should be obtained from y by recovery. We

solve the SRD formulation by Branch-and-Price (Barnhart et al., 1998), and relax

the integrality constraints (2.4) and (2.5) to yk ≥ 0 and xdq ≥ 0. The resulting

LP-relaxation is solved by column generation.

The column generation process is depicted in Figure 2.1. We start with a limited

subset of the variables and solve the LP-relaxation for this subset only; this is called

the restricted master problem. Then we solve the pricing problem, that is we look for

variables that are not yet included in the restricted master problem and can improve

the solution if their value is made positive.

The pricing problem for the first-stage variables yk is an optimization problem
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Figure 2.1 Column generation process for the SRD formulation

over the set of feasible solutions F , and consequently is a variant of the first-stage

problem. Similarly, for the variables xdq for scenario d the pricing problem becomes

an optimization problem over Fd. If improving variables are found, they are added

to the restricted master problem, the problem is solved again, after which pricing is

performed etc. When the pricing problem does not find any new variables, the master

problem is solved to optimality. In that case branch-and-price is applied to find the

optimal integer solution.

2.2.2 Combined recovery decomposition

In the CRD formulation, first-stage solutions are combined with second-stage solution

for each scenario d ∈ D. We define F dk as the set of all feasible solutions that can

be found by recovering first-stage solution k ∈ F , where F is the set containing all

feasible first-stage solutions. Furthermore, we define KQd as the set containing all

feasible combinations (k, q) of a first-stage solution k ∈ F and a second-stage solution

q ∈ F dk . The binary combined first- and second-stage decision variable zdkq is 1 when

combined solution (k, q) ∈ KQd is selected and 0 otherwise.

Obviously, the combinations selected for the different scenarios d ∈ D for any feasible

solution must all contain the same first-stage solution. To model this we first assume

that any first-stage solution k can be described by the parameters aik (i = 1, . . . , l),

where aik = 1 if the initial solution k possesses characteristic i, and aik = 0 otherwise.

Next, we introduce binary variables vi (i = 1, . . . , l) to indicate whether the chosen
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initial solution possesses characteristic i. This leads to the following formulation:

(CRD) min

l∑
i=1

civi + g({
∑

(k,q)∈KQd

csqz
d
kq | d ∈ D})

s.t.
∑

(k,q)∈F×Fd

zdkq = 1 ∀d ∈ D, (2.6)

vi =
∑
k∈F

aik(
∑
q∈Fd

zdkq) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, ∀d ∈ D, (2.7)

zdkq ∈ {0, 1} ∀d ∈ D, ∀(k, q) ∈ KQd. (2.8)

The binary character of the v variables is guaranteed by the combination of constraints

(2.7) and (2.8). Constraints (2.7) ensure that the same first-stage solution is selected

for each scenario; this first-stage solution can be constructed using the binary variables

vi.

We also solve the CRD formulation by branch-and-price. The column generation

process is depicted in Figure 2.2. The pricing problem consists of finding an optimal

combination of a first-stage solution and a second-stage solution for a given scenario.

Figure 2.2 Column generation process for the CRD formulation

2.2.3 Stronger LP-relaxation CRD

We can show that LP-relaxation of CRD formulation is stronger, and consequently

cuts more branches in the branch-and-price tree than the SRD formulation. In the

proof we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.1 For any feasible solution of the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation

we have that ∑
q∈Fd

zdkq ≡ zdk = zk ∀k ∈ F.

Proof: Let A denote the (l × |F |) matrix with entries aik (i = 1, . . . , l; k =

1, . . . , |F |). Then constraints (2.7) can be expressed as v = Azd, for all d ∈ D, where

zd = (zd1 , . . . , z
d
|F |)

T and v = (v1, . . . , vl)
T . Using the linearity of A, we find that

A(zd1 − zd2) = 0 for any d1, d2 ∈ D. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

A has rank l, since we can remove the redundant constraints otherwise. Hence, we

may conclude that z1 = z2 = . . . = z|D|. 2

Theorem 2.1 Let ZSRDLP and ZCRDLP be the solution value of the LP-relaxation of the

SRD and CRD formulation, respectively. Then

ZSRDLP ≥ ZCRDLP ,

i.e. the LP-relaxation of combined recovery decomposition is stronger.

Proof: Let (ṽ, z̃) be an optimal solution to the LP-relaxation of the CRD

formulation. We give a solution (ȳ, x̄) to the SRD formulation, and show that it

is feasible and has the same objective value as (ṽ, z̃). We define:

ȳk =
∑
q∈F1

z̃1
kq ∀k ∈ F

x̄dq =
∑
k∈F

z̃dkq ∀d ∈ D, ∀q ∈ Fd

Remark that in our definition of ȳk we could have used the values z̃dkq for any scenario,

because of Lemma 2.1. We first check the constraints.

We have that
∑
k∈F ȳk =

∑
k∈F

∑
q∈F1

z̃1
kq = 1 because of constraint (2.2). Hence,

constraint (2.1) holds. In the same way,
∑
q∈Fd

x̄dq =
∑
q∈Fd

∑
k∈F z̃

d
kq = 1 because

of constraint (2.2). Hence, constraint (2.2) holds for each d ∈ D.

Next, we have to show that ȳk and x̄dq satisfy the recovery constraints, which are

defined as

A0y +Adx
d ≤ bd ∀d ∈ D.

We show that this constraints holds for any scenario d ∈ D. Let uyk be the unit vector

of length |F | with a 1 on position k; similarly, we define udq as the unit vector of
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length |Fd| with a 1 on position q. Since within a variable z̃dkq, we have that solution

q is obtained by applying recovery to first-stage solution k we must have that

A0u
y
k +Adu

d
q ≤ bd ∀k ∈ F, ∀q ∈ Fd.

For each k ∈ F and q ∈ Fd we multiply these inequalities with z̃dkq and add them up

to obtain a convex combination of the recovery constraints. This yields∑
k∈F

∑
q∈Fd

z̃dkq[A0u
y
k +Adu

d
q ] ≤

∑
k∈F

∑
q∈Fd

z̃dkqbd = bd.

Since the recovery constraints are linear, this can be rewritten as

A0

∑
k∈F

[
∑
q∈Fd

z̃dkq]u
y
k +Ad

∑
q∈Fd

[
∑
k∈F

z̃dkq]u
d
q ≤ bd.

Using Lemma 2.1, we have that

ȳk =
∑
q∈F1

z̃1
kq =

∑
q∈Fd

z̃dkq;

and hence we can substitute ȳk and x̄dq to obtain

A0

∑
k∈F

ȳku
y
k +Ad

∑
q∈Fd

x̄dqu
d
q ≤ bd.

Consequently, A0ȳ+Adx̄ ≤ bd, implying that (ȳ, x̄) satisfies constraint (2.3). Clearly

ȳk and x̄dq are in [0, 1], which implies that the solution is feasible. Now we consider

the objective value.

Remark that ck =
∑l
i=1 fiaik. It follows that∑

k∈F

ckȳk + g({
∑
q∈Fd

cdq x̄
d
q | d ∈ D}) =

∑
k∈F

ck
∑
q∈F1

z̃1
kq + g({

∑
q∈Fd

cdq
∑
k∈F

z̃dkq | d ∈ D}) =

∑
k∈F

l∑
i=1

ciaik(
∑
q∈F1

z̃1
kq) + g({

∑
k∈F

∑
q∈Fd

cdq z̃
d
kq | d ∈ D}) =

l∑
i=1

ci
∑
k∈F

aik(
∑
q∈F1

z̃1
kq) + g({

∑
k∈F

∑
q∈Fd

cdq z̃
d
kq | d ∈ D}).
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By constraint (2.7), the above expression equals

l∑
i=1

ciṽi + g({
∑
k∈F

∑
q∈Fd

cdq z̃
d
kq | d ∈ D}),

which is equal to the cost of (ṽ, z̃). 2

2.3. The demand shortest path problem

We are given a graph G = (V,E) with cost ce ≥ 0 on the edges e ∈ E, and a source

node s ∈ V . The objective is to find the cheapest path from source to the sink, but

the exact location of the sink is subject to uncertainty. Moreover, the cost of the

edges may change over time. More formally, there are multiple scenarios d ∈ D that

each define a sink td ∈ V and a factor fd > 1 by which the cost of the edges are

scaled. Let ye and xde be the binary decision variables that are 1 when edge e ∈ E
is selected and 0 otherwise for the first- and second-stage problem for each scenario

d ∈ D respectively. Furthermore, let δin(v) and δout(v) denote the incoming and

outcoming arcs of vertex v ∈ V , respectively. The DRSPP can be formulated as the

following two-stage robust optimization problem:

(DRSPP-2SRO) min
∑
e∈E

ceye + max
d∈D

SP(y, d)

s.t. ye ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E, (2.9)

where

SP(y, d) = min fd
∑
e∈E

cex
d
e

s.t. ye + xde ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E, (2.10)

∑
e∈δin(v)

(ye + xde)−
∑

e∈δout(v)

(ye + xde) =


−1, if v is s

1, if v is td

0, otherwise

∀v ∈ V, (2.11)

xde ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E. (2.12)

The DRSP-2SRO minimizes the first-stage edge cost combined with the worst second-

stage edge cost. The second-stage problem SP(y, d) minimizes the shortest path cost
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from s to td with pre-bought edges ye. Constraints 2.10 guarantee that the edges can

only be bought once and Constraints 2.11 that there is a path from s to td.

A two-stage robust optimization problem such as the DRSPP-2SRO cannot easily

be solved by solvers. Consequently, we use the CRD formulation to reformulate

the DRSP-2SRO. Note that the DRSPP-2SRO is a minimax problem that can be

rewritten to a minimization problem by introducing the variable zmax that represents

the maximum recovery cost for all scenarios. Furthermore, we define the binary

parameters aek and adeq that are 1 when edge e is in edge set k or q for scenario d

respectively and 0 otherwise. Finally, the combined first- and second-stage variables

can be expressed as:

zdkq =

 1
if the combination of first-stage edge set k ⊆ E and second-stage edge

set q ⊆ E is selected for scenario d,
0 otherwise.

zdkq is only defined if (k, q) ∈ KQd, meaning that the intersection of k and q is empty

and that their union contains a path from s to td. Note that these constraints are

captured easily within the CRD formulation, but that it is less straight-forward to

model this by the SRD formulation. As a consequence, the CRD formulation is more

natural for the DRSPP.

The DRSPP-CRD can be formulated as:

(DRSPP-CRD) min
∑
e∈E

ceye + zmax

s.t.
∑

(k,q)∈KQd

zdkq = 1 ∀d ∈ D, (2.13)

ye −
∑

(k,q)∈KQd

aekz
d
kq = 0 ∀e ∈ E, ∀d ∈ D, (2.14)

zmax −
∑
e∈E

fdce
∑

(k,q)∈KQd

adeqz
d
kq ≥ 0 ∀d ∈ D, (2.15)

ye ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E, (2.16)

zdkq ∈ {0, 1} ∀d ∈ D, ∀(k, q) ∈ KQd. (2.17)

Constraints (2.13) ensure that exactly one combination of first-stage and second-stage

edges are selected for each scenario. Constraints (2.14) enforce that the same set of

first-stage edges is selected for each scenario. Finally, Constraints (2.15) make sure

that zmax represents the cost of the worst-case scenario.
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2.4. The branch-and-price algorithm

2.4.1 Solving the LP by column generation

We relax the integrality Constraints (2.16) and (2.17) of the DRSPP-CRD into ye ≥ 0

and zdkq ≥ 0, and solve this LP-relaxation. To deal with the large number of variables,

the problem is solved by column generation.

Since we have a minimization problem, the pricing problem boils down to minimizing

the reduced cost. Let λd, ρed, and πd be the dual variables of the constraints (2.13),

(2.14), and (2.15) respectively. The reduced cost of zdkq is now equal to:

cred(zdkq) = −λd +
∑
e∈E

ρedaek +
∑
e∈E

πsf
dcea

d
eq.

We solve the pricing problem for each scenario separately. For a given scenario d, the

pricing problem reduces to minimizing cred(zdkq) over all feasible aek and adeq. This

means that we have to select a subset of edges that contains a path from vsource to

vdsink. This subset consists of edges which have been bought in the first-stage and edges

which are attained during the second-stage. The first type corresponds to aek = 1

and has cost ρed and the second type to adeq = 1 and has cost πdf
dce. The pricing

problem is close to a shortest path problem, but we have two binary decision variables

for each edge. However, we can apply the following preprocessing steps:

1. First, we select all edges with negative cost. From LP theory, it follows that

all dual variables πd are nonnegative, and hence, all second-stage edges have

nonnegative cost. So we only select first-stage edges with negative cost ρed.

From now on, the cost of these edges is considered to be 0.

2. The other edges can either be selected in the first-stage or in the second-stage.

To minimize the reduced cost, we have to choose the cheapest option. This

means that we can set the cost of an edge equal to min(ρed, πdf
dce).

The pricing problem becomes a shortest path problem with nonnegative cost on the

edges and hence can be solved by Dijkstra’s (Dijkstra, 1959) algorithm. We use a min

heap implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm with a running time of O(|E| log(|V |)).

Since we solve the pricing problem for each scenario separately, the following questions

arise: ‘For which scenarios do we actually solve the pricing problem?’ and ‘Which

columns do we actually add to the restricted LP?’. We investigate the following

strategies:

• Interleaved: This method goes through the pricing problems of the different

scenarios one by one. As soon as a variable with negative reduced cost
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is identified, the corresponding column is added and the master problem is

solved again. After that, it continues to the next scenario. The column

generation process is stopped, when the pricing problem has found a solution

with nonnegative reduced cost for every scenario.

• Best: Solves the pricing problem for all scenarios, but only a column zdkq with

overall minimal reduced cost is added to the master problem. The master

problem is solved again and this repeats itself until the minimal reduced cost is

nonnegative.

• All: Solves the pricing problem for all scenarios and adds a column for all

scenarios for which a variable zdkq with negative reduced cost was found; after

adding all those columns it resolves the master problem.

Within the first few experiments, it became very clear that the LP problem is very

degenerate. Certainly for larger graphs with many scenarios this tends to slow down

the computation enormously. Observe that every solution needs at least |D| columns.

To obtain a complete solution, because of constraint (2.14), we need a collection of

columns such that for each edge e the total amount by which it is selected in the

first-stage solution
∑

(k,q)⊆E×E aekz
d
kq is the same for every scenario d. This has

the consequence that, although it is included in the basis, a promising new column

often does not influence the primal solution. To deal with this problem, we use the

following method: When a column is added, we always guarantee that it can be

selected for the solution by generating for every scenario the best column with the

same first-stage edges. Those columns are generated by fixing the set of first-stage

edges and finding the best second-stage edges by running Dijkstra’s algorithm for all

other |D| − 1 scenarios. Our experiments revealed that this method strongly speeds

up the computation, usually by an order of magnitude and for some instances even

by two orders of magnitude.

As a starting solution, we take the column in which all edges are taken in the first-

stage solution. Other strategies are tested but the differences were small and instance

dependent. Furthermore, we investigated column deletion, i.e. deletion of columns

with positive reduced cost. However, this does not seem to work well in combination

with including additional columns.

If the solution of the LP-relaxation is integral, our problem is solved to optimality.

Otherwise, we proceed by branch-and-price.
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2.4.2 Branching strategies

In a branch-and-price algorithm the branching strategy has to be designed in such a

way that the pricing problem can be solved in each node of the tree. In our algorithm,

we branch on the variables ye. In a node with ye = 1, we only generate columns where

edge e is bought in the first-stage. This implies that in the first preprocessing step of

the pricing problem, we buy edge e at cost ρed and then set its cost to 0. In a node

with ye = 0, we are not allowed to buy edge e in the first-stage. Therefore, we have

to define the cost of the edge as πdf
dce instead of min(ρedπdf

dce).

Concerning the choice of the edge for branching, besides considering the edges in order

of their index, we implemented branching on the most doubtful edge. This means

that the we branch on the edge for which |ye − 1
2 | is minimal. This strongly speeds

up the computation.

Moreover, we investigated different node selection strategies. We considered best

bound branching, i.e. branching on the node with the minimal lower bound, breadth

first search, depth first search and also best depth first, which from the deepest

nodes in the tree selects the one with the best lower bound. In our experiments best

depth first did not improve depth first search very much. Although depth first search

sometimes slightly improved best bound search, it showed a less stable behavior. The

same is true for breadth first search. Therefore, we chose to use best bound branching

in our algorithm.

To compute an upper bound three rounding heuristics are tested. The first heuristic

is to select for the initial phase only edges with ye = 1 in the LP-solution. In the

second heuristic, all edges with ye ≥ 1
2 are selected in the initial solution. As a third

alternative we applied a randomized strategy: each edge was selected in the initial

solution with a probability equal to the value of xe in the optimal solution of the

LP-relaxation. In all three cases, for each scenario the best recovery solution was

determined by Dijkstra’s algorithm. There did not seem to be much difference in

performance between the heuristics and we apply the second one since we thought it

to be the most intuitive one

2.5. Computational results

We implement our column generation and branch-and-price algorithms in Java and

used ILOG CPLEX 12.4 as linear programming solver. We use an Intel R©CoreTMDuo

2.66 GHz processor with 4GB of RAM for our experiments.

We first investigate all column generation strategies to determine the best one.

Secondly we test the influence of edge cost, the recovery factor, the number of edges
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and scenarios on the computation time. Finally, we run our algorithm on some larger

instances.

2.5.1 Column generation strategies

We first present results for linear programming to illustrate the effect of the different

column addition strategies from Section 2.4. The strategies InterA, BestA, and AllA

denote extensions of the strategies Inter, Best, and All, in which, when we add a

column, we also add for each scenario the best column with the same first-stage

edges. In Table 2.1 we give results for 4 different randomly generated relatively small

instances, where G|N |,|E| is a graph with |N | nodes and |E| edges. The recovery

factors fd for these instances are fixed at 2.0 for each scenario d ∈ D and every non

source node is a possible sink and thus a scenario. For each instance, we give the

number of iterations (it), the number of added columns (col), and the computation

time in milliseconds (t).

G4,5 G14,13 G17,23 G17,31

Method it col t it col t it col t it col t

Inter 32 40 10 613 639 1014 3701 3740 25.941 7132 7179 134213

Best 22 30 10 545 571 1038 2835 2874 19.278 6065 6112 136585

All 17 39 8 114 699 554 577 3632 8069 1101 7453 54145

InterA 5 21 6 33 443 55 64 1048 393 537 8624 13132

BestA 6 24 4 24 326 39 73 1192 583 257 4144 7503

AllA 8 21 3 40 443 55 81 1048 407 652 8624 16649

Table 2.1 Column generation strategies for different graphs.

Our results reveal that the strategies with additional columns strongly speed up the

computation. In most of our cases the number of columns is also reduced, but as may

be expected, the reduction is not that strong. In some cases (G17,31 for Inter and All)

the number of columns increased.

We also solve the ILP for these instances, where we applied all combinations of

strategies in the root and in the tree. The strategies without additional columns

result in large running times.

The improvement from the additional columns is explained by the fact that these

columns enable the solver to actually use every generated “interesting” column in a

solution. This is especially important for the CRD formulation, where each column is

a combination of an first-stage solution and a second-stage solution for one scenario.

In the CRD formulation, a feasible solution requires a set of columns that constitute

the same first-stage solution for each scenario. So the additional columns prevent a
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known problem in column generation: a very good column is generated but can not

be used because other columns to complete the solution are lacking.

Therefore, we feel that it is not necessary to perform more experiments without

additional columns. Moreover, it did not pay off to use a different strategy in the

root than in the remainder of the tree. Consequently, from now on we only consider

strategies with additional columns that use the same strategy for the complete tree.

Recall that we branch on the most doubtful edge with |ye− 1
2 | minimal and select the

node with the best lower bound. We first report results for a set G500 of 500 random

instances. They are based on graphs with 10 to 29 edges, where for each number of

edges we vary the number of nodes. For every number of edges a total of 25 graphs

are generated. All graphs are connected, the cost of the edges is drawn uniformly at

random from the interval [0; 100], every non-source is a possible sink, and f has a

random value in the interval [1; 10].

The average solution times for those instances are 53.6, 21.2, 66.7, and 34.8 seconds

for InterA, BestA, AllA, and BestANoSort, where in the latter strategy we branch on

the edges in order of their numbering instead of on the most doubtful edge. The BestA

method performs significantly better than the other methods according the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test (done with R version 3.1.1, with p = 3.8e−13 as the highest p). Table

2.2 shows results for a subset of the set of random instances G500. For each number

of edges and each strategy, we report on the average total number of iterations of

column generation (it), the average number of nodes in the branch-and-bound tree

(nodes), and the average computation time in milliseconds (t).

InterA BestA BestANoSort AllA

ed it nd t it nd t it nd t it nd t

11 37 1 20 30 1 19 36 2 24 49 1 20

14 153 5 135 104 6 129 143 10 158 195 5 139

17 385 11 791 209 10 510 358 19 689 472 11 824

20 715 17 2842 414 19 1510 1042 77 2417 888 17 2951

23 2493 41 24669 1353 49 10208 2782 119 14832 3016 41 26606

26 10121 157 174213 4520 154 64500 18514 1238 119645 11921 157 193029

29 20630 325 488442 9641 256 184075 21837 638 297424 23939 272 571894

Table 2.2 Results for branch-and price with random instances.

In Figure 2.3 we plot the computation time for each number of edges on a logarithmic

scale.

These results suggest that especially for larger graphs, BestA outperforms the other

column addition strategies. Even when BestA is combined with the inferior branching

strategy of branching on edges in lexicographical order, this is faster than the other
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Figure 2.3 Logarithmic time results of the methods.

column addition strategies.

2.5.2 Influence of edge cost and recovery factor

We test how the edge cost and the recovery factors fd influence the number of

iterations, nodes, and computational time. To test the influence of the costs of the

edges we use G14,13 and G17,31 with fixed recovery factors f = 2.0 for each scenario

d ∈ D . We create 500 random cost versions by generating the edge costs uniformly

randomly from the interval [0; 50]. For the recovery factors fd we generate similar

instances only now we fixed the cost and varied the recovery factor in the interval

[1; 10] for each scenario d ∈ D. Because the G17,31 graph with random recovery factors

fd (∀d ∈ D) was solved relatively slowly, we only solved 25 instances. Because these

experiments are about sensitivity, we report the quartile points, which divide the data

into four equal groups, instead of averages. We looked at the iterations, nodes, and

time separately, and also report the minimum and maximum. These results can be

found in Table 2.3. All instances are solved with the BestA method.
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G14,13 c G17,31 c G14,13 f G17,31 f

it nd t it nd t it nd t it nd t

Minimum 30 3 57 146 3 281 27 1 161 483 1 42651

First quartile 134 13 235 1044 38 6323 51 1 325 3183 39 100754

Median 185 29 325 1922 85 13289 74 1 416 6964 99 173167

Third quartile 235 49 445 3177 166 18687 116 9 606 9404 153 238108

Maximum 675 211 1475 9753 1567 51236 279 73 1112 51923 1221 520106

Table 2.3 Results for varying the cost (c) and the recovery factors (fd) of the edges.

These results suggest that cost as well as recovery factor have a large influence on

the iterations, nodes, and solution time of the instance. The difference in solution

time can be two orders of an magnitude. This might be explained by the fact that

some combinations of cost and recovery factor result in alternative solutions with

approximately the same value, which have an impact on the size of the search tree.

We consider a small example with 3 nodes: one source s and two possible sinks t1 and

t2 each occurring with probability 1
2 . There are two edges (s, t1) and (s, t2) with the

same first-stage cost. If fd = 2 for both scenarios, then it does not make a difference

if you buy all edges, one edge, or no edges in the first-stage.

2.5.3 Influence of edges and scenarios

The experiments from now on, are performed with a better computer with an

Intel R©CoreTMi5 3.40 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM. This computer is approxi-

mately twice as fast. Until now we considered instances where every non-source node

can be the sink, which are instances with a relatively large number of scenarios. Since

the size of the ILP model is linear in the number of scenarios, we may expect that

instances with fewer scenarios can be solved faster. From the G500 set, we generate

42747 new instances by varying the number of scenarios.

For each instance in the set G500, we generate min{
(
n−1
i

)
, 10} instances with i

scenarios, i.e., i possible sink nodes, where n is the number of nodes of the

instance. Consequently, for each instance, in total
∑n−1
i=1 min{

(
n−1
i

)
, 10} instances

are generated. The maximum of 10 instances which can be generated per instance

and number of scenarios is used to limit the total number of instances. If
(
n−1
i

)
> 10,

we randomly select 10 subsets of size i. For example, when an instance of the G500

set has 4 nodes, 7 new instances are generated. Three instances, with 1 scenario are

generated, three with 2 scenarios and one instances with 3 scenarios. Note that the

instance which has 3 scenarios is an exact copy from the G500 instance. For each

instance the nodes, edges, and the cost of the edges are copied from the G500 instance.

For each instance the corresponding recovery values fd from the G500 instance are
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used for the scenarios.

These instances are solved with the BestA method. Solving all 42747 instances took

56.4 hours. In Table 2.4 we show the average computation time in milliseconds for

different numbers of edges and different numbers of scenarios.

number of scenarios

edges 5 10 15 20

11 9 - - -

14 19 123 - -

23 102 1390 7103 -

26 120 3495 19941 59429

29 573 16296 107511 249716

Table 2.4 Effect of number of scenarios on average solution time (ms)

Moreover, in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, we plot the computation time on a logarithmic

scale, per number of edges as a function of the number of scenarios and per number

of scenarios as a function of the number of edges, respectively.

Our results suggest that the number of edges has a exponential impact on the

computation time, which is not unexpected for a NP-hard problem. The impact

of the number of scenarios, seems very strong in the beginning but then somewhat

flattens out in the logarithmic scale.

2.5.4 Large instances

We also perform experiments for large instances. Only four instances are generated,

because these instances take a long time to solve. These instances are generated to

get an indication of the boundaries of what can be solved and are generated in exactly

the same way as the G500 graphs. Every non source node is a possible sink, the graphs

are connected, the cost of the edges are uniformly random from the interval [0; 100],

and f has a random value in the interval [1; 10]. In Table 2.5 we show the number

of nodes and edges, the time needed to solve the LP, the time needed to solve the

ILP, the total solution time, and the number of nodes in the branch-and-bound tree,

together with the node in which the best solution was found. For G4, we ran into

memory problems while solving the ILP. These results indicate that instances which

have 25 nodes and 50 edges or more can take a long time to solve and cannot always

be solved with 8 GB of RAM available.
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Figure 2.4 Time results per number of edges

Graph |V | |E| tLP tILP t n nsol
G1 13 50 3.6 min 3.6 min 7.2 min 3 2

G2 25 50 19.3 min 2083 min 35 hr 1597 1332

G3 15 60 27.2 min 167 min 3.2 hr 207 142

G4 30 60 167 min - - - -

Table 2.5 Results for large instances.
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Figure 2.5 Time results per number of scenarios

2.6. Conclusion

We have shown that the CRD formulation has a better LP-relaxation than the SRD

formulation, identified three column generation strategies, and used an excellent

additional column generation strategy that greatly reduces the solution time of the

branch-and-price algorithm. These additional scenario columns work well because

they prevent a known problem in column generation. This problem is that a very good

column is often generated but can not be used because the other columns to complete

the solution are lacking. This strategy often improves the solution time by an order

of an magnitude and two orders of magnitude for some instances. Furthermore, we

introduced and tested three different column generation strategies: Interleaved, Best,

and All. The BestA method, where we always add the best column with additional

scenario column addition, performs the best computationally. The cost of the edges

and the recovery factor have a large influence on the solution time, this difference can

easily be two orders of an magnitude. In addition, both the number of edges and the

number of scenarios have a strong influence on the solution time. We demonstrated
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that the DSRPP can be efficiently solved by the CRD formulation and that the

boundary on what can be solved with 8 GB of memory lies between 25 nodes and 50

edges and 30 nodes and 60 edges.

In the next chapter, we apply the CRD and SRD formulation to the size robust

multiple knapsack problem. We test more column strategy methods, repeat the

column addition procedure and show that these strategies also work well for the

SRD formulation.





Chapter 3

Column generation and

decomposition approaches for

the size robust multiple

knapsack

“It is not certain that everything is

uncertain.”

Blaise Pascal

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we consider a size robust multiple knapsack problem (SRMKP), a

two-stage stochastic multiple knapsack problem. The SRMKP is a variant of the

multiple knapsack problem, where we try to capture some of the uncertainties of the

real world. For the SRMKP, we have initial knapsack sizes, and we have a discrete

set of scenarios where the knapsack sizes decrease. Each scenario occurs with a given

probability, and we restrict our second-stage recovery decision to the removal of items.

Consequently, no new items can be added to the knapsacks, and we are not allowed

to exchange items.

As an example, consider the following situation. There are multiple workers who
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perform jobs for clients. These clients issue multiple requests and for each request

we know its duration and revenue. We assume that jobs cannot be shared between

workers, and that the duration and revenue of a job does not depend on the worker

who carries out the job. Furthermore, the reward is only paid when the job has been

fully executed. We know for each worker the amount of time that he/she can work

during the day in normal circumstances. The goal is to find a feasible day plan that

maximizes the total reward. For each job, we have to determine whether we will

accept it and, if accepted, who will do the job. Jobs that cannot be performed during

the day are cancelled and clients are informed beforehand whether their request is

accepted or not.

The problem sketched above is a typical application of the standard multiple knapsack

problem (Kellerer et al., 2004), which is NP-hard in the strong sense (Li’ang and

Suyun, 1986) when the number of knapsacks is part of the input. Assume now that

there is with a small probability a complication that one or multiple workers receive,

before the execution of the day plan, a message that he or she has to leave early to

attend some other, more urgent business. This reduces the available work time for

such a worker and as a consequence the worker may not be able to finish all scheduled

jobs. Since each such complication happens with a small probability scheduling for

these disruptions is not an option. Therefore, we settle for a solution in which each

worker works the amount of time he or she would under normal circumstances, but

in case one or multiple workers have to leave early, the planned jobs that cannot be

executed are cancelled. Consequently, next to constructing a solution, we determine

beforehand what to do in case of a disturbance. Instead of maximizing the total

reward, we then maximize the total expected reward.

This chapter extends the size robust (single) knapsack (Akker et al., 2016)1 to multiple

knapsacks. We use the two decomposition approaches from Chapter 2: the separate

recovery decomposition (SRD), and the combined recovery decomposition (CRD). In

the SRD formulation the variables correspond to independent knapsack fillings for

the undisturbed situation and independent knapsack fillings for all of the scenarios;

one knapsack filling has to be selected for the undisturbed situation and one knapsack

filling for each scenario. The constraint that the knapsack fillings of the scenarios have

to be a subset of the knapsack filling for the undisturbed problem (it is only allowed

to remove items) is enforced in the master problem. In the CRD formulation we have

for each scenario a set of variables that correspond to a combination of a knapsack

filling for the undisturbed situation together with the optimal knapsack filling for the

scenario that is compatible with the knapsack filling for the undisturbed situation;

the subset constraint is now directly satisfied within the variables of the problem.

Constraints are included in the master problem to enforce the use of the same first-

1Akker et al. (2016) extends Bouman et al. (2011) with the research findings from Chapter 2.
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stage knapsack filling in each scenario. The computational experiments indicate that

the SRD formulation performs better than the CRD formulation for the size robust

(single) knapsack problem.

In Chapter 2, we studied the demand robust shortest path problem, which is a variant

of the shortest path problem in which the sink is unknown and the edges become more

expensive after the sink has been revealed. For the demand robust shortest path

problem the CRD formulation performs really well. The computational experiments

for the demand robust shortest path problem indicate the importance of finding a

good approach for generating and adding columns to the master problem. This, in

combination with generating additional columns in a smart way, reduces the solution

time usually by an order of an magnitude and sometimes even two.

We are the first to study a two-stage stochastic multiple knapsack problem.

Furthermore, we perform an extensive computational study of column generation and

column addition strategies. We investigate the differences between the CRD and SRD

formulations for the SRMKP in great detail. Finding the best (or at least a good)

column generation and decomposition strategy is very important as it significantly

reduces the solution time.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we present a literature review,

followed by the definition of the size robust knapsack problem. In Section 3.4, we

present the decomposition approaches, and we prove that the CRD formulation has

a stronger LP-relaxation than the SRD formulation. In Section 3.5, we demonstrate

our method to generate good test instances for the SRMKP. In Section 3.6, we present

and test our column generation approaches and show that using a smarter approach

can significantly decrease the solution time compared to naive approaches. We also

study the influence of the number of knapsacks, items and scenarios of the problem.

In Section 3.7, we present our branch-and-price algorithm, and in Section 3.8 we

compare the performance of the SRD and CRD formulations. In the final section, we

summarize our conclusions.

3.2. Literature review

The multiple knapsack problem without disturbances can be solved through dynamic

programming in O(n · bmmax) time, where bmax is the maximum size of all knapsacks,

n the number of items, and m the number of knapsacks. In the literature, an exact

solution of this problem is often found by variants of branch-and-bound (Martello

and Toth, 1980) or bound-and-bound (Martello and Toth, 1981; Pisinger, 1999)

algorithms, where either a Lagrangian or surrogate relaxation bound is used. In

a bound-and-bound algorithm, the maximization problem uses a lower bound besides
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an upper bound to determine which branches to follow in the decision tree. A slightly

different approach is found in Fukunaga (2011), which integrates the bound-and-

bound mechanism with a bin-orientated approach, using path-symmetry and path-

dominance for pruning nodes.

Although we use an average case objective, our model and solution approach are

inspired by the recoverable robustness framework2 of Liebchen et al. (2009). We

are aware of two papers Büsing et al. (2011) and Büsing et al. (2011) that study the

knapsack problem within the recoverable robustness literature. In Büsing et al. (2011),

the authors solve admission control problems on a single link of a telecommunication

network with the help of a recoverable robust knapsack problem. The authors consider

a single knapsack problem, which has uncertainty in the sizes and the revenues of the

items. The recovery consists of adding at most l items and removing at most k items.

The value of k is determined as a fraction of the number of items included in the

knapsack; similarly, l depends on the number of items that are not in the knapsack.

The authors study the gain of recovery by varying these fractions between 0 and

100%; allowing recovery yields a gain up to 45%. Furthermore, the authors show that

this problem is weakly NP-hard for a fixed number of scenarios, and that the problem

becomes strongly NP-hard when the number of scenarios is part of the input. Büsing

et al. (2011) present in a follow-up paper an integer linear programming formulation

of quadratic size and evaluates the gain of recovery.

There is a lot of literature on the stochastic knapsack problem. Most of the literature

discusses the single knapsack problem with random item sizes. There are two ways

to deal with a possible overload. When an overload is acceptable, as long as its

probability of occurrence is within a certain bound, then the knapsack constraint can

be replaced by a chance constraint (Goel and Indyk, 1999; Kleinberg et al., 2000;

Kosuch and Lisser, 2010). When overflow is not acceptable the last inserted item is

removed from the knapsack (Bhalgat et al., 2011; Dean et al., 2008) (in this case the

items are added to the knapsack one by one and the size is revealed when the item is

added to the knapsack), the knapsack returns zero when it overflows (Chen and Ross,

2014), or a penalty is incurred (Kleywegt and Papastavrou, 2001). In other papers,

the profits are uncertain, and the objective is to find a set of items that maximizes

the probability to achieve some target reward (Carraway et al., 1993; Henig, 1990;

Morton and Wood, 1998).

Kosuch and Lisser (2011), and Kosuch (2014), both study a two-stage stochastic

knapsack problem with random item sizes. In Kosuch and Lisser (2011), the item sizes

are normally distributed, and recovery is limited to the addition and removal of items.

A chance constraint is used in the first-stage to restrict the probability of an overload

2The problem does technically not fit within the recoverable robustness framework, but it does

fit within our two-stage optimization framework that we presented in Section 1.2.3.
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in the second-stage. Because the sizes are assumed to be normally distributed, no

method is known to exactly evaluate the expectation of the second-stage solution

for a given first-stage decision. Instead, a method is proposed to compute lower

bounds, and a branch-and-bound framework is used to find the first-stage solutions

that provide the best lower bounds. To calculate relative gaps, an upper bound is

computed by solving a continuous version of the problem with a stochastic gradient

algorithm. In Kosuch (2014) the items are discretely distributed, items can also be

exchanged and approximation algorithms are given for special cases. Furthermore,

the authors give a non-approximation result: the problem cannot be approximated in

polynomial time with a better ratio than K1/2 (where K is the number of second-stage

scenarios). Gaivoronski et al. (2011) study a quadratic two-stage stochastic knapsack

problem with random item sizes and revenues, where (a part of) the information is

revealed in the second-stage. The second-stage allows for a recourse decision and a

chance constraint is used on the capacity of the knapsack in the second-stage.

To the best of our knowledge there is no other literature that studies the two-

stage stochastic multiple knapsack problem. Closely related is the work of Akker

et al. (2016), which studies the single knapsack version of this problem. Besides the

decomposition approaches and branch-and-price algorithm (see Section 3.1), Akker

et al. (2016) test several other algorithms on the size robust knapsack problem.

These algorithms include branch-and-bound, dynamic programming and local search.

The computational experiments indicate that the SRD and some of the local search

algorithms perform well. The dynamic programming algorithm performs very poorly,

while the CRD also has poor performance. Branch-and-bound performs better than

the CRD, but the SRD outperforms branch-and-bound. We believe that the CRD

performs poorly because for the size robust knapsack problem the pricing problem of

the CRD is significantly more difficult than that of the SRD.

3.3. The size robust knapsack problem

The SRMKP is defined as a multiple knapsack problem together with a discrete

scenario set D, which corresponds to the possible disturbances. There are n items,

and aj and cj denote the weight and revenue of item j, for j = 1, . . . , n. There

are m knapsacks; the standard size of knapsack i is equal to bi (i = 1, . . . ,m). For

ease of notation, we use M = {1, . . . ,m} for the knapsacks and N = {1, . . . , n} for

the items. For each scenario d ∈ D, we denote the corresponding size of knapsack

i by bdi (i = 1, . . . ,m), and we assume that bdi ≤ bi. The probability that scenario

d ∈ D occurs is equal to pd and we use p0 to denote the probability that there are no

disturbances. We only allow recovery by removing items, while adding and exchanging

items is not allowed. We denote yij as the first-stage decision variable that is 1 if item
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j is in knapsack i for the undisturbed case and 0 otherwise. The binary second-stage

variable xdij denotes if item j is in knapsack i for scenario d. Our goal is to find a

solution such that the expected value is maximized.

The size robust knapsack problem can be formulated as the following two-stage

stochastic model:

(SRMKP-2SSP) max p0

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈N

cjyij +
∑
d∈D

pdMKP(y, d)

s.t.
∑
j∈N

ajyij ≤ bi ∀i ∈M, (3.1)

∑
i∈M

yij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ N, (3.2)

yij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N. (3.3)

where

MKP(y, d) = max
∑
j∈N

cjx
d
ij

s.t. xdij ≤ yij ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N, (3.4)∑
i∈M

ajxij ≤ bdi ∀i ∈M, (3.5)

xdij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N. (3.6)

The first-stage problem solves the undisturbed multiple knapsack problem, while

taking the cost of the second-stage recovery in consideration. Constraints 3.1

guarantee that the total weight of the items is less or equal than the knapsack weight

and Constraints 3.2 that we can only select at most 1 knapsack for each item. The

second-stage problem is also a multiple knapsack problem, however the selected set of

items for each knapsack is always a subset from the selected items in the first-stage.

Constraints 3.4 guarantee that we can only select item j for knapsack i when yij is

1. Constraints 3.5 guarantee that the total weight of the items is less or equal than

the knapsack weight for scenario d.

3.4. The decomposition approaches

In this section, the SRD and CRD formulations for the SRMKP are presented,

analyzed, and compared. For both formulations, integer linear programs are provided
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and we show how to solve them using a branch-and-price algorithm. Furthermore, we

compare the two approaches theoretically. Let us start with the SRD formulation for

the ease of explanation.

3.4.1 The separate recovery decomposition formulation

When there is only one knapsack (see Akker et al. (2016)), one first-stage (initial)

knapsack filling and one second-stage (recovery) knapsack filling for each scenario

have to be selected in the SRD formulation. The constraint that the knapsack fillings

of the scenarios have to be a subset of the first-stage filling (we are only allowed to

remove items) is enforced in the master problem. When there are more knapsacks,

we can apply a similar formulation, because we can describe any feasible solution of

the SRMKP by combining one first-stage multiple knapsack filling and a multiple

knapsack filling for each scenario. Since the multiple knapsack problem cannot be

solved in polynomial or pseudo-polynomial time we apply one more decomposition

by considering the m knapsacks individually. The feasible solutions are now found by

combining m initial knapsack fillings and m knapsack fillings for each scenario. Thus,

we need a total of (|D|+ 1) ·m knapsack fillings, where m is the number of knapsacks

and |D| the number of scenarios.

In our integer linear program, we work with binary variables that indicate whether we

use a given knapsack filling for a given knapsack i ∈M for a specific scenario d ∈ D.

For each knapsack i,we define Ki as the set of all feasible undisturbed knapsack

fillings; Kd
i is defined similarly for each scenario d ∈ D.

We use the following parameters to characterize a knapsack filling:

aijk =

{
1 if item j belongs to knapsack filling k ∈ Ki,

0 otherwise;

adijq =

{
1 if item j belongs to knapsack filling q ∈ Kd

i ,

0 otherwise.

We define two types of decision variables:

yik =

{
1 if knapsack filling k ∈ Ki is selected

0 otherwise;

xdiq =

{
1 if knapsack filling q ∈ Kd

i is selected,

0 otherwise.

Obviously, we only introduce variables yik and xdiq if k ∈ Ki and q ∈ Kd
i , respectively.
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We define Cik as the revenue of the items in the knapsack filling k for the first-stage

solution of knapsack i; Cdiq is defined similarly for recovery knapsack filling q and

scenario s. The separate recovery decomposition formulation for the SRMKP is now

(SRMKP-SRD) max p0

∑
i∈M

∑
k∈Ki

Cikyik +
∑
d∈D

pd
∑
i∈M

∑
q∈Kd

i

Cdiqx
d
iq.

s.t.
∑
k∈Ki

yik = 1 ∀i ∈M, (3.7)

∑
q∈Kd

i

xdiq = 1 ∀i ∈M, ∀d ∈ D, (3.8)

∑
k∈Ki

aijkyik −
∑
q∈Kd

i

adijqx
d
iq ≥ 0 ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N, ∀d ∈ D, (3.9)

∑
i∈M

∑
k∈Ki

aijkyik ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ N, (3.10)

yik ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈M, ∀k ∈ Ki, (3.11)

xdiq ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈M, ∀d ∈ D, ∀k ∈ Kd
i . (3.12)

Constraints (3.7) ensure that exactly one filling is selected for every knapsack for the

undisturbed situation, and Constraints (3.8) ensure that exactly one knapsack filling

is selected for every recovery situation. Constraints (3.9) guarantee that recovery is

done by removing items, and Constraints (3.10) ensure that every item is in at most

one selected first-stage knapsack.

We relax the integrality Constraints (3.11) and (3.12) and use branch-and-price

(Barnhart et al., 1998) to find the optimal integer solution. The value of the

maximization objective increases if and only if the reduced costs are positive. Let

λi, µid, πijd, and ρj be the dual variables of Constraints (3.7) to (3.10). The reduced

cost of the variable yik, which we denote as cred(yik), is then equal to

cred(yik) = p0Cik−λi−
∑
j∈N

∑
d∈D

aijkπijd−
∑
j∈N

aijkρj =
∑
j∈N

aijk(p0cj−
∑
d∈D

πijd−ρj)−λi,

since Cik =
∑
j∈N cjaijk.

To find a variable yik with positive reduced cost, if one exists, we maximize the

above expression for the reduced cost by selecting the optimal values for aijk subject

to the constraint that the resulting filling is feasible for the given knapsack i (i =

1, . . . ,m). This results in a knapsack problem where the revenue of item j equals

p0cj −
∑
d∈D πijd − ρj , and the size of the knapsack equals bi.
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Similarly the reduced cost of the variable xdiq is given by

cred(xdiq) = pdC
d
iq − µid +

∑
j∈N

adijqπijd =
∑
j∈N

aijk(pdcj + πijd)− µid.

Again, if we want to find a variable xdiq with maximum reduced cost for a given

knapsack i (i = 1, . . . ,m) and scenario d (d ∈ D), then we have to solve a knapsack

problem. Here the revenue of item j equals pdcj + πijd, and the size of the knapsack

equals bdi .

In both cases the pricing problem is a knapsack problem, which can be solved in

pseudo-polynomial time by dynamic programming. We use a preprocessing step to

remove items with negative revenue or with a size larger than the knapsack size before

starting the algorithm. The complexity of the implemented algorithm is O(min(2n, n ·
bi)). There are at most 2n recursive calls, which is the first part of the bound.

Furthermore, the complexity of the standard dynamic programming algorithm for

the knapsack problem is O(n · bi), as it iterates from 1 to n and from 0 to bi. Our

implementation only uses the knapsack sizes which actually can be reached with the

chosen items and can skip steps between 0 and bi. Consequently, it cannot use more

than O(n · bi) steps, which is the second part of the bound.

3.4.2 The combined recovery decomposition formulation

When there is only one knapsack (see Akker et al. (2016)), a combination of an

first-stage knapsack filling and the best scenario knapsack filling given the first-stage

knapsack filling is selected for each scenario in the CRD formulation. The subset

constraint is now directly satisfied within the columns of the problem. We include

constraints in the master problem to enforce the use of the same first-stage knapsack

filling in each scenario. Because the multiple knapsack problem can not be solved in

polynomial or pseudo-polynomial time we again apply an additional decomposition

by considering the m knapsacks individually. Any feasible solution to the SRMKP

can now be described as combining a first-stage knapsack filling for knapsack i ∈ M
and the best knapsack filling for that scenario given the first-stage knapsack filling

for each scenario. This gives a total of |D| · m combined (first-stage/second-stage)

knapsack fillings.

We use two types of variables in our formulation. The first type indicates whether

item j (j = 1, . . . , n) is included in the first-stage filling of knapsack i (i = 1, . . . ,m).

Therefore, we define

vij =

{
1 if item j is contained in knapsack i,

0 otherwise.
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The second type of variables indicate whether a combined knapsack filling consisting

of an initial and recovery filling for a specific knapsack i (i = 1, . . . ,m) and scenario

d (d ∈ D) is part the solution.

zdkqi =


1 if the combination of first-stage knapsack k and second-stage knapsack q for scenario d,

is selected for knapsack i,

0 otherwise.

Obviously, we introduce a variable zdkqi only if it corresponds to a feasible combined

knapsack filling. We define KQd
i as the set containing all feasible combinations (k, q)

of a first-stage solution k and a second-stage solution q for knapsack i ∈ M and

scenario d ∈ D. As before, we use the parameters aijk to indicate whether item j

belongs to knapsack filling k of knapsack i.

We formulate the problem as follows:

(SRMKP-CRD) max p0

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈N

cjvij +
∑
d∈D

pd
∑
i∈M

∑
(k,q)∈KQd

i

Cdiqz
d
kqi.

s.t.
∑

(k,q)∈KQd
i

zdkqi = 1 ∀i ∈M, ∀d ∈ D, (3.13)

vij −
∑

(k,q)∈KQd
i

aijkz
d
kqi = 0 ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N, ∀d ∈ D, (3.14)

∑
i∈M

vij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ N, (3.15)

vij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N, (3.16)

zdkqi ∈ {0, 1} ∀d ∈ D, ∀i ∈M, ∀(k, q) ∈ KQd
i . (3.17)

Constraints (3.13) enforce that exactly one combination is selected for each knapsack

for every scenario. Constraints (3.14) ensure that in each scenario we have the same

first-stage filling for knapsack i (i = 1, . . . ,m), whereas Constraints (3.15) ensure that

every item is in at most one of the m knapsacks.

We use an LP-relaxation on the variables vij and zdkqi and solve the integer problem

with branch-and-price, just as the SRD formulation. Pricing is performed for every

knapsack and scenario combination. We denote the dual variables of Constraints

(3.13) and (3.14) as ρid and σijd. The reduced cost of a variable zdkqi for a given
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knapsack i and scenario d is then equal to

cred(zdkqi) = Cdiq +

n∑
j=1

aijkσijd − ρid =

n∑
j=1

aijqpdcj +

n∑
j=1

aijkσijd − ρid.

In each iteration, we have a pricing problem for every scenario d and knapsack i.

This gives us a total of m · |D| combined knapsack fillings, among which we have to

choose at least one in every iteration. For each combined knapsack problem, we have

two possibilities: the scenario knapsack size decreases (bdi < bi) or it stays the same

(bi = bdi ). When it does not change, we use the same O(min(n · bi, 2n)) dynamic

programming algorithm as for the SRD formulation, but in this case the revenue of

item j is σijd+pdcj , because the found knapsack filling is used for both the first-stage

and the second-stage part of the column. If the scenario knapsack size decreases,

the first-stage and second-stage solutions can become different. Because the recovery

consists of removing items, we have three options for each item: We can select the

item in the first-stage and in the second-stage, we can take it only in the first-stage,

and we can exclude it from the knapsack. The revenue of taking an item j both in

the first-stage and in the second-stage is σijd + pdcj and for taking it in the first-

stage is σijd. Consequently, the dynamic programming algorithm has complexity

O(min(n · bdi · bi, 3n)).

To increase the solution speed, we use preprocessing to eliminate as many items as

possible. We remove items when the weight of the item is larger than the first-stage

knapsack size (aj > bi), when the revenue is always negative (σijd + pdcj < 0), and

when the weight of the item is larger than the scenario knapsack size and the revenue

of taking the item in the first-stage is negative (aj > bdi and σijd < 0).

3.4.3 Theoretical comparison

Before doing computational experiments, it is important to investigate theoretical

properties of the formulations. Table 3.1 shows the main characteristics of the

formulations, where m, n, and |D| are the number of knapsacks, items and scenarios.

SRD CRD

Number of constraints m+ (m · |D|) + (m · n · |D|) + n (m · |D|) + (m · n · |D|) + n

Number of pricing problems m+ (m · |D|) m · |D|
Pricing problem complexity O(min(n · bi, 2n)) O(min(n · bi, 2n)) or

O(min(n · bdi · bi, 3n))

Table 3.1 Comparing the decompositions.
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The CRD formulation has m constraints and m possible pricing problems fewer than

the SRD formulation. However, the complexity of generating a column for the CRD

formulation is higher than for the SRD formulation when the column corresponds

to a scenario in which the size of the knapsack decreases. We expect that the last

characteristic is the reason why the SRD formulation performs better for m = 1 in

Akker et al. (2016). Furthermore, for m = 1 the knapsack size always decreases

and consequently the pricing problem is always more difficult. For m ≥ 2 not all

knapsack sizes have to decrease, in which case the pricing problem complexity is only

O(min(n · bi, 2n)). We can prove that the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation is

stronger than that of the SRD formulation. This theorem is similar to theorem 2.1

presented in Chapter 2, but does not directly follow from this theorem, since we also

apply a decomposition based on the m knapsacks. The theorem is in favor of the

CRD formulation, because a strong upper bound generally prunes more nodes. We

define ZSRD
LP and ZCRD

LP as the optimal solution values of the LP-relaxations of the

SRD and CRD formulations, respectively.

Theorem 3.1 ZSRD
LP ≥ ZCRD

LP , and there are instances for which the inequality is

strict.

Proof: We prove ZSRD
LP ≥ ZCRD

LP by showing that for each given, feasible solution

for the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation, we can find a solution for the SRD

formulation with the same revenue. Furthermore, we show by example that there is

at least one instance for which ZSRD
LP > ZCRD

LP .

Assume that we have a feasible solution for the LP-relaxation value of the CRD

formulation; this solution is characterized by the values for vij and zdkqi.

Before indicating how to find the corresponding solution of the SRD formulation, we

first remark that from Constraint (3.14) it follows that

vij =
∑

(k,q)∈KQ1
i

aijkz
1
kqi,

since the constraint holds for all d ∈ D. We will specify the solution of the SDR

formulation on the basis of z1
kqi values, but choosing any other scenario will lead to

the same solution. We use this expression to find the value yik in the corresponding

solution, which indicates how much of knapsack filling k ∈ Ki is used for knapsack

i in the first-stage solution of the SRD formulation. In the CRD formulation filling

k is used in the first-stage solution for knapsack i in combination with all feasible

recoveries q for which (k, q) ∈ KQ1
i , and such a combination is chosen with value z1

kqi.

Consequently, summing over the relevant fillings q, we find

yik =
∑

q:(k,q)∈KQ1
i

z1
kqi,
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but we would have found the same value for any scenario d ∈ D instead of scenario 1.

Next, we consider xdiq, which in the SRD formulation indicates how much of knapsack

filling q we use for knapsack i as a recovery for scenario s. In the CRD formulation, we

use q in combination with a first-stage filling k; hence, we must sum over all possible

first-stage fillings k such that (k, q) ∈ KQdi . This leads us to the choice of

xdiq =
∑

k:(k,q)∈KQd
i

zdkqi.

Since the choice of these values for the SRD formulation describes the same solution as

the CRD formulation, we know that this solution of the SRD formulation is feasible.

A similar statement could be made with respect to the value of the objective value,

but for the sake of completeness we will prove it below. We first prove that the

first part of the value of the objective function is the same for the SRD and CRD

formulation. We have that

p0

∑
i∈M

∑
k∈Ki

Cikyik = p0

∑
i∈M

∑
k∈Ki

Cik
∑

q:(k,q)∈KQ1
i

z1
kqi.

Using that
∑
k∈Ki

∑
q:(k,q)∈KQ1

i
=
∑

(k,q)∈KQ1
i
, and Cik =

∑
j∈N cjaijk, we find that

the last expression is equal to

p0

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈N

∑
(k,q)∈KQ1

i

cjaijkz
1
kqi = p0

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈N

cjvij ,

which is exactly the first part of the objective value of the CRD. Using similar

arguments we find that∑
d∈D

pd
∑
i∈M

∑
q∈Kd

i

Cdiqx
d
iq =

∑
d∈D

pd
∑
i∈M

∑
q∈Kd

i

∑
k:(k,q)∈KQd

i

Cdiqz
d
kqi =

∑
d∈D

pd
∑
i∈M

∑
(k,q)∈KQd

i

Cdiqz
d
kqi,

which shows that the second part of the values of the objective functions of the CDR

and SDR formulations are the same.

In addition, we can illustrate by an example that for some instances the objective

value of the SRD formulation is larger. This example has one knapsack with size 3

and one scenario, in which the size of the knapsack decreases to 2 with a probability

of 0.3. Furthermore, the example has three items that are shown in Table 3.2.
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Item Weight Revenue

item 1 2 9

item 2 1 5

item 3 1 5

Table 3.2 Items for the example.

An optimal solution of the CRD formulation is:

• first-stage {1, 2} and second-stage {1}.

• optimal objective is 0.7 · 14 + 0.3 · 9 = 12.5.

For the SRD formulation the following solution is feasible:

• first-stage: 0.5 times {1, 2} and 0.5 times {1, 3}

• second-stage: 0.5 times {1} and 0.5 times {2, 3}

• optimal objective is 0.7(0.5 · 14 + 0.5 · 14) + 0.3(0.5 · 9 + 0.5 · 10) = 12.65.

The solution of the SRD formulation is not feasible for the CRD formulation, as every

second-stage solution for knapsack i has to contain a subset of the items of a first-stage

solution for knapsack i. Therefore, the CRD formulation cannot combine first-stage

solutions, whereas the SRD formulation is allowed to used combined recovery. By

using recoveries that are a subset of more than one first-stage solution, it is possible

that the SRD formulation gives a solution with a larger solution value.

We can conclude that the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation is stronger than that

of the SRD formulation, which implies that its value is closer to the optimal integral

solution. 2

3.5. Generating random test instances

When doing extensive computational research, it is important to have interesting

instances for the two-stage stochastic multiple knapsack problem. In this section

we describe our technique to generate good instances. The random data are always

drawn from the uniform distribution, thus we only specify the corresponding interval.

Knapsack sizes etc. are integral by default; if fractional, these values are rounded

down.
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3.5.1 Generating the items

Pisinger (2004) describes different instance classes of the single knapsack problem.

We work with two main instance sets: a diverse set and a more structured instance

set. The larger and more diverse instance set consists of all instance classes, while

the more structured instance set focusses on the strongly correlated instances. For

the strongly correlated instances, the weight aj is drawn randomly from [1, R] and

the revenue is cj = aj + R
10 , where R is a random range parameter.

We consider strongly correlated instances because they correspond to a classical

benchmark for the (multiple) knapsack problem, and they are hard to solve.

According to Pisinger (2004) these instances are hard because of two reasons: “a)

The instances are ill-conditioned in the sense that there is a large gap between the

continuous and integer solution of the problem. b) Sorting the items according to

decreasing efficiencies corresponds to a sorting according to the weights. Thus for

any small interval of the ordered items (i.e. a core) there is a limited variation in the

weights, making it difficult to satisfy the capacity constraint with equality.”.

3.5.2 Generating the knapsack sizes

Pisinger (1999) introduces two classes of knapsack sizes. The first class has dissimilar

sizes: the knapsack sizes bi (i = 1, . . . ,m− 1) are generated randomly from0, (K

n∑
j=1

aj −
i−1∑
k=1

bk)

 for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, (3.18)

where K is always set to 0.5. The other class has similar sizes, which are generated

randomly in the range0.4

n∑
j=1

aj
m
, 0.6

n∑
j=1

aj
m

 for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1. (3.19)

For both classes, the capacity of the mth knapsack was set to

bm = 0.5

n∑
j=1

aj −
m−1∑
i=1

bi. (3.20)

To avoid trivial problems, they have to satisfy the following properties:

1. All items can fit in at least one knapsack.
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2. All knapsacks should have a size larger than or equal to the weight of the smallest

item.

3. All knapsack sizes should be smaller than the sum of the weights of all items.

Pisinger (1999) checks if an instance satisfies these assumptions and if not the instance

is removed and a new one is created. We want to do this differently and directly create

instances that satisfy these properties. Therefore, we have to modify Equation (3.18).

To satisfy the first property the size of at least one knapsack has to be larger than or

equal to the maximum item weight (amax). By property 2, the other knapsack sizes

have to be larger than or equal to the minimum item weight (amin). The last property

gives an upper bound on the size of the knapsack
∑n
j=1 aj .

We want to focus on dissimilar instances. To generate these, we modify Pisinger’s

method, to create more diversity. Instead of setting K = 0.5, we generate K randomly

from [
amax + (m− 1)amin∑n

j=1 aj
+ 0.1, 1.0

)
. (3.21)

Note that amax + (m − 1)amin in equation (3.21), corresponds to the minimal

summation over all knapsack sizes, due to properties 1 and 2.

Our first knapsack size b1 is generated randomly fromamax, (K

n∑
j=1

aj − (m− 1)amin)

 . (3.22)

The lower bound amax guarantees that there is at least one knapsack with weight amax

or more. The upper bound is equal to the maximum size of all knapsacks together,

from which we subtract the minimum size of the other knapsacks. Consequently, the

first knapsack always satisfies properties 1 to 3, and it is always possible to generate

m− 1 other knapsacks satisfying these properties.

The other knapsack sizes are generated randomly fromamin, (K

n∑
j=1

aj − (

i−1∑
k=1

bk + (m− i)amin))

 for i = 2, . . . ,m. (3.23)

The lower bound ensures that the sizes of those knapsacks are at least amin, such

that property 2 is always satisfied. The upper bound is the maximum allowed size

of all knapsacks together, from which we subtract the size of the already generated

knapsacks and the minimum size of the knapsacks that still have to be generated.

Again, the knapsack size always satisfies the properties, and it is always possible to

generate m− i other knapsacks that satisfy these properties.
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Experiments show that this method works well only when there are a few knapsacks.

When there are four or more knapsacks, the first knapsack size is large, and the other

knapsack sizes are very small. Therefore, we improve the method by generating the

knapsack sizes in sets of three. We define W =
∑n

j=1 aj

dm3 e
, which is the maximum weight

of each set.

The last set can have fewer than three knapsacks and in that case, the weight is divided

between those knapsacks. They can become slightly larger than the knapsacks of the

other groups, but this is not a problem because we want to generate diverse knapsack

sizes.

K is now generated randomly from[
amax + d amin

W
+ 0.1, 1.0

)
with d = 3 if m ≥ 3 else d = m, (3.24)

and the first knapsack has a size generated randomly from

[amax, (K ·W − (d− 1)amin)] . (3.25)

We denote r as the number of sets made so far. We generate sets of d = min{3,m−
1− (3 · r)} knapsacks, until m knapsacks have been generated randomly from

bi+1+3r =

[
amin, (K ·W − (

i−1∑
k=1

bk + (d− i)amin))

]
for i = 1, . . . , d. (3.26)

3.5.3 Generating the scenarios

For every generated initial instance (cj , aj , bi, ∀j ∈ N , ∀i ∈ M) we generate one set

of scenarios. A scenario is characterized by the probability it occurs and the amounts

by which one or more knapsacks decrease. We assume that only a subset of knapsacks

is prone to disturbances. There are uncertain knapsacks, which can decrease in size

in one or more scenarios, and fixed knapsacks, which will never decrease in size. The

first step in generating the scenarios is to generate the set of uncertain knapsacks. The

size of each knapsack is uncertain with probability P . When P = 1 all knapsacks are

uncertain and when P = 0 we have the classical multiple knapsack problem. We avoid

P = 0, and when the generated set of uncertain knapsacks happens to be empty, we

randomly select one knapsack and add it to the set. This guarantees that we always

have at least one scenario.

Even for uncertain knapsacks, there is a probability that their size will not decrease.

The latter is generated randomly from [0.1, 0.9]. For uncertain knapsacks, different

decreases are possible and this number is generated randomly from [1,max ], where
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max is a parameter. Every decrease has a relative probability of occurrence, which

is uniformly generated in [1, r] (r is a parameter) and then normalized. For every

possible decrease its amount is given by a fraction of the original knapsack size.

Hence, the new size of the knapsack is f · bi, where f is generated randomly from

[u, 1.0], where u is a parameter. For every possible combination of knapsack size

decreases (including no decrease) of the different knapsacks, a scenario is generated.

The probability of each scenario is computed by multiplying the probabilities of the

corresponding events for the separate knapsacks.

We demonstrate this with an example. Assume that we want to generate an instance

with 3 knapsacks, where P = 0.5 and max = 3. We first determine which knapsacks

are uncertain; suppose that there are two such knapsacks, which we denote by

knapsacks 1 and 2. Now we generate the probabilities that they do not change

randomly from [0.1, 0.9]; the outcome is 0.7 for knapsack 1 and 0.4 for knapsack

2. The next step is to generate for both knapsacks the number of possible decreases,

which is generated randomly from [1, 3]. The outcome is that knapsack 1 has one

decrease and that knapsack 2 has two possible decreases, which we denote by A and

B. Subsequently, we generate the relative probability that decrease A and decrease B

occurs for knapsack 2. These relative probabilities are 0.2 for A and 0.8 for B. We

further generate that knapsack 1 has initial size 20, and that it can decrease to 18;

knapsack 2 has initial size 28, and it can decrease to 25 (A) and 18 (B), respectively.

Knapsack 3 has size 30, which stays the same for every possible scenario.

We translate this into a set of scenarios by enumerating all possibilities and computing

the respective probabilities. We find the following set:

1. Knapsack 1 decreases in size from 20 to 18, and the other knapsacks stay the

same; p1 = 0.3 · 0.4 · 1.0 = 0.12.

2. Knapsack 2 (case A) decreases in size from 28 to 25, and the other knapsacks

stay the same; p2 = 0.7 · 0.6 · 0.2 · 1.0 = 0.084

3. Knapsack 2 (case B) decreases in size from 28 to 18, and the other knapsacks

stay the same; p3 = 0.7 · 0.6 · 0.8 · 1.0 = 0.366

4. Knapsacks 1 and 2 (case A) decrease in size, and knapsack 3 stays the same;

p4 = 0.3 · 0.6 · 0.2 · 1.0 = 0.036

5. Knapsacks 1 and 2 (case B) decrease in size, and knapsack 3 stays the same;

p5 = 0.3 · 0.6 · 0.8 · 1.0 = 0.144

Furthermore, we have the initial situation where the sizes do not change with

probability p0 = 0.7 · 0.4 · 1.0 = 0.28.
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This approach generates all possible scenarios. If we want to generate a given number

of scenarios, we can select that number randomly from the generated scenarios, and

normalize the probabilities.

3.5.4 Our test sets

We generate the item revenues using R = 30, and r = 3 for all our test sets. Table

3.3 shows the other parameters with which we generate our test sets, the range for

the number of items and knapsacks and the average number of scenarios for each set

of instances.

Sets instances u max P knapsacks items scenarios

Small 1000 0.5 2 0.5 [2, 7] [4,21] 9.8

Large 8400 0.25 2 0.5 [2,8] [4,39] 9.9

Structured 2859 0.5 3 1.0 [1,12] [5,25] 38.4

Table 3.3 Instance sets.

The large instance set is a very diverse large test set that contains 700 instances for

each of the instance classes from Pisinger (2004). For the small and large instance sets,

all possible scenarios are always generated, but for the structured set, we only select a

part of the generated scenarios and normalize the probabilities. The average number

of knapsacks and items for the small set are 4.5 and 11.2, and for the large set they

are 5.0 and 13.6 respectively. The structured instance set is specifically made to study

the influence of the number of knapsacks, items and scenarios on the CRD and SRD

formulations. For this reason (and the reason described in Section 3.5.1), all instances

are from the strongly connected item class. The instances of this set are made using

the following scheme. We considered each possible number of knapsacks and items

in their corresponding range, and we considered instances with 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 30,

. . . , 100 scenarios; afterwards, we removed the instances that were meaningless (for

example with more knapsacks than items). The instances with only one knapsack are

representative of the two-stage knapsack problem, while we have a normal knapsack or

multiple knapsack problem when there is no scenario. The instances with no scenario

are associated with a dummy scenario in which the knapsack size stays the same.

This is necessary to make the CRD formulation possible. The average number of

knapsacks and items for the structured set are 6.7 and 15.6 respectively.

All test sets can be found at http://home.ieis.tue.nl/dtonissen/SRMKP/instances.

zip.

http://home.ieis.tue.nl/dtonissen/SRMKP/instances.zip
http://home.ieis.tue.nl/dtonissen/SRMKP/instances.zip
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3.6. Column generation strategies for solving the LP-

relaxation

3.6.1 Definition of strategies

When we apply column generation to solve the LP-relaxation, we have to maximize

the reduced cost of the relevant variables. For the SRD formulation, these are the

variables yik and xdiq, which indicate whether knapsack filling k is used in the ILP

formulation for knapsack i and whether knapsack filling q is used for knapsack i in

case of scenario d, respectively. For the CRD formulation, we only need to consider

the variables zdkqi, which indicate whether the combination of first-stage knapsack k

and recovery knapsack q for scenario d is selected for knapsack i. The formulas for

the reduced cost can be found in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively. Moreover,

we showed in Section 3.4.2 that the pricing problem for a given knapsack-scenario

combination can be solved using dynamic programming, which in principle yields one

column per combination. We can choose, however, how many and which of the pricing

problems (subproblems) are solved per iteration and which columns are added to the

master problem. Hence, we define different strategies and decide empirically which

one is the best.

We define the following basic strategies:

• Interleaved : This method goes through the subproblems from knapsack 1 to m

and scenario 1 to |D| and solves the subproblems one by one. As soon as we

find a subproblem with positive reduced cost, a column is created, added and

the master problem is solved; in the next iteration, we continue our search with

the next subproblem in the list.

• Best k: This method solves the subproblem for all knapsack-scenario combi-

nations, after which the k columns with the highest positive reduced cost are

added to the master problem. This method has two special cases: Best, where

only the best column is added and All, where all columns with positive reduced

cost are added to the master problem.

• SingleK : This method goes through the knapsacks from 1 to m. In each

iteration it solves the subproblems for all scenarios for a specific knapsack. For

each subproblem we add the column with highest positive reduced cost to the

master problem, after which the master problem gets solved. Then the method

continues to the next knapsack.

• BestK : This method solves the subproblems for each knapsack-scenario combi-

nation and finds the column with the highest reduced cost. It then adds this
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column to the master problem, together with all other columns with positive

reduced cost that were determined for the same knapsack and other scenarios.

• SingleS : This method solves the pricing problem for all knapsacks for a specific

scenario. All columns for that specific scenario with a positive reduced cost

are added to the master problem and the master problem is solved. Then the

method continues to the next scenario.

• BestS : This method solves all subproblems and finds the subproblem with the

highest reduced cost. It then adds the corresponding column to the master

problem, together with the columns with positive reduced cost that were

determined for the same scenario and other knapsacks.

Next to generating columns by solving the pricing problem, we can generate additional

columns to speed up convergence. For the CRD formulation, we can use the fact that

the first-stage solution has to be the same for all scenarios. Suppose that we have

solved the pricing problem for scenario d and knapsack i from which we find the

feasible knapsack filling k for the first-stage solution. We can now easily determine

the optimal recovery with respect to the first-stage knapsack filling k for each of the

other |D| − 1 scenarios in D \ {d} by solving a knapsack problem, where the item set

is restricted to the items available in k. Since we need these columns when we want to

use the first-stage filling k for knapsack i, we add the resulting columns to the master

problem. A speed-up based on the same principle was tested in Chapter 2.

The SRD formulation does not have this property. However, additional knapsack

fillings for the scenarios can be generated from any first-stage knapsack filling by the

same procedure. Unfortunately, given a knapsack filling for a scenario, we are not

able to find the best filling for all other scenarios for the same knapsack. But we can

find the best first-stage filling for that knapsack, which has to be a superset of the

items from the scenario column. In that case, we have to find the best filling for the

size difference between the initial situation and the scenario; moreover we are only

allowed to use items from the complementary set. The first-stage knapsack filling

then becomes the union of the found items and the items in the scenario knapsack

filling. With this first-stage knapsack filling, we can find the knapsack fillings for the

remaining scenarios.

3.6.2 Experiments for the CRD formulation

We implemented our algorithms with the Java programming language and used ILOG

CPLEX 12.4 to solve the Linear Programs. An R©Intel TMcore i-5-3570K 3.40 GHz

processor equipped with 8 GB of RAM was used for all experiments.
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We started our experiments with the CRD formulation, first without the speed-up

and later with the speed-up in which we generate additional columns as described

above. All strategies are used for these tests. For the “Best k” method, we used the

special cases Best and All, and we further chose k equal to 25%, 50% and 75% of the

m · |D| columns that were generated per iteration.

3.6.2.1 Initial assessment

We used the small test set from Section 3.5.4, and we allowed a maximum solution

time of 1 minute per instance; instances that did not solve within that time are

registered as a failure. This is necessary because some instances take a long time to

solve, while the smallest instances are solved in less than one millisecond. To be able

to compare the average solution time of the different methods, we use the maximum

allowed solution time as solution time for the instances that we could not solve. Next

to the name of the method, we report in our tables: the average number of iterations

(iterations); the average number of columns that have been added (columns); the

average number of times we solve the pricing problem (pricing); the average time it

takes to solve the instances (time (ms.)), with a maximum of 1 minute per instance;

the failure rate (fail %).

The results can be found in Table 3.4. The best methods with respect to the

computational time and failure % are Best 50% and Best 75%, respectively. For the

instances that are solved by both methods, we see that Best 50% performs significantly

better than Best 75% with respect to the solution time (Wilcoxon signed-rank test

done with R version 3.0.1, p = 0.018). The method Best performs worst, because it

spends a lot of time solving the pricing problems, while it is only allowed to add

one column per iteration. The added column has the largest reduced cost, and

therefore the Best method finds the solution with the smallest number of columns

of all methods. The Best 50% method has the best balance between the number of

solved pricing problems and the number of added columns. The methods that are

not based on the Best method seem to be too restrictive. Adding the best k columns

based on their reduced cost seems to be the best. The Best 50% method is faster

than the Best method by a factor of 4.5 when the solution times of the two methods

are compared on the instances that both of them could solve.

3.6.2.2 Introduction of the speed-up

When the speed-up is included, denoted by an A after the method’s name, 6 out of

10 methods perform faster. Furthermore, the methods require fewer iterations and

the pricing problem is solved less often, but this comes at the expense of having more
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method iterations columns pricing time (ms.) fail %

Interleaved 576.1 601.4 435.6 8230 9.9

Best 261.7 283.5 8628.4 10328 13.9

Best 25% 40.6 936.1 1371.8 5848 6.4

Best 50% 31.7 1256.3 1130.7 5702 5.9

Best 75% 30.0 1267.6 1077.1 5683 6.0

All 29.4 1205.4 1000.6 5780 6.2

SingleS 275.6 742.4 553.3 7229 8.2

SingleK 153.0 1245.8 1024.2 6193 6.2

BestK 66.3 1025.9 2166.7 7468 9.2

BestS 132.6 754.2 4857.1 9127 12.3

Table 3.4 Average results for the methods for the 1000 instances from the small test set.

Note that the averages are only over the instances that are solved for that method.

columns. The results of the speed-up can be found in Table 3.5.

method iterations columns pricing time (ms.) fail %

InterleavedA 109.8 1787.1 94.9 5159 5.3

BestA 49.1 789.9 1698.5 6002 7.1

BestA 25% 12.2 2210.4 154.7 5091 4.6

BestA 50% 10.3 2222.7 112.1 5981 6.5

BestA 75% 9.8 2313.8 104.5 6227 6.9

AllA 9.4 2302.8 101.0 6458 7.4

SingleSA 53.9 1900.4 99.9 4901 4.9

SingleKA 40.5 2412.7 103.9 6453 7.1

BestKA 21.8 2262.3 269.9 7242 8.0

BestSA 25.2 2110.8 755.6 6028 6.0

Table 3.5 Results with scenario based speed-up.

The best results are obtained with the BestA 25% or the SingleSA method. The

SingleSA method is significantly faster than the BestA 25% method for the instances

that are solved by both strategies, but SingleSA has a larger failure rate. These two

strategies are followed by the InterleavedA method. The inferior performance of the

SingleKA method is as expected. The reason is that the pricing problem already

considers all scenarios for a specific knapsack, while the speed-up again considers all

scenarios for the same knapsack. This means that we can generate a maximum of

|D| · (|D| − 1) columns for the same knapsack per iteration. An explanation for the
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poor performance for the Best 50%, Best 75%, and All strategies is that they produce

many columns of inferior quality (lower reduced costs) per iteration. For each of

those columns, |D| − 1 additional columns are generated, which are expected to be

of inferior quality, too. Consequently, focusing on good (high reduced costs) columns

becomes more important, when the speed-up is used.

Comparing the solution time of the strategies is not straightforward due to the

unsolved instances. However, we can compare two strategies with each other by taking

the average time over the instances that are solved for both strategies. If we compare

the Best 75% and BestA 25% methods in this way then we find an average time of

1870 milliseconds for the Best 75% method and 1461 milliseconds for the BestA 25%

method, which is an improvement by a factor of 1.3. Furthermore, there is also a

decrease of 1.3 percentage point in the failure rate. BestA 25% performs better than

Best by a factor of 5.4 for the instances that are solved by both strategies.

We further tweak the Best k method by considering more possibilities for k than just

multiples of 25% times m · |D|. Next to varying the percentage with a step size of

multiples of 5%, we test variants of Best k in which the number of columns that can be

added is a function of either the number of scenarios |D| or the number of knapsacks

m. We denote this method by putting this number after the name of the method;

for example BestA 2m indicates that we are allowed to add the best 2m columns per

iteration in method BestA.

To save space, we do not show the tables. The best result for the methods where we

varied the percentage is BestA 5% with an average solution time of 4354 milliseconds,

where 3.6% of the instances failed. The best result for the methods Best k, where

k is a function of the number of knapsacks is the Best 2m method, with an average

solution time of 3621 milliseconds and a failure rate of 2.6 %. Compared to the Best

25% method, which performed the best before this additional optimization, this is a

significant improvement (Wilcoxon p = 2.2e−16) by a factor of 1.5. Furthermore the

failure rate decreases by 2%.

Using the number of scenarios to decide how many columns may be added per iteration

gives poor results relative to using the number of knapsacks. A possible explanation

for this phenomenon is the following. We assume that using the number of knapsacks

works well, because of the combination with the speed-up. Remember that for each

column, the speed-up generates the columns for the other |D| − 1 scenarios, and

hence we always add at most k ·m · |D| columns. Similarly, when using the number

of scenarios as a guide we add a maximum of k · |D|2 columns. Consequently, when

using the number of knapsacks we always add a number of columns relative to the

minimum number of columns needed for a solution, which is not the case when the

scenarios are used.
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3.6.2.3 Influence of the number of scenarios, items, and knapsacks on the

methods

We also test the impact of the number of scenarios, knapsacks and items. For this

experiment, we used the large varied test set from Section 3.5, with 8400 instances. We

varied k in the method BestA k between 0.5 and 4 times the number of knapsacks, and

used BestA, BestA 5%, BestA 10%, BestA 20%, BestA 50%, and AllA for comparison.

The average results for the large test set can be found in Table 3.6.

method time (ms.) fail %

BestA 7816 10.9

BestA 5% 5899 7.7

BestA 10% 5896 7.7

BestA 20% 5598 7.7

BestA 50% 5998 8.2

AllA 6312 8.7

method time (ms.) fail %

BestA m 5196 5.7

BestA 1.5m 5035 5.6

BestA 2m 5022 5.3

BestA 2.5m 4994 5.3

BestA 3m 4997 5.3

BestA 4m 5035 5.3

Table 3.6 Results of BestA k, while varying k.

We see that the methods that use the number of knapsacks to determine the maximum

number of allowed columns per iteration also work better for the larger test set than

adding a preset percentage. The BestA 2.5m method solves the instances the fastest,

but Best 3m is very close.

The results where we exclude the instances with fewer than 50 scenarios from the

results (354 instances, 21.5 items and 7.3 knapsacks on average), can be found in

Table 3.7.

method iterations columns pricing time (sec.) fail %

BestA 0.5m 53.3 15207.1 20676.6 48.4 69.4

BestA m 34.3 18227.3 16577.9 47.3 65.3

BestA 1.5m 27.7 20240.7 15391.5 47.1 64.4

BestA 2m 23.4 22197.2 14924.7 47.8 65.3

BestA 2.5m 21.2 22998.4 14446.3 48.2 66.9

BestA 3m 19.2 24233.5 13767.8 49.4 70.9

Table 3.7 ≥ 50 scenarios results large test set, with the time in seconds.

When we only look at the results with 50 or more scenarios, BestA 1.5m has the best

performance, instead of BestA 2.5m or BestA 3m. When we take the set with 100
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scenarios or more (123 instances) BestA 0.5m performs the best.

To test this hypothesis further, we generate 10 instances with an average number

of 300 scenarios (range 202-467), where we purposefully keep the number of items

and knapsacks small (6 items and 3 knapsacks). These instances may seem small,

but these instances have 900 possible pricing problems per iteration on average. The

pricing problems can be solved quickly, since only a few items are available, making

these instances excellent for testing the influence of the number of scenarios on the

methods. The results can be found in Table 3.8.

iterations columns pricing time (ms.)

BestA 25.1 8095 25834 2759

BestA 0.5m 13.5 8360 15631 2264

BestA m 10.5 12367 15306 4328

BestA 2m 9.3 18370 18116 8488

Table 3.8 Results for additional instances with many scenarios.

These results indicate that the more scenarios there are for an instance, the more

important it becomes to add good columns. Furthermore, we note that even though

these instances have 300 scenarios and 900 possible pricing problems per iteration,

they are solved quickly.

We did similar experiments to test the influence of the number of items and knapsacks.

Since the time needed to solve the pricing problem heavily depends on the number of

items, it is preferable to limit the number of times the pricing problem is solved for

instances with a large number of items. Consequently, we expect that the more items

the instances have, the more columns will be added per iteration. The results for the

subset of instances with 25 or more items (639 instances), which have 7.3 knapsacks

and 29.8 scenarios on average, can be found in Table 3.9.

method iterations columns pricing time (sec.) fail %

BestA 1.5m 29.6 3097.3 2342.3 37.0 53.1

BestA 2m 26.7 3563.0 2292.4 36.6 52.3

BestA 2.5m 25.5 3772.8 2195.1 36.3 52.1

BestA 3m 24.4 4088.9 2184.1 36.1 51.3

BestA 4m 23.5 4874.5 2318.0 36.0 50.2

Table 3.9 Results on larger test set with ≥ 25 items.

The BestA 4m method has the smallest computation time for these instances and has
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the fewest failures, supporting our hypothesis. However, it solves the pricing problem

more often on average than the other methods do. We think that this is due to the

fact that this method solves many large instances that the other methods could not

solve.

We created a test set with many items, namely 100 items, 3 knapsacks, and 3 scenarios

to test the influence of the number of items. However, as the computation time grows

exponentially with the number of items, only 3 out of the 10 instances could be

solved within an hour. Therefore, we decided not to show these results. For non

trivial instances it is necessary to increase the number of items, when increasing the

number of knapsacks. Consequently, we could not do similar experiments for a large

number of knapsacks as the instances became too large to be solved within an hour.

3.6.3 Experiments for the SRD formulation

Based on the experimental results obtained in the previous subsection for the CRD

formulation, we decided not to test all our methods, but just the ones that performed

reasonably well for the CRD formulation. Therefore, we only test the methods

Interleaved, Best, Best 0.5m, Best m, Best 2m, Best 3m, and All. We apply the

speed-up defined in Section 3.6 in two different ways. In speed-up I we generate

additional columns for the first-stage knapsacks only, whereas in speed-up A we

generate additional columns for both the first-stage knapsacks and for all scenarios.

We first performed some initial experiments to further limit the methods that were

tested extensively. For these initial experiments we took 420 instances from the large

test set (8400 instances) from Section 3.5.4 and we set the maximum solution time at

1 minute. The results are found in Table 3.10.

Normal Speed-up I Speed-up A

time (ms.) fail % time (ms.) fail % time (ms.) fail %

Interleaved 6271.5 8.1 5173.6 6.4 6706.3 8.6

Best 6357.6 7.9 4267.3 5.2 3437.6 3.3

All 3174.9 3.3 2638.5 2.6 6620.3 8.6

Best 0.5m 4753.0 6.0 3022.3 3.3 2955.3 2.9

Best m 4164.5 4.8 2804.1 2.9 3004.6 2.9

Best 2m 4164.5 4.8 2528.1 2.6 3284.4 3.3

Best 3m 3381.9 3.6 2457.7 2.1 3603.0 3.3

Table 3.10 The effect of the speed-ups on the results for the column generation SRD

formulation.
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The BestI 3m method performed the best and Interleaved the worst. When

considering only the instances that are solved by both formulations, BestI 3m runs

faster than Interleaved by a factor of 11.1. On the basis of the results obtained on

these 420 instances, we selected the methods AllI, BestI m, BestI 2m, BestI 3m,

BestA 0.5m, and BestA m for our extensive computational tests, in which we solve

all 8400 instances from the large test set. The results can be found in Table 3.11.

method iterations columns pricing time (ms.) fail%

AllI 15.6 1627.8 1264.9 2593.7 2.4

BestI m 28.2 906.3 3852.6 2722.9 2.8

BestI 2m 20.9 1056.1 2789.0 2534.6 2.4

BestI 3m 18.8 1176.4 2351.1 2367.0 2.1

BestA 0.5m 26.6 1473.4 2325.2 3059.8 3.1

BestA m 18.2 1743.1 1487.7 2992.3 3.0

Table 3.11 Average results for the methods for all 8400 instances for the SRD

formulation.

On the basis of solution time and failure rate we conclude that the best method for

the SRD formulation is the BestI 3m method, followed by the BestI 2m method. The

solution times for the BestI 3m method are, according to the paired Wilcoxon signed-

rank test (with a p-value of 0.01967), significantly better than the solution times for

the BestI 2m method for the instances that are solved by both methods. We compare

the SRD and CRD formulations extensively in Section 3.8.

3.7. Branch-and-Price optimization

To find an optimal integer solution we apply branch-and-price (Barnhart et al., 1998),

which is a special case of branch-and-bound. Our branching strategy is to choose an

item and create m+ 1 nodes, which correspond to the decision of assigning the item

to knapsack i (i = 1, . . . ,m) or exclude it from all knapsacks. Excluding an item

from all knapsacks means that it cannot be in any first-stage filling and hence not

in any second-stage filling. If we include the item in a knapsack, then we have to

use it in the first-stage and it can be used in the second-stage. An upper bound

is obtained from the LP-relaxation, which is solved by column generation at each

node. It is possible that our solution contains duplicate columns within the nodes of

the branch-and-bound tree, because we add additional columns outside the pricing

problem. We remove these duplicate columns, just before the child nodes inherit

them. We derive an initial lower bound using the following greedy heuristic that is
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based on the outcome of the LP-relaxation. We sort the items in descending revenue
weight

order and the knapsacks in ascending size. We add item j ∈ N to knapsack i ∈ M
if vij > 0.5 in the solution of the LP-relaxation and when adding the item does not

violate the knapsack size. The remaining space in the knapsacks is filled by adding

the remaining items greedily to the knapsacks, while keeping the total weight of the

items for every knapsack smaller than or equal to the knapsack size.

Again we start with optimizing the CRD formulation. The experiments are done on

the first 500 of the 8400 instances of the large test set introduced in Section 3.5.4. This

subset differs from the one with 420 instances used in Section 3.6.3 to avoid tailoring

on a small fixed set. Because we solve the ILP instead of the LP, we increased the

time limit from 1 to 5 minutes. For our initial experiments we employ a depth-first

strategy.

Our first experiment is to test whether the order in which we consider the knapsacks in

our branching rule matters. The conclusion is that the differences are not significant,

except for the option to exclude the item from all knapsacks, which should be

considered as their last option. Next, we test the impact of the order in which we

consider the items. We test the following options:

• Sort the items in order of ascending/descending weight.

• Sort the items in order of ascending/descending revenue.

• Sort the items in order of ascending/descending revenue
weight ratio.

• Sort the items on the basis of the x values from the LP-relaxation, where the x

value for an item i is defined as maxj vij ; the items are then sorted in order of

ascending/descending x value, and in order of ascending |x− 0.5| value.

We call the latter ordering the most infeasible branching from now on. The best three

methods and the method in which we do not sort (ascending index) can be found in

Table 3.12. In the column “snode” we report the node in which the optimum solution

is found, where we average over all instances that could be solved.

sort iterations columns pricing nodes snode time (sec.) fail%

ascending index 4171.8 291255.8 71594.8 841.9 621.4 93.4 10.0

most infeasible 1949.0 188481.2 47518.6 329.7 172.3 80.4 8.2

descending weight 1679.0 233156.7 33962.1 299.9 200.6 76.4 7.8

descending revenue 2297.8 215708.6 48719.7 451.0 180.9 74.1 7.0

Table 3.12 The best three results of item sorting compared to sorting them in ascending

index.
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Compared to sorting in ascending index order, we see that the best three sorting

methods have fewer iterations, columns, calls to the pricing problem, and nodes,

whereas the solution node is found earlier. These are all indications that using one

of those three ways to sort is a good idea. Sorting the items in order of descending

revenue seems to be the best both in time and in failure rate. This method has more

iterations, calls to the pricing problem and nodes than the other methods, which can

be explained by the fact that the additional instances that this method solves are

more difficult.

Furthermore, we compare the depth-first strategy with the breadth-first and a best

bound strategy. For the best bound strategy, we first calculate all the upper bounds

of the children, instead of doing this when we expand the child. The node we

choose to expand is the node with the highest upper bound. It provides the most

space for improvement and, in this way, we hope to find a better lower bound that

will prune many unevaluated nodes. The depth-first strategy turns out to perform

best. Therefore, our branching strategy is depth-first search, where we sort items

in descending revenue, and where excluding the item from all knapsacks is our last

option.

For the SRD formulation we have tested the branch-and-price algorithm in a similar

way. The conclusion is that depth-first search, in combination with excluding the

item from each knapsack as last option, and sorting the items in the most infeasible

order is the best strategy.

3.8. Comparison of the two formulations

3.8.1 Comparison of the two formulations for the LP-relaxation

We use the large test set from Section 3.5.4 with 8400 instances to compare the CRD

and SRD formulations while solving the LP-relaxation. For both formulations we

use the solution method that performed best in the experiments of Section 3.6. The

results are shown in Table 3.13.

method iterations columns pricing integer % time (ms) fail %

CRD: BestA 2.5m 13.2 1767.1 1304.5 55.7 4994 5.3

SRD: BestI 3m 18.8 1176.4 2351.1 39.4 2367 2.1

Table 3.13 Results for solving the LP-relaxation for the large test set with the CRD and

SRD formulations.
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The SRD formulation has an easier pricing problem, but it has to solve it more often

than the CRD formulation. Furthermore, the solution value of the LP-relaxation is

higher than that of the CRD formulation in 47.4% of the cases, and it finds an integer

solution less often. The quality of the LP-relaxation and non-integrality of its solution

have no effect on the solution time of the LP-relaxation, but it will have a negative

influence on the time required to solve the ILP formulation. The average time to find

the solution for the instances that are solved in both formulations is 3.4 times faster

for the SRD formulation (544 ms) than for the CRD formulation (1869.6 ms), which

is significantly better (Wilcoxon p = 2.2e−16). Furthermore, the SRD formulation

solves more instances than the CRD formulation, with a failure rate of 2.1% versus

5.3%.

We continue by comparing the formulations with respect to the impact of the number

of scenarios, knapsacks, and items on the computational performance. To test the

effect of the number of scenarios, we group the instances in subsets by defining a

range for the number of scenarios; the range is chosen such that each subset contains

at least 100 instances, except for the last one, which contains only 18 instances. After

solving the instances, we plot the results for each subset in Figure 3.1, where one

axis corresponds to the average number of scenarios in the subset, whereas the other

axis corresponds to the average solution time. Since we consider a lot of different

combinations of number of items, knapsacks, and scenarios, Figure 3.1 would have

been a cloud of data points without the groupings, from which it would have been

hard to draw any conclusions. Furthermore, we show in Figure 3.1 that the solution

times and the failure rates for the SRD formulation are consistently better than for

the CRD formulation, irrespective of the number of scenarios.

Next, we consider the influence of the number of knapsacks. In Figure 3.2 we show

the results. Here we group together the instances with an equal number of knapsacks,

where each group contains 1200 instances. In this figure, we indicate the average

time and failure rate per group for both methods; each such point corresponds to

1200 instances. Despite the fact that the SRD formulation has m constraints and

columns more than the CRD formulation, the SRD formulation performs consistently

better, irrespective of the number of knapsacks (Figure 3.2).

We also investigate the effect of the number of items. The results are depicted in

Figure 3.3. Each point corresponds to at least 90 instances with an equal number of

items. The results are as expected: the more items, the better the SRD formulation

performs compared to the CRD formulation.

The last test is done on an instance set with 10 randomly generated instances with

exactly 100 items, 3.0 knapsacks, and 2.1 scenarios on average. The CRD formulation

is only able to solve three of the ten instances within one hour. The SRD formulation

can solve all these instances and is faster by a factor 94.6 for the instances they both
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Figure 3.1 Solution time and failure rate in % for the CRD and SRD formulations per

scenario.
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Figure 3.3 Solution time and failure rate in % for the CRD and SRD formulations per

item.

solved. The SRD formulation is even able to solve 4 out of 5 instances with up to 200

items (3 knapsacks, 3 scenarios) within an hour.

We can conclude that the SRD formulation performs better than the CRD formulation

for solving the LP-relaxation.

3.8.2 Comparison of the two formulations for finding the integer
solution

Finally, we test the performance of the SRD and CRD formulations when using

branch-and-price to solve the integer problem. For testing, we use the structured

test set mentioned in Section 3.5.4, with a maximum solution time of 300 seconds.

The results of this test can be found in Table 3.14.

Method LP time (sec.) integer % nodes ILP time (sec.) fail %

CRD BestA 2.5m 31.1 61.6 675.3 103.8 34.5

SRD BestI 3m 12.8 38.0 1821.3 123.6 41.1

Table 3.14 Results for the CRD and SRD formulations for the structured test set.

As before, the SRD formulation outperforms the CRD formulation for the LP-
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relaxation: the SRD formulation solves the instances 2.4 times faster than the CRD

formulation. However, the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation is integral for 61.6

% of the instances, whereas this holds for only 38.0% of the instances for the SRD

formulation. The number of nodes for the CRD formulation is smaller by a factor

of 2.7, solving the ILP is faster by a factor of 1.2, and the ILP time is a factor 1.2

faster when compared to the SRD formulation. In addition, the CRD formulation has

fewer columns, fewer iterations, and a smaller failure rate of 28.5% (814 instances)

versus 34.8% (995 instances). However, the difference in solution time between the

instances that are solved by both formulations (62.5 %) is not significant according

to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p = 0.72).

Next, we compare the different formulations on instance properties such as the number

of scenarios, knapsacks, and items. We notice that the CRD formulation has fewer

failures, uses fewer nodes on average, and finds the solution faster, irrespective of the

number of scenarios and items.

With respect to the knapsacks, the CRD formulation also generates fewer nodes on

average. However, it should be noted that the SRD formulation performs better

than the CRD formulation on the instances with up to four knapsacks, while the

CRD formulation performs better with more than four knapsacks. Figure 3.4 depicts

the failure rates for both formulations, while Figure 3.5 depicts the solution time in

seconds for the instances that both formulations were able to solve.
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Figure 3.4 Failure rate in % per number of knapsacks per method.

For the instances with only one knapsack, the SRD formulation is 10.2 times faster,

while for the instances with 11 knapsacks the CRD formulation is 3.7 times faster.
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Figure 3.5 Time in seconds per number of knapsacks for the SRD and CRD formulations.

We can conclude that the more knapsacks the better the CRD formulation performs

compared to the SRD formulation. In Table 3.15 we compare the percentage of

instances for which the LP-relaxation is solved with an integer solution, the average

and maximum integrality gap, and the number of nodes for the CRD and SRD

formulations for every number of knapsacks. We only consider instances that both

formulations solved, and the ILP gap is defined as ZLP

ZILP
, i.e. the ratio of the LP and

ILP value.

For the instances that are solved within 300 seconds, both decomposition formulations

have very small integrality gaps: the maximum gaps are 1.086 and 1.139, while the

average gaps are 1.004 and 1.008 for the CRD and SRD formulation, respectively. The

CRD formulation performs consistently better than the SRD formulation. Irrespective

of the number of knapsacks the CRD formulation finds more integral solutions for the

LP-relaxation for the structured test set, the integrality gap is smaller, and it needs

fewer nodes. Consequently, the integrality gap cannot cause the CRD formulation

to outperform the SRD formulation when the number of knapsacks increases, and

therefore we conclude that there must be another reason for this phenomenon.

The most logical explanation for it is the complexity of the pricing problem; recall

that the SRD pricing problem is solved in O(min(n · bi, 2n)) time, whereas that of the

CRD formulation requires O(min(n·bi, 2n)) for the knapsacks with unaltered size, and

O(min(n ·bdi ·bi, 3n)) for the knapsacks that decrease in size. Monte Carlo simulations

show that for a small number of knapsacks the fraction of hard pricing problems

(O(min(n ·bdi ·bi, 3n))) is larger. When m = 1 there is only a difficult pricing problem,
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CRD formulation SRD formulation

knapsacks integer % ILP gap max gap nodes integer % ILP gap max gap nodes

all 61.4 1.004 1.086 696.9 38.1 1.008 1.139 1235.6

1 99.4 1.000 1.006 0.1 62.3 1.001 1.017 15.5

2 58.1 1.005 1.047 534.6 32.1 1.006 1.047 358.3

3 50.0 1.007 1.086 576.9 40.3 1.008 1.094 247.8

4 45.3 1.007 1.068 846.2 32.1 1.011 1.139 1298.8

5 54.8 1.004 1.029 615.7 38.4 1.008 1.072 939.4

6 57.6 1.006 1.079 862.5 37.1 1.010 1.108 1190.1

7 61.6 1.004 1.037 1727.9 37.1 1.007 1.074 4094.9

8 65.9 1.004 1.047 889.9 29.6 1.010 1.079 1866.6

9 59.8 1.004 1.061 764.3 34.6 1.009 1.103 2566.5

10 62.2 1.004 1.054 638.7 25.8 1.010 1.060 445.0

11 62.9 1.003 1.038 471.4 28.3 1.008 1.064 1368.1

12 63.5 1.004 1.040 232.0 30.2 1.009 1.093 371.6

Table 3.15 The effect of the number of knapsacks on the integer % and ILP gap

when m = 2 we have that 77% of the pricing problems are hard, when m = 3, 4, 5 this

is approximately 69%, 66%, 65% respectively. When m increases further the number

of hard pricing problems is approximately 64%. Furthermore, the average knapsack

size becomes smaller when m increases to avoid trivial problems.

3.8.3 Results for larger instances

To gain more insight in how the formulations solve more difficult instances, we consider

the instances with 25 items from the structured test set and we allow a maximum

solution time of 60 minutes. This subset consists of 127 instances, with 7 knapsacks

and 41.9 scenarios on average. Both formulations are able to solve the LP-relaxation

for all instances. The results can be found in Table 3.16.

Method LP time (min.) nodes ILP time (min.) fail %

CRD BestA 2.5m 4.0 40081 43.8 63.0

SRD BestI 3m 1.1 37803 47.0 73.2

Table 3.16 Results larger instances CRD and SRD formulations, with the time expressed

in minutes

The SRD method solves the LP-relaxation faster than the SRD formulation, but the

CRD formulation solves the ILP faster and more instances get solved. Because there

are only 26 instances that are solved by both formulations, it is hard to make any
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conclusions about the number of nodes, iterations and columns of both formulations.

For example, the LP-relaxation of the CRD method is stronger, but it still uses more

nodes on average for the instances it solves. The reason is that the CRD formulation

is able to solve larger (and more) instances than the SRD formulation. These larger

instances require more nodes to solve, which increases the average. For the instances

that are solved by both formulations, the SRD formulation surprisingly performs

faster (43.2 minutes vs 51.4 minutes). However, based on the failure rate the CRD

formulation performs better.

The reason why so few instances (20.5%) are solved by both methods, is that each

method is best suited for different types of instances. Again we make a distinction

based on the number of knapsacks. For the instances with only one knapsack, the

SRD formulation performs more than 300 times faster (0.02 versus 6.3 minutes), while

for 5 knapsacks and more the CRD formulation performs a bit faster and has fewer

failures. These results are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Solution time in minutes and failure rate in % for the CRD and SRD

formulations per knapsack.

3.9. Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced several column generation strategies and different clever

ways to generate additional columns outside of the pricing problem. Optimizing

the combination of these strategies appears to be very important for the SRMKP.

It decreases the solution time by a factor of 10.5, and the failure percentage by
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11.3 points for the CRD formulation (small test set). For the SRD formulation, it

decreases the solution time by factor of 11.1 and the failure percentage by 6.0 points

(large test set). Based on Chapter 2, we expected this kind of results for the CRD

formulation, but we show that it improves the SRD formulation in a comparable

manner too. Producing additional columns for each generated column decreases the

solution time for the SRD formulation, but we obtain better results when we only

generate additional columns for the initial columns. We expect that the technique

of creating additional columns will work for most or even all problems that have a

discrete set of scenarios, but this may depend on the recovery algorithm.

In terms of solution time for the LP-relaxation, the SRD formulation outperforms

the CRD formulation by a factor of 3.4, and a decrease in failure percentage of 3.2

points for the structured test set. However, on the other hand, the optimum solution

of the LP-relaxation of the CRD formulation is integral for 55.7% of the instances,

whereas for the SRD formulation this is the case for only 39.4% of the instances. For

the integer linear program, more instances are solved with the CRD formulation than

with the SRD formulation (71.5% versus 65.2%). However, there is no significant

difference between the solution times for the instances that are solved by both. For

the number of knapsacks, there is a performance difference between the CRD and

the SRD formulation. For four or fewer knapsacks, the SRD formulation performs

better, while for five or more knapsacks, the CRD formulation is superior. For the

instances with only one knapsack, the SRD formulation is 10.2 times faster, while

for the instances with eleven knapsacks, the CRD formulation is 3.7 times faster. No

such differences can be found for the number of scenarios and items; in all cases the

CRD formulation appears to perform better. This is in line with our earlier result

that the performance is knapsack related.

The CRD formulation has a stronger LP-relaxation and more integer solutions.

However, the number of knapsacks appears to be the main factor that determines

which formulation is computationally better for the SRMKP. The most logical

explanation for it is the complexity of the pricing problem. For the SRD formulation

the pricing problem is solved in O(min(n · bi, 2n)) time, whereas that of the CRD

formulation requires O(min(n · bi, 2n)) for the knapsacks with unaltered size, and

O(min(n ·bdi ·bi, 3n)) for the knapsacks that decrease in size. Monte Carlo simulations

show that for a small number of knapsacks the fraction of hard pricing problems

(O(min(n ·bdi ·bi, 3n))) is larger. When m = 1 there is only a difficult pricing problem,

when m = 2 we have that 77% of the pricing problems are hard, and this converges

to approximately 64% when m increases. Finally, the average knapsack size becomes

smaller when m increases to avoid trivial problems.
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Maintenance location routing

for rolling stock under line and

fleet plan uncertainty

“For every complex problem there

is an answer that is clear, simple,

and wrong.”

Henry Mencken

4.1. Introduction

We study the optimal location of maintenance facilities for rolling stock in a railway

network. Like most facility location problems, we have a set of candidate facilities and

their costs, and we have to decide which facilities to open. However, the maintenance

location routing problem has essential features that make it substantially different

from other facility location problems. In particular, the customers of facilities (train

units) have to travel over a railway network. The transportation costs of these train

units are more intricate than can be modeled by fixed allocation costs. The problem

of routing these train units to the maintenance facilities is called the maintenance

routing problem (MRP). The MRP cannot be separated from the facility location

problem because the ease with which a facility can be reached depends intricately on

the railway infrastructure and the line plan.
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A line plan consists of a set of train lines, where each line is a path in the railway

network that is operated with a certain frequency by one rolling stock type. The line

and fleet plan within a railway network changes regularly to accommodate changing

travel demands. As a consequence, any reasonable facility location plan must work

well under a wide variety of line and fleet plan scenarios. This include changes in how

lines run, up and down-scaling of service frequencies on any given line, the rolling

stock types assigned to the lines, and the introduction of new rolling stock types.

To deal with the features we outline above (maintenance location routing, line

planning, and fleet planning), we provide two novel models to help managers decide

where to locate maintenance facilities. The first model is a two-stage stochastic

programming model where we minimize the annual cost of the facilities and the annual

maintenance routing cost averaged over a set of line plan scenarios. We call this

the stochastic maintenance location routing problem (SMLRP). The second model is

similar to the first, however we minimize the performance of the worst-case situation.

Such an objective is often called a minimax or an absolute robust objective (Kouvelis

and Yu, 2013). This model is therefore called the robust maintenance location routing

problem (RMLRP) and can be seen as a two-stage robust optimization model (Ben-

Tal et al., 2004).

The first-stage decision for the SMLRP and RMLRP is to open or close a facility, given

a set of candidate facilities, annual facility depreciation costs, and a discrete set of

line planning scenarios. In the second-stage the annual maintenance routing costs for

a first-stage location decision are determined for each line plan scenario. The second-

stage problem corresponds with the MRP. We give the deterministic equivalents of the

two-stage models. The deterministic equivalents are multi-commodity flow models

and we prove that exactly the same facilities are opened when we simplify these

models to single-commodity flow models. This simplification decreases the number

of variables and constraints for practical sized instances by millions. We call this

formulation the improved mixed integer program (IMIP). The IMIP makes it possible

to fit practical sized instances into memory and to solve them with CPLEX in a

reasonable time. The IMIP solves instances much faster than accelerated Benders

decomposition (Benders, 1962; van Slyke and Wets, 1969) that is generally used for

these kinds of problems. Furthermore, we improve the computational time for the

RMLRP further, by providing a scenario addition (SA) method. The SA method

is a column-and-constraint (also called row-and-column) generation method that is

specifically developed for problems with discrete scenario sets. SA adds the scenario

constraints iteratively to the IMIP until an optimal solution is found, which improves

the computational time and memory requirements for most instances. A similar idea

is presented in Zeng and Zhao (2013) and Chan et al. (2017) for polyhedral uncertainty

sets.
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The main contributions of this chapter are as follows.

1. We are the first to study a maintenance location problem on a railway network.

In this setting it is necessary to incorporate the annual maintenance routing

cost in the facility location decision. This leads to a new class of problems that

we call maintenance location routing problems.

2. We provide a two-stage stochastic programming formulation and a two-stage

robust optimization formulation for the maintenance location routing problem

that can deal with uncertainties that are inherent in any application. In

particular, our model can deal with uncertainties in line and fleet planning.

3. We provide an efficient mixed integer formulation that outperforms accelerated

Benders decomposition computationally.

4. We provide a SA algorithm that can solve the RMLRP even more efficiently

than the IMIP for instances with many scenarios.

5. We showcase our algorithms by computational experiments on practical in-

stances of the Netherlands Railways (NS).

This chapter starts with a literature review, followed by a detailed description of the

MRP. In Section 4.4, we model the RMLRP and the SMLRP as two-stage problems

and, in Section 4.5 we reformulate the problems as mixed integer programming

problems. In Section 4.6, we present an accelerated Benders decomposition algorithm

and our SA method. In Section 4.7, we perform computational experiments on

randomly generated instances. We research the influence of the number of scenarios

and facilities on the solution time and compare the algorithms. In Section 4.8, we

present a case study with instances from the NS, and show that our algorithms can

be used in practice.

4.2. Literature review

Facility location models have been studied extensively in the literature (Daskin,

1995; Drezner and Hamacher, 2001). The combination with operational supply chain

decisions (Melo et al., 2009), vehicle routing (Nagy and Salhi, 2007), and uncertainty

have also been studied in the literature (Snyder, 2006). However, the combination

of facility location with maintenance routing has only been studied in the context of

aviation applications (Feo and Bard, 1989; Gopalan, 2014). Furthermore, to the best

of the authors’ knowledge, there are only four papers that combine maintenance with

facility location (Lieckens et al., 2013; Rappold and van Roo, 2009; van Ommeren
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and Bumb, 2006; Xie et al., 2016b). However, the settings of these papers differ

considerably from ours, and the authors use heuristics while we seek optimal solutions.

We first describe the maintenance routing literature and we continue to the two-stage

robust and stochastic facility location literature.

4.2.1 Maintenance routing

Many papers have been written about maintenance routing for railway applications.

Most papers consider it part of the medium- or long-term vehicle routing problem.

Anderegg et al. (2003), consider the situation in the German and Swiss Federal

Railways and use a minimum cost flow formulation that is often used for vehicle

routing. Maintenance cannot be adapted into the flow model and a heuristic

modification is used to satisfy the maintenance constraints. If possible, they use a

local fix that makes it possible to do maintenance directly in the train unit rotation.

For the train units where this cannot be done, the train unit is interchanged with a

train unit that is already at the maintenance location and continues the routing of

the train unit that requires maintenance such that the routing cycle remains intact.

The authors’ goal is to use as few spare train units as possible.

Maróti and Kroon (2005, 2007) consider maintenance routing for the NS, where

maintenance routing is not part of the medium or long-term vehicle scheduling

problem. They use a two- to five-day time window during which a train unit is routed

to the maintenance facility. The main reason for this is that timetables and rolling

stock schedules are dense, and that there are many disturbances. Consequently, long-

term models cannot take shunting issues and disturbances into account. The authors

formulate this problem as two different multicommodity flow problems, and they solve

the NP-hard models with CPLEX. Other papers consider variants of the locomotive

planning problem (LPP). The locomotive planning problem assigns locomotives to a

set of train units in such a way that it minimizes the cost and satisfies a number

of business and operational constraints. For a recent survey on the locomotive

assignment problem, that also includes variants with some maintenance constraints,

see Piu and Speranza (2014). Furthermore, there are many papers about maintenance

routing for aviation such as those of Clarke et al. (1997), Talluri (1998), and Sarac

et al. (2006).

4.2.2 Two-stage robust and stochastic facility location

Uncertainty for facility location models can be classified into three categories (Shen

et al., 2011): receiver-side uncertainty; in-between uncertainty; and provider-side

uncertainty. Like most stochastic facility location models (see the references in
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Snyder (2006) and Swamy and Shmoys (2006)), this chapter focuses on the first

two uncertainties. These uncertainties are related to customer uncertainty (for

example, customer demand or customer location) and incomplete knowledge about

the transportation network topology, transportation times, or costs between facilities

and customers.

A common feature of the receiver-side and in-between uncertainties is that the

uncertainty does not change the topology of the provider-receiver network once the

facilities have been built. Our problem does not share this feature as the different line

plans do change the topology of the provider-receiver network; a different line plan

changes the network over which rolling stock are routed to a maintenance facility.

The SMLRP bears some resemblance to supply chain network design under un-

certainty, which includes the location of facilities within a supply chain. Santoso

et al. (2005) designs a supply chain network consisting of suppliers, processing

facilities, and customers under cost, demand, supply and capacity uncertainty. A

sample average approximation is used to generate a discrete set of scenarios and the

model is solved with Benders decomposition. Santoso et al. (2005) describe and

test many acceleration techniques, that we also implement in this chapter. The

accelerated Benders decomposition method works well for their problem, but is less

successful for our model as compared with the IMIP. Other examples of Benders

decomposition for supply chain network design include the work of Costa (2005) (fixed

charge network design survey), Üster and Agrahari (2011) (freight-forwarding network

design), Santibanez-Gonzalez and Diabat (2013) (reverse supply chain design), and

Khatami et al. (2015) (closed loop supply chain network design).

Two types of methods are generally used for two-stage robust problems. The first

method is similar to Benders decomposition and uses constraint generation based

on the dual information of the slave problem. Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2015), use

Benders decomposition accelerated with additional cuts and a primal heuristic on

a two-stage robust facility location problem with a discrete set of scenarios. An

important difference to this chapter is that their allocation of customers to facilities

does not include the routing of customers (rolling stock) to (maintenance) facilities.

Another difference is the considered uncertainty and recoverability of the model.

In our model, we open facilities in the first-stage and allocate customers to these

facilities in the second-stage. Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2015) open facilities and assign

customers in the first-stage and the second-stage is used to recover the facilities and

customer assignment to the revealed scenario. Gabrel et al. (2014) solve a non-

linear convex two-stage robust location transportation problem. In this problem a

commodity has to be transported from each of the m potential sources to each of

the n destinations. The demand of the destinations is uncertain. The authors use a

cutting plane algorithm based on Benders decomposition, where the slave problem is
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NP-hard. Furthermore, Benders decomposition has been applied to two-stage robust

unit commitment problems (Bertsimas et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2011).

The second method consists of column-and-constraint generation procedures, also

known as row-and-column generation. Zeng and Zhao (2013) show that a column-

and-constraint generation procedure solves a two-stage robust location transportation

problem with demand levels in a polyhedral uncertainty set an order of magnitude

faster than Benders decomposition. Chan et al. (2017) apply a column-and-constraint

generation procedure to a robust facility location problem where the demand points

are uncertain and An et al. (2014) apply it to the reliable p-median facility location

problem. The strategy is also used for two-stage robust unit commitment (An

and Zeng, 2015; Zhao and Zeng, 2012) and a two-stage robust distribution network

reconfiguration problem (Lee et al., 2015).

4.3. Maintenance routing

The goal of the MRP is to determine the annual routing costs for train units to enter

given maintenance facilities with given capacities. A maintenance facility is a facility

that is responsible for the planned inspections and maintenance of rolling stock. The

frequency of inspections and maintenance is dependent on the rolling stock type and

typically occurs once every half year up to every month. The maintenance routing is

influenced by the current line plan, a set of routes (paths) in a rail network, operated

with a certain frequency by a specific rolling stock type. The stations where a line

starts or ends are called end stations, and all passengers leave the train and the train

unit drives back or continues on another line after a break. Between the end stations,

a line often has many other regular train stations where passengers can leave or enter

the train. The transport from the train lines to the maintenance facilities is done

with help of interchanges. An interchange swaps the destinations of two train units

of the same rolling stock type that are on connecting train lines. Connecting train

lines share an end station and at that end station the train unit can be interchanged.

The train units continue on each other’s train line after such an interchange. A train

that requires maintenance is interchanged with another train unit until it reaches a

train line connected to a maintenance facility. When a maintenance facility cannot

be reached by a specific train unit via these interchanges, deadheading is used for

the remaining trip. Deadheading is driving with an empty train (no passengers),

and is undesirable. Deadheading gives additional driving cost and the train unit is

not available for public transport, which can result in shorter trains and passengers

discomfort.

The operational problem of routing specific train units to their maintenance facilities
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is studied by Maróti and Kroon (2005, 2007). The operational maintenance routing

problem is solved daily and its decisions are based on operational information such

as the arrival and departure time of train units and the shunting possibilities of the

end stations. In this section, we introduce a new maintenance routing model that

determines the annual operational maintenance routing cost by taking maintenance

routing decisions on an aggregate level. This enables us to combine the maintenance

routing model with facility location decisions in Section 4.4. Our objective is to

minimize the annual interchange and deadheading cost. Consequently, we do not

consider separate train units, but work with the average number of maintenance

visits departing from each line per year, the routes for each visit, and the number of

annual interchanges.

4.3.1 Problem description

Given is a physical rail network GP = (NP , EP ), consisting of rails EP , all stations

NP , all end stations S ⊆ NP , and a set with opened facilities O ⊆ S, where every

opened facility has a capacity that represents the maximum number of maintenance

visits the location can handle per year. Furthermore, we are given a line plan

that consists of a set of lines L, with for each line the type of rolling stock, the

maintenance frequency per year, its end stations and the deadheading cost to each

maintenance facility. The line plan also specifies the set of possible interchanges, with

a coordination cost for each interchange, end station interchange capacities, and an

interchange network budget.

The interchange network budget G restricts the annual number of interchanges in the

network. The interchange capacity is highly dependent on the frequently changing

rolling stock schedule and it is possible to improve certain interchanges by making

small changes to the rolling stock schedule. Modeling this interchange budget allows

us to gain insight into which interchanges should be made possible or improved, while

also constraining the number of interchanges that can be used. Furthermore, we

constrain the annual number of interchanges at each end station.

In the left-hand side of Figure 4.1, we show a physical network graph, where we

exclude all stations that are not an end station in at least one of the shown line plans

for ease of exposition. In the middle and the right-hand side of Figure 4.1, we show

two line plans for this network. For the MRP, only one line plan for the network

GP is given. However, in Section 4.4 the different line plans for network GP play an

important role. Each line (edge) connects two end stations (nodes). The number of

end stations can differ between the line plans; e.g. station W is an end station in the

middle hand-side of Figure 4.1, while it is an in-between station of the line (X,V ) on

the right-hand side. Furthermore, there are two rolling stock types in this example.
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Rolling stock type a, is a regional train, stopping at every small station, while type b

is an intercity train that only stops at the large cities. An example of an interchange

for the middle picture is line (U, V ) to line (V,W ), while an interchange from (U, V )

to line (U,W ) is not possible because the rolling stock types do not match.

U V

W

XY

Z

U V

W

XY

a

ab

b b

a

b

b a

U V

XY

Z

b

b

b

b

a

aa

a

Figure 4.1 The physical rail network on the left and two line plan possibilities.

4.3.2 Maintenance routing model

We model the MRP as a flow model. We only allow interchanges followed by

deadheading directly to the maintenance facility. The reason for this is practical, and

not a restriction of the model. Routes with deadheading followed by interchanges are

not often used in practice, can be very expensive, and cause imbalances in the number

of train units per line, which need to be solved. Consequently, we do not include these

kinds of routes in our model. We apply the following transformations to the line plan

graph, to create the maintenance routing flow graph GF = (NF , AF ).

• For every line, we make a node; the set with these nodes is denoted by NL ⊂ NF .

• We create one source S that is connected with a directed arc to each node in

NL.

• We create an arc between lines where an interchange is possible, and interchange

coordination cost. The set of these interchange arcs is denoted by AI ⊂ AF .

• We create a node for every open facility and denote the set of open facilities by

NO ⊂ NF . Each node in NO is connected with an arc to the sink T .

• For each node n ∈ NL, we make an arc to each facility. The cost of this arc

is the deadheading cost of the line to the facility. The cost of the arc is 0

when deadheading is not necessary because the line associated with the node is

connected to the facility. The set of these incoming facility arcs is denoted by

AO ⊂ AF .
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In Figure 4.2, we demonstrate how to apply this transformation. The left-hand side

depicts a line plan for the railway graph in Figure 4.1, where a and b are the rolling

stock types and 0-8 are the line numbers. The right-hand side depicts the routing flow

graph GF = (NF , AF ) for the line plan on the left when facilities NO = {U,W, Y }
are opened.
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3b
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5a

6b

7b
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7
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U
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Y
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Figure 4.2 Left a possible line plan on the railway graph in Figure 4.1. Right the

resulting flow graph (GF = (NF , AF )). The arcs from and to the source S and sink T
are dashed blue, the interchange arcs (AI) solid red and the arcs to the facilities (AO)

are dotted black.

The aforementioned additional combinations of interchanges and deadheading can

easily be allowed by creating an additional arc from every line node to every line

node, which represents the deadheading from one line to another.

Proposition 4.1 The number of nodes and arcs in the flow graph is polynomial in

the number of lines and end stations.

Proof: The number of nodes in the flow graph is equal to |L|+|NO|+2. The number

of arcs is equal to |L|+ |L||NO|+ |AI |+ |NO|, where |AI | is bounded by |L|(|L|−1). 2

The maintenance frequency of a line l is the annual number of train units originating

from that line that require maintenance. The maintenance frequency for line ∀l ∈ L
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is defined by the parameter ml, and nl is the node associated with line l. The

flow through arc a ∈ AF that is associated with the yearly maintenance frequency

originating from line l ∈ L is represented by the decision variable zl(a). For example,

z4(2, 7) represents the frequency of interchanges from line 2 to line 7 for a maintenance

visit originating from line 4, and z1(8, y) represents the frequency of maintenance visits

originating from line 1 that reach maintenance facility y via line 8.

We define δin(n) and δout(n) as the set of ingoing and outgoing arcs of node n ∈ NF ,

and the set of arcs representing the interchanges going through end station s is defined

as As ⊂ AF . The cost of arc a for flow of type l is cl(a), and is only defined for the

arcs that represent the interchanges and the deadheading (AI ∪ AO). The capacity

for the facilities, qn ∀n ∈ NO is measured by the yearly maintenance frequency that

the facility can handle. Furthermore, the number of interchanges at end station s ∈ S
is restricted by the parameter gs, and the annual number of maintenance visits over

the entire network by G.

We formulate the following linear program:

(MRP) min
∑

a∈AI∪AO

∑
l∈L

cl(a)zl(a)

s.t.
∑

a∈δin(n)

∑
l∈L

zl(a) ≤ qn ∀n ∈ NO, (4.1)

∑
a∈δin(n)

zl(a) =
∑

a∈δout(n)

zl(a) ∀n ∈ NF \ {S, T }, ∀l ∈ L, (4.2)

zl(a) = ml ∀l ∈ L, a ∈ δin(nl) \AI , (4.3)∑
a∈δin(T )

∑
l∈L

zl(a) =
∑
l∈L

ml, (4.4)

∑
a∈As

∑
l∈L

zl(a) ≤ gs ∀s ∈ S, (4.5)

∑
a∈AI

∑
l∈L

zl(a) ≤ G, (4.6)

zl(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AF , ∀l ∈ L. (4.7)

Constraints (4.1) restrict the number of yearly maintenance visits that can be assigned

to opened facility n to its capacity. Constraints (4.2) are the flow conservation

constraints, while Constraints (4.3) and (4.4) guarantee that every maintenance visit is

assigned to a facility. Constraints (4.4) are necessary to exclude alternative solutions

with more flow than the number of yearly maintenance visits; these solutions are
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possible because some of the routes to the facilities have zero costs. Constraints (4.5)

and (4.6) are the end station and budget interchange capacity constraints.

We can solve the MRP in polynomial time because it is a linear program. Furthermore,

the problem is similar to the minimum cost flow problem with the exception of the

multiple commodities l ∈ L and Constraints (4.1), (4.5), and (4.6). We show that

even with these additional constraints the MRP has an optimal integer solution zl(a)

if gs (∀s ∈ S), G, ml (∀l ∈ L), and qn (∀n ∈ NF ) are integers.

Proposition 4.2 If gs (∀s ∈ S), G, ml (∀l ∈ L), and qn (∀n ∈ NF ) are integers,

then for any basic feasible solution of the MRP each flow zl(a) (∀a ∈ AF ,∀l ∈ L) is

an integer.

The proof of Proposition 4.2 can be found in Appendix 4.A.

4.4. Maintenance location routing

In this section, we introduce the SMRLP and RMRLP. We model both problems as

two-stage models. We use a discrete scenario set D, in which every scenario defines

a line plan (see also Figure 4.1). The first-stage decision is the decision to open or

close a facility, given a set of candidate facilities, annual facility depreciation costs,

and a discrete set of scenarios. The second-stage decision is taken for each scenario

and corresponds to the MRP discussed in Section 4.3. The RMLRP optimizes the

cost for the worst-case scenario d ∈ D, and the SMLRP optimizes the cost for the

average case.

The SMLRP and RMLRP are NP-hard because the capacitated facility location

problem (CFLP) is a special case of these problems. In the CFLP, a set of demand

points, a set of facilities, the capacities of the locations and their cost, and the cost

of assigning a demand point to a facility are given. The objective is to open a set of

facilities and to assign each demand point to a facility, while not exceeding the capacity

of each facility and minimizing the cost. When our model has only one scenario and

the interchange budget for this scenario is 0, then only deadheading from the lines

to the locations is possible. When we interpret the lines as demand points, with the

required maintenance visit frequency as demand, then the deadheading cost is exactly

the same as the assignment costs, and the SMLRP/RMLRP can be used to solve the

CFLP.
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4.4.1 The two-stage models

As in Section 4.3, we are given a physical rail networkG = (NP , EP ), consisting of rails

EP , and all possible stations NP . Furthermore, we are given a set of discrete scenarios

d ∈ D, in which each scenario defines a line system: a set of lines Ld ∀d ∈ D, with for

each line the type of rolling stock and the maintenance frequency per year, the end

stations Sd ⊆ NP ∀d ∈ D, and their location in the physical rail network. A line plan

for a scenario specifies the set of possible interchanges, with a coordination cost for

each interchange, the deadheading cost from each line to each facility, the end station

interchange capacities, and the interchange network budget. Finally, we are given a

set of candidate facilities C, with for every candidate facility a capacity qn ∀n ∈ NC ,

that represents the maximum annual maintenance frequency the location can handle.

The first-stage decision is represented by the binary decision variable y ∈ {0, 1}C ,

which is 1 when a facility is opened and 0 otherwise.

For every first-stage decision y ∈ {0, 1}|C| and scenario d ∈ D, there is a maintenance

flow routing graph GdyF = (Ndy
F , AdyF ). The notation of the variables and parameters

is similar to those in Section 4.3. The maintenance frequency for line ∀l ∈ L and

scenario d ∈ D is defined by the parameter md
l , and ndl is the node associated with

line l and scenario d. The flow through arc a associated with the annual maintenance

frequency from line l ∈ Ld, in scenario d ∈ D, is represented by the decision variable

zdl (a). We define δdin(n) and δdout(n) as the set of ingoing and outgoing arcs of node

n for scenario d. Here AdI is the set of interchange arcs and AdC =
⋃
n∈NC

δdin(n), the

set of arcs going to the candidate facilities. The cost of arc a for line l and scenario

d is cdl (a). The arc costs are only defined for the arcs in the set
⋃
d∈D(AdI ∪ AdC).

The end station interchange capacity gds is a capacity on the interchange frequency at

end station s ∈ Sd for scenario d ∈ D. The set of arcs representing the interchanges

going through end station s for scenario d is defined as Ads . Furthermore, the number

of annual interchanges in the entire network for each scenario d ∈ D is restricted by

the parameter Gd. The weights wd ∀d ∈ D denote the expected fraction of time that

a line plan is used during the life time of the facilities and is only relevant for the

SMLRP. We formulate the following two-stage models:

(SMLRP-2SSP) min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn +
∑
d∈D

wdMRP(y, d)

(RMLRP-2SRO) min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn + max
d∈D

MRP(y, d)

s.t.
∑
n∈NF

ynqn ≥ max
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld

md
l , (4.8)

yn ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , (4.9)
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where

MRP(y, d) = min
∑

a∈Ad
I∪Ad

C

∑
l∈Ld

cdl (a)zdl (a)

s.t.
∑

a∈δdin(n)

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) ≤ ynqn ∀n ∈ NC , (4.10)

∑
a∈δdin(n)

zdl (a) =
∑

a∈δdout(n)

zdl (a) ∀n ∈ Ndy
F \ {S, T }, ∀l ∈ Ld, (4.11)

zdl (a) = md
l ∀l ∈ Ld, a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (4.12)∑

a∈δdin(T )

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) =
∑
l∈L

md
l , (4.13)

∑
a∈Ad

s

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) ≤ gds ∀s ∈ Sd, (4.14)

∑
a∈Ad

I

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) ≤ Gd, (4.15)

zdl (a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AdyF , ∀l ∈ Ld. (4.16)

The objectives of the SMLRP-2SSP and RMLRP-2SRO formulations optimize the

annual facility cost in combination with the average/worst-case maintenance routing

cost, under Constraint (4.8). Constraint (4.8) guarantees that the opened facilities

have enough combined capacity to handle all maintenance visits, so that the second-

stage problem has a feasible solution. Here MRP(y, d) optimizes the maintenance

routing cost for scenario d and first-stage decision y. Constraints (4.10) guarantee

that maintenance visits can only be assigned to opened facilities up to their capacity.

Constraints (4.11) are the flow conservation constraints, while Constraints (4.12) and

(4.13) guarantee that every maintenance visit is assigned to a facility. Constraints

(4.14) and (4.15) are the end station and budget interchange capacity constraints.

Different to most two-stage problems is that the recourse matrices of the SMLRP-

2SSP and RMLRP-2SRO are not fixed. The network topology for each MRP(y, d)

is different and as a consequence the values and dimensions of the recourse matrices

are different for each scenario. Furthermore, Constraint (4.8) guarantees that each

feasible first-stage solution is feasible for the MRP(y, d) for any scenario d ∈ D.

Consequently, we have relative complete recourse.
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4.5. Mixed integer programming formulation

The two-stage formulations of Section 4.4 are not practical in terms of computation.

In this section, we reformulate these problems into a mixed integer programming

formulation, that is also known as the deterministic equivalent in the stochastic

programming literature (Birge and Louveaux, 1997) or the robust counterpart in the

robust optimization literature (Ben-Tal et al., 2009). Then we provide an improved

mixed integer programming formulation that is equivalent in terms of the optimal

objective and optimal facility decisions, but not with respect to the second-stage

decisions. This improved formulation is very efficient in finding the optimal facility

location decisions.

The first step to reformulate the two-stage models SMLRP-2SSP and RMLRP-2SRO

to mixed integer programming formulations is to make one large maintenance routing

flow graph. This graph contains all scenarios, instead of one graph for every scenario.

The steps used in Section 4.3 are adapted to generate the graph GM = (NM , AM ) as

follows.

• For every scenario and line, we make a node. The set with all line nodes

belonging to a scenario d ∈ D is denoted by Nd
L.

• We make one source S that is shared for all scenarios. The source is connected

with an arc to each node in
⋃
d∈DN

d
L.

• We make an arc between every line where an interchange is possible (connected,

same rolling stock type, same scenario), where the cost is the interchange

coordination cost.

• We make a node for every candidate facility, and each of these nodes is connected

with an arc to the sink T . The set of candidate facility nodes is denoted by NC .

• For each node n ∈
⋃
d∈DN

d
L, we make an arc to each facility. The cost of this

arc is the deadheading cost of the line to the facility. The cost of the arc is zero

when deadheading is not necessary because the line associated with the node is

connected to the facility.

The sets Nd
M and AdM contain all nodes or arcs that can be reached by flow from

scenario d ∈ D.

The two-stage models SMLRP-2SSP and RMLRP-2SRO can be reformulated to the

following mixed integer programming formulations:

(SMLRP-MIP) min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn +
∑
d∈D

wd
∑

a∈Ad
I
∪Ad

C

∑
l∈Ld

cdl (a)zdl (a)
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(RMLRP-MIP) min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn + zmax

s.t.
∑

a∈δdin(n)

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) ≤ ynqn ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (4.17)

∑
a∈δdin(n)

zdl (a) =
∑

a∈δout(n)

zdl (a) ∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ Nd
M \ {S, T }, ∀l ∈ Ld, (4.18)

zdl (a) = md
l ∀d ∈ D, ∀l ∈ Ld, ∀a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (4.19)∑

d∈D

∑
a∈δdin(T )

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) =
∑
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld

md
l , (4.20)

∑
a∈Ad

s

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) ≤ gds ∀d ∈ D, ∀s ∈ Sd, (4.21)

∑
a∈Ad

I

∑
l∈Ld

zdl (a) ≤ Gd ∀d ∈ D, (4.22)

zdl (a) ≥ 0 ∀d ∈ D, ∀a ∈ AdM , ∀l ∈ Ld, (4.23)

yn ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , (4.24)

with the following additional constraints for the RMLRP-MIP:

zmax ≥
∑

a∈Ad
I∪Ad

C

∑
l∈Ld

cdl (a)zdl (a) ∀d ∈ D. (4.25)

Constraints (4.17)-(4.23) are comparable to (4.10)-(4.16) from Section 4.4, however

now defined for the graph GM = (NM , AM ) and for all scenarios. Note that in

the maintenance location routing graph GM , all arcs besides those going to the sink

can only be traversed by flow from one scenario. Consequently, by the use of AdM
and Nd

M in place of AM and NM , we have removed many unnecessary constraints

in Constraints (4.18) and (4.23). Constraints (4.25), which are only used for the

RMLRP-MIP, guarantee that zmax equals the routing cost of the worst-case scenario.

The SMLRP-2SSP and SMLRP-MIP are equivalent. However, for the RMLRP-2SRO

and RMLRP-MIP only the opened and closed facilities y∗ and the objective value are

equivalent. Because we are not interested in the second-stage decisions, the RMLRP-

MIP can be used as if it is equivalent to the RMLRP-2SRO.

4.5.1 Improved mixed integer model

The RMLRP-MIP and SMLRP-MIP require so much memory that only very small

instances can be solved. However, the required memory can be significantly reduced

by two observations. The first observation is that we do not need to distinguish the
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scenario for each flow. Without the index d, we can still determine to which scenario

a flow belongs based on the incoming arcs of the facility nodes as they always belong

to only one scenario. For the second observation, we use practical knowledge of the

cost structure of the problem. For practical instances the cost of an interchange or

deadheading (cdl (a) ∀a ∈ AdI ∪AdC) depends on the rolling stock type and the scenario,

and not on the originating line. As a consequence cdm(a) = cdn(a) ∀m,n ∈ L, when

the rolling stock type assigned to line m and n are the same. Because it is not

allowed to interchange train units with different rolling stock types, dropping the l

index cannot change the cost. Consequently, the incoming flow per facility will be

the same, resulting in the same facilities opened and the same objective value.

Furthermore, Constraints (4.20) can be omitted, because without the l indices, all flow

is already restricted by Constraints (4.19). Additionally, in Constraints (4.17) qn can

be much higher than the total number of maintenance visits (
∑
l∈Ld md

l ) for a scenario

d ∈ D. Tightening Constraints (4.17), by replacing qn by q̂dn = min(qn,
∑
l∈Ld md

l ) for

every scenario d improves the initial LP bound. Finally, we denote
⋃
d∈D δ

d
in(n) and⋃

d∈D δ
d
out(n) as δin(n) and δout(n) respectively. This gives the following improved

mixed integer programming (IMIP) formulations:

(SMLRP-IMIP) min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn +
∑
d∈D

wd
∑

a∈Ad
I∪Ad

C

c(a)z(a)

(RMLRP-IMIP) min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn + zmax

s.t.
∑

a∈δdin(n)

z(a) ≤ ynq̂dn ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (4.26)

∑
a∈δin(n)

z(a) =
∑

a∈δout(n)

z(a) ∀n ∈ NM \ {S, T }, (4.27)

z(a) = md
l ∀d ∈ D, ∀l ∈ Ld, ∀a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (4.28)∑

a∈Ad
s

z(a) ≤ gds ∀d ∈ D, ∀s ∈ Sd, (4.29)

∑
a∈Ad

I

z(a) ≤ Gd ∀d ∈ D, (4.30)

z(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AM , (4.31)

yn ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , (4.32)

with the following additional constraints for the (RMLRP-IMIP):

zmax ≥
∑

a∈Ad
I∪Ad

C

c(a)z(a) ∀d ∈ D. (4.33)
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Theorem 4.1 The SMLRP-IMIP and SMLRP-IMIP have identical optimal costs

and facility decisions y∗ as the SMLRP-MIP and RMLRP-MIP, respectively, when

cdm(a) = cdn(a) ∀m,n ∈ L if the rolling stock types assigned to line m and n are the

same.

Proof: For every a ∈ δout(S), zdl (a) ≥ 0 for only one scenario d and line l, and for

all other scenarios and lines zdl (a) = 0. This is the case because of Constraints (4.19)

and (4.20) that guarantee that every line node receives only md
l flow for one l and d

and 0 for all other lines and scenarios. These line nodes are only connected to the

line nodes of the same scenario and the facility nodes. Consequently, the line nodes

can only receive flow of one scenario type, and the scenario of the incoming flow of

the facilities, is equal to the scenario to which the line node from that the incoming

facility flow originates from belongs to. Furthermore, dropping the indices will not

influence the amount of flow and cost for every arc. The amount of flow for each arc

z(a) will become equal to
∑
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld zdl (a). Furthermore, the cost of the flow stays

the same because every arc a ∈ AdI ∪ AdC can only be reached by maintenance visits

of exactly one rolling stock type and scenario. Consequently, the same facilities will

be opened and the objective value will be the same. 2

Theorem 4.2 The SMLRP-IMIP and RMLRP-IMIP reduce the number of variables

by Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI |

)
) compared with the SMLRP-MIP and RMLRP-

MIP, respectively.

Proof: Note that |AM | =
∑
d∈D(|Ld| + |Ld||NC | + |AdI |) + |NC | and |AdM | =

|Ld|+ |Ld||NC |+ |AdI |+ |NC |.

We subtract the number of variables in the IMIP from the number of MIP variables.

The number of removed variables is∑
d∈D

(
|Ld||AdM |

)
− |AM |

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|(|Ld|+ |Ld||NC |+ |AdI |+ |NC |)

)
−
∑
d∈D

(|Ld|+ |Ld||NC |+ |AdI |)− |NC |

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI |+ |Ld||NC |

)
−
∑
d∈D

(|Ld|+ |Ld||NC |+ |AdI |)− |NC |

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI |+ |Ld||NC | − |Ld| − |Ld||NC | − |AdI |

)
− |NC |

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI | − |Ld| − |AdI |

)
− |NC |
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Consequently, the number of removed variables is of the order of

Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI |

)
). 2

Theorem 4.3 The SMLRP-IMIP and RMLRP-IMIP reduce the number of con-

straints by Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |NC ||Ld|

)
) compared with the SMLRP-MIP and RMLRP-

MIP, respectively.

Proof: We subtract the number of constraints in the IMIP from the number of

MIP constraints. Note that we removed Constraint (4.20) and that only Constraints

(4.18) and (4.27) are different. Furthermore, |NM | =
∑
d∈D |Ld| + |NC | + 2 and

|Nd
M | = |Ld|+ |NC |+ 2. The number of removed constraints is∑

d∈D

(
|Ld|(|Nd

M | − 2)
)

+ 1− |NM | − 2

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |NC ||Ld|

)
+ 1−

(∑
d∈D

|Ld|+ |NC |

)
=
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |NC ||Ld| − |Ld|

)
− |NC |+ 1.

Consequently, the number of removed constraints is of order

Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |NC ||Ld|

)
). 2

To summarize, the IMIP formulation reduces the number of variables and constraints

substantially and simplifies a multi-commodity model to a single-commodity model.

As a consequence, the required memory and solution time are significantly reduced.

4.6. Scenario addition and Benders decomposition

We design a column-and-constraint generation algorithm (similar to Zeng and Zhao,

2013; Chan et al., 2017) for the RMLRP. Our method, called scenario addition (SA),

solves the IMIP with a subset of scenarios and adds an additional scenario in each

iteration. The algorithm reaches optimality in a finite number of iterations. SA uses

the fact that for the RMLRP only the facility solution y∗ and the worst-case scenario

are required for the solution.

Furthermore, we apply Benders decomposition (see Section 1.3.1) to the SMLRP

and the RMLRP. We accelerate the Benders decomposition by making use of several

different accelerating heuristics.
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4.6.1 Improved maintenance routing model

It is necessary to solve the second-stage problem (MRP) from Section 4.4 many

times for both SA and Benders decomposition. The MRP can be improved by using

Theorem 4.1 from Section 4.5. This theorem allows us to drop the l indices. Although

the MRP can be solved in polynomial time, it still gives a very substantial reduction

in solution time. For larger instances (100 facilities, 64 scenarios), the solution time

decreases from multiple seconds per scenario, to solving all scenarios in approximately

a second. Furthermore, similar to Section 4.5, the capacity qn, can be replaced by q̂dn.

The second-stage problem becomes

IMRPd(y) = min
∑

a∈Ad
I∪Ad

C

c(a)z(a)

s.t.
∑

a∈δin(n)

z(a) ≤ ynq̂dn ∀n ∈ NC , (µ)

∑
a∈δin(n)

z(a) =
∑

a∈δout(n)

z(a) ∀n ∈ Ndy
F \ {S, T }, (ν)

z(a) = md
l ∀l ∈ Ld, a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (π)∑

a∈Ad
s

z(a) ≤ gds ∀s ∈ Sd, (φ)

∑
a∈Ad

I

z(a) ≤ Gd, (ω)

z(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AdyF .

The Greek symbols next to the constraints are the corresponding dual variables, which

are needed for the Benders decomposition algorithm described in Section 4.6.3.

4.6.2 Scenario addition

For the RMLRP, only the opened facilities and the worst-case scenario are relevant

for the solution. This method uses that fact, and can consequently not be used for

the SMLRP where all scenarios contribute to the objective function.

SA works as follows. Set the iteration counter i at 0 and let Di denote the scenario

set belonging to iteration i. The set D0 contains one randomly chosen scenario d ∈ D.

Because the scenarios differ in the total number of maintenance visits, the following
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feasibility constraint is added to the RMLRP-IMIP:∑
n∈NC

ynq̂n ≥ max
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld

md
l , (4.34)

where q̂n = min{qn,maxd∈D
∑
l∈Ld md

l }.

The SA algorithm consists of the following steps.

1. Compute the solution to the RMLRP-IMIP with D replaced by Di, and add

Constraint (4.34) to the formulation. Denote the optimal objective of this

problem as LBi and the solution of iteration i as yi.

2. Set UBi := cTyi + maxd∈D IMRP(yi, d) and let wi := arg max
d∈D

IMRP(yi, d). If

wi ∈ Di, then UBi ≈ LBi, where ≈ is used instead of = solely because of the

small relative gap that CPLEX uses for the calculations of UBi and LBi. Stop

and return yi as the optimal solution and UBi as the optimal objective value.

Otherwise (wi /∈ Di) the algorithm proceeds to the next step.

3. Let Di+1 := {wi} ∪Di. Update i := i+ 1 and go back to Step 1.

These steps give a very diverse set of scenarios as it always adds the scenario that is

most detrimental for the incumbent solution. Because of this, the algorithm generally

converges quickly, with only a small number of scenarios in Di.

4.6.3 Benders decomposition

Benders decomposition can be used for both the RMLRP and the SMLRP. The

algorithm iteratively solves a master and a slave problem. The master problem gives

a lower bound of the optimal objective value that is denoted by LB. We define yi

as the optimal solution of the master problem for iteration i. The slave problem is

the improved second-stage problem described in Section 4.6.1. The slave problem

calculates the actual objective value of the SMLRP and RMLRP given facility set

yi, and provides an upper bound (UB). When the LB and UB are sufficiently close

to each other, we conclude optimality. Otherwise we use information from the duals

of our slave problem to add additional optimality cuts to the master problem. The

optimality cuts serve to improve the estimation of the optimal value of the master

problem. It increases the LB, changes the solution yi, and consequently can also

increase the UB.

The LB is set initially at −∞ and the UB at∞. The iteration counter is set at i := 0,

and we let ŷ be the incumbent solution. The Benders decomposition method consists

of the following steps.
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1. Solve the master problem. The master problem is the first-stage problem from

Section 4.4 with optimality cuts representing input from the second-stage.

LB = min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn + θ

s.t.
∑
n∈NC

ynqn ≥ max
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld

md
l , (4.35)

θ ≥
∑
n∈NC

rknyn + vk k = 1, . . . , i, (4.36)

θ ≥ 0, (4.37)

yn ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC . (4.38)

The variable θ represents the maintenance routing costs, and Constraints (4.36)

approximate the constraints θ ≥ maxd∈D IMRP(yi, d) for the RMLRP and

θ ≥
∑
d∈D wdIMRP(yi, d) for the SMLRP. Optimality Constraints (4.36) are

only added to the master problem from iteration 1, and will be ignored the first

time that it is solved. The coefficients ri+1,n and vi+1 are determined from

the duals from the IMRP(yi, d) in such a way that
∑
n∈NC

ri+1,ny
i
n + vi+1 =

maxd∈D IMRP(yi, d), and
∑
d∈D wdIMRP(yi, d), for the SMLRP and RMLRP,

respectively. In Step 4, we explain in detail how the variables ri+1,n and vi+1

are generated.

2. Calculate the objective value: SMLRP(yi) := cTyi +
∑
d∈D wdIMRP(yi, d), or

RMLRP(yi) := cTyi + maxd∈D IMRP(yi, d). If SMLRP(yi) or RMLRP(yi) is

smaller than the UB, we update the UB with the new objective value and set

the incumbent solution at ŷ := yi.

3. If UB − LB < δ, where δ > 0 is a pre-specified tolerance, the algorithm stops

and returns ŷ as the optimal solution and UB as the optimal objective value.

Otherwise the algorithm proceeds to Step 4.

4. Let µdin, ν
d
inl, π

d
il, φ

d
is, and ωdi be the dual variables for IMRP(yi, d) (see Section

4.6.1). The cut coefficients for the SMLRP are

ri+1,n :=
∑
d∈D

wdµ
d
inq̂

d
n ∀n ∈ NC

and

vi+1 :=
∑
d∈D

wd

∑
l∈L

πdilm
d
l +

∑
s∈Sd

φdisg
d
s + ωdiG

d

 .
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For the RMLRP the cut coefficients are

ri+1,n := µdmax
in q̂dn ∀n ∈ NC

and

vi+1 :=
∑
l∈L

πdilm
d
l +

∑
s∈Sd

φdmax
is gdmax

s + ωdmax
i Gdmax,

where dmax := arg maxd∈D IMRP(yi, d).

Update i := i+ 1 and go back to Step 1.

4.6.3.1 Acceleration techniques

Although Benders decomposition terminates in a finite number of iterations, it still

can take an exponential number of iterations. The following accelerating techniques

improve the convergence behavior of the standard Benders decomposition.

4.6.3.1.1 Upper bound heuristics. The SMLRP-IMIP and RMLRP-IMIP from

Section 4.5.1 with a subset of the scenarios can be used to get a good UB. Note

that not all scenarios have the same number of maintenance visits. Therefore, to

guarantee feasibility we need to add Constraint (4.34). Let y0, be the optimal

solution of the SMLRP-IMIP and RMLRP-IMIP with a subset of the scenarios

and feasibility constraints (4.34). Then the upper bound can be calculated by

solving Step 2 of the Benders decomposition with y0 as input: SMLRP(y0) :=

cTy0 +
∑
d∈D wdIMRP(y0, d) or RMLRP(y0) := cTy0 + maxd∈D IMRP(y0, d). Use

Steps 3 and 4 to generate and add the cut coefficients. Update i := i+ 1 and go back

to Step 1.

With a good UB and initial y0, good cuts are directly added to the master problem,

which prevents the algorithm from exploring inferior parts of the feasible region. For

the SMLRP it makes sense to order the scenarios at decreasing weights and to add

the scenarios with the highest weight to the subset. Because the weights do not sum

up to 1 anymore, it is best to renormalize them such that the sum of the weights of

the scenarios in the subset becomes 1. The more scenarios the subset uses, the better

the UB becomes, however the more time it costs to solve the IMIP.

4.6.3.1.2 Trust regions. A trust region helps the algorithm avoid oscillating wildly

from one area of the feasible region to another in the early iterations, and consequently

accelerates convergence. For the same reasons as in Santoso et al. (2005), we use a

trust region based on the Hamming distance of the current solution of the master
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problem from the previous solution. Let Y i be {j : yij = 1}, then the trust region

constraint for iteration i+ 1 is∑
j∈Y i

(1− yj) +
∑
j /∈Y i

yj ≤ ∆i+1
H , (4.39)

where ∆i+1
H ≤ |NC | is the trust region size at iteration i+ 1. ∆i+1

H can be constant or

dependent on the iteration. Because convergence of the algorithm cannot be ensured

with a trust region, it is best to only add the trust region in the initial iterations, and

drop it when the distance of solutions of consecutive iterations have stabilized.

We also introduce a new trust region, where we use the incumbent solution ŷ instead

of yi. Like before, we solve the master problem, but now we also solve it a second

time with an additional constraint:∑
n∈NC

ŷn −
∑
n∈NC

yn ≤ ∆i+1
I , (4.40)

where ∆i+1
I ≤ |NC | can be constant or dependent on the iteration. This constraint

can be useful, because in the initial iterations far too few facilities are opened. The

master problem combined with Constraint (4.40) gives solutions that are closer to

the optimal number of opened facilities, while also using essential information from

the master problem. It gives an additional heuristic solution, for which additional

optimality cuts can be added or which can replace the regular optimality cuts when

the solution value calculated in Step 2 is better. When the regular master problem

solution already satisfies the constraint, the two solutions will be the same, and it

is not necessary to solve the master problem twice. It is best to combine this trust

region, with upper bound heuristics, so that the initial incumbent solution is already

decent. A benefit of this trust region is that convergence is guaranteed and as a

consequence we do not need to remove Constraint (4.40) after a certain number of

iterations.

4.6.3.1.3 Knapsack inequalities. We use the knapsack inequalities described in

Santoso et al. (2005). Knapsack inequalities can accelerate Benders decomposition

with good upper bounds. Let θ ≥
∑
n∈NC

vinyn+ri be the optimality cut from the ith

iteration, and we know that the current best known UB, UB ≥
∑
n∈NC

cnyn+θ. These

two facts together give the following inequality for the master problem in iteration

i+ 1: ∑
n∈Nc

(bcn + vinc)yn ≤ bUB− ric.

4.6.3.1.4 Cut disaggregation. Cut disaggregation can only be used for the

SMLRP. Instead of one cut per iteration that approximates the average second-
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stage value, |D| cuts are added to approximate the individual second-stage value

corresponding to each of the scenarios. Cut disaggregation (also called a multi-cut

framework) can provide a better estimation of the average of the second-stage value,

and thereby improve performance. Birge and Louveaux (1988) show that such a

framework can greatly increase the speed of convergence. The trade-off lies between

the number of iterations of the Benders decomposition and the size of the master

problem. The master problem now becomes

LB = min
∑
n∈NC

cnyn +
∑
d∈D

wdθd

s.t.
∑
n∈NC

ynq̂n ≥
∑
l∈Ld

md
l ∀d ∈ D, (4.41)

θd ≥
∑
n∈NC

rdknyn + vdk k = 1, . . . , i, ∀d ∈ D, (4.42)

θd ≥ 0 ∀d ∈ D, (4.43)

yn ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , (4.44)

and the coefficients are calculated as

rdi+1,n := µdinq̂
d
n ∀n ∈ NF , ∀d ∈ D

and

vdi+1 :=
∑
l∈L

πdilm
d
l +

∑
s∈Sd

φdisg
d
s + ωdiG

d ∀d ∈ D.

4.6.3.1.5 Cut strengthening. We also tested cut strengthening as proposed by

Magnanti and Wong (1981). When (r̀,v̀) and (ŕ,v́) are both optimality cut coefficients

at yi corresponding to distinct dual optimal solutions, then r̀T yi + v̀ = ŕTyi + v́.

Suppose that y∗ is the optimal solution, then cut (r̀,v̀) dominates cut (ŕ, v́) if r̀Ty∗+

v̀ > ŕTy∗ + v́. Clearly cut (r̀,v̀) is preferable in iteration i since it will typically

lead to better lower bounds and expedite convergence. Finding stronger cuts can be

done, but it takes time. In our case, we are seldom able to find iterations were the

algorithm can find better cuts than those of the original Benders decomposition. We

expect that this is because of our improved formulation of the second-stage problem

(see Section 4.6.1), which removes most degeneracy. Consequently, for our problem,

cut strengthening increases the solution time, as it takes time to try to strengthen

the cuts, while we seldom benefit from it.
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4.7. Computational experiments

In this section, we report computational experiments on randomly generated instances

to test the computational performance of our algorithms. We are particularly

interested in the size of instances that can be solved by the IMIP, SA, and Benders

decomposition. Although we generate instances randomly, the fixed and random

parameters are based on those found in practice to create reasonable instances. All

experiments are programmed in Java with the CPLEX library version 12.6.3, and

run on a laptop with an Intel Core i7-4710MQ Quad Core 2.5 GHz processor with

8 GB of RAM. All mentioned solution times include the time necessary to build the

model and for all settings (preprocessing, branching, accuracy tolerance etc.) CPLEX

standard settings are used.

4.7.1 Test bed generation

We generate instances with 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 candidate facilities. We start with

15 instances with only 1 scenario, for each number of candidate facilities. These 15

instances consist of five instances of each of the three sizes that will be described

in Section 4.7.1.1. We double the number of scenarios in each next set, until the

instances within the set can no longer be solved.

4.7.1.1 Physical railway network and basic line plan generation

We create random instances by first generating graphs of physical railway networks in

the Cartesian plane. We do this by manually generating five archetypical graphs on

a one by one plane with 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 nodes, respectively, as shown in Figure

4.3. Each node is an end station and candidate facility location, while each edge is

a set of rails between end stations. For each archetypical graph, we also manually

design “basic line plan” scenarios. A basic line plan consists only of origin-destination

pairs and the route between them. We also determine for each basic line whether the

corresponding rolling stock type will be regional or intercity. Note, however, that

there may be several regional and intercity rolling stock types, and that the actual

rolling stock type will be assigned in Section 4.7.1.2.

We create physical railway networks by perturbing and scaling these archetypical

networks. We perturb these archetypical graphs by relocating each node uniformly at

random within a square around that node. The square is centered around the original

node except at the boundaries of the 1× 1 plane where the square is relocated to fit

within the 1 × 1 plane. The dimension of this square decreases with the number of

nodes in the network. Next, the obtained graph is scaled to either a (1) 200×400 km,
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(2) 750×1000 km, or (3) 3000×3000 km rectangle to model different railway network

sizes. The distances between nodes in this graph is then determined by multiplying

the Euclidian distance by a number drawn uniformly between 1.0 and 1.2. Note that

at this point, the length in kilometers of each basic line is fixed. A graph thus obtained

is called GP = (NP , EP ).

0 1

0

1

(a) 5 nodes

0 1

0

1

(b) 10 nodes

0 1

0

1

(c) 25 nodes

0 1

0

1

(d) 50 nodes

0 1

0

1

(e) 100 nodes

Figure 4.3 The five archetypical graphs.

4.7.1.2 Line plan generation

Recall that a train line consists of a rolling stock type, the maintenance frequency per

year and the deadheading cost to each facility. Before we can generate a line plan, we

first need to generate different types of rolling stock. We first generate the number of

different regional and intercity rolling stock types. This number is generated uniformly

between 1 and the number of edges |NP | divided by 8. The deadheading cost per

kilometer for each rolling stock type is calculated by generating its components, the

fuel, driver salary, unavailability costs, and fees, uniformly randomly between the

lower and upper bounds that are seen in practice for regional and intercity trains.

Furthermore, to be able to calculate the number of maintenance visits for a line later

on, we need to know the average number of annual maintenance visits per rolling

stock type, this number is generated uniformly at random between 1 and 12, which

are bounds that we observed at the NS.
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Next, we generate line plan scenarios until we have reached the fixed number of

scenarios for the instance. To generate a line plan scenario, we first take a random

line plan possibility from the fixed basic line plan set. For each line of the chosen basic

line plan, we generate the rolling stock type and maintenance visit frequency. The

line is either an intercity or regional train line, and the rolling stock type is generated

from the corresponding set. The rolling stock type is the same as that of a connecting

line of the same line type with a probability of 0.5 for each line. When there are no

defined lines yet, or when the rolling stock type is not going to be the same as an

already defined connecting line, we choose uniformly at random from the set with

rolling stock types for the basic rolling stock type of the line.

The annual maintenance frequency is the average number of train units on that line

times the yearly maintenance frequency of the rolling stock type used for that line.

An estimation for the average number of train units for a train line is made based on

its length in kilometers, the average speed of the trains and the hourly train frequency

of the line, which is generated uniformly at random between 1 and 8 (the lowest and

highest hourly train frequencies considered by the NS). The deadheading cost for a

line to a facility is the deadheading cost per kilometer of the rolling stock type times

the number of kilometers for the shortest path in GP from one of the end stations

nodes to the facility node. For example, when one of the end stations is the candidate

facility, the shortest path is 0 kilometers and the cost is 0.

4.7.1.3 Interchange capacities, budgets, and candidate facilities

All interchange coordination cost between lines are set at 10 euros. We define U(a, b)

as the uniform distribution between a and b. Furthermore, we define the total number

of maintenance visits for station s as Cds :=
∑
l∈Ld

s
md
l , where Lds contains all lines

that have s as an end station.

The interchange capacity for end station s in scenario d is randomly generated as

gds :=


0 with a probability of 0.05,

U(0, 1)Cds with a probability of 0.2,

U(1, 3)Cds with a probability of 0.65,

∞ with a probability of 0.1.

Note that U(1, 3)Cds is only a restriction when there are many interchanges originating

from non-connecting lines. We define Md :=
∑
l∈Ld md

l and randomly generate Gd as
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Gd :=


U(0, 1)Md with a probability of 0.25,

U(1, 3)Md with a probability of 0.65,

∞ with a probability of 0.1.

The annual facility costs are generated uniformly at random between 1/5th and 5

times the estimated average annual facility cost for the NS. We define Mdmax :=

maxd∈D
∑
l∈Ld md

l and generate the maintenance facility capacities as

qn :=


U(0, 0.5)Mdmax with a probability of 0.1,

U(0.5, 1)Mdmax with a probability of 0.4,

∞ with a probability of 0.5.

Consequently, on average half of the maintenance facilities have no capacity restric-

tion. For the SMLRP, we also generate the weights wd. These weights are generated

uniformly at random between 0 and 1, followed by scaling the weights such that they

sum up to 1.

4.7.2 IMIP experiments

We used the instances with 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 candidate facilities from the

randomly generated instance sets. For each number of facilities, we start with the

set with just one scenario. When more than 80% (13 or more out of 15) of the

instances can be solved within an hour, we continue to the next set where the number

of scenarios is doubled. When an instance cannot be solved within an hour, a fail is

registered and a solution time of 3600 seconds is used for the average time calculations.

The average time in seconds for each set for the SMLRP/RMLRP can be found in

Table 4.1. The top row shows the number of candidate facilities per set and the first

column the number of scenarios.

For up to 50 facilities, the IMIP solved with CPLEX works well. Note that these

instances are already large. An instance with 25 facilities and 1024 scenarios has for

the RMLRP on average 35k (35765.5) nodes and a million (1007822.6) edges in the

flow graph. Furthermore, the CPLEX model has a million (1007848.6) columns and

100k (100123.1) rows. For 100 candidate facilities, we can only solve the instances

with a limited number of scenarios within an hour. For these instances we extended

the solution time to 48 hours (2880 minutes), to explore the boundary of what is

computationally feasible. Because of time considerations, we limit the instances of

the sets to the first six instances, two instances from each size. These results are
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SMLRP-IMIP RMLRP-IMIP

Scenarios 5 10 25 50 100 5 10 25 50 100

1 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.1 1.1 19.4 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.1 0.7 13.4

2 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.2 1.7 110 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.2 1.8 103.4

4 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.3 8.6 94.2 < 0.1 0.1 0.6 9.1 175.5

8 < 0.1 0.1 0.6 20.6 202.6 0.1 0.1 2.2 35.2 874.3

16 0.1 0.2 2.5 33.2 956.6 0.2 0.2 2.8 67.6 fails

32 0.1 0.3 5.7 112.5 fails 0.2 0.3 5.3 231.0

64 0.2 0.5 10.4 296.7 0.3 0.6 13.5 715.4

128 0.4 1.4 37.6 785.8 0.5 1.7 71.4 1259.3

256 1.1 3.0 112.9 fails 1.6 4.2 140.1 fails

512 2.9 11.8 507.4 5.0 15.2 452

1024 10.1 36.0 1076.8 16.3 44.9 1259.8

2048 31.1 154.8 fails 54.7 178.5 fails

4096 126.8 653.4 214.4 531.2

8192 556.7 fails 733.2 1978.1

16384 2428.3 fails fails

32768 fails

Table 4.1 Solution time in seconds for the SMLRP-IMIP and RMLRP-IMIP, while

varying the number of scenarios and facilities.

SMLRP-IMIP RMLRP-IMIP

Scenarios Min Average Max Failed Min Average Max Failed

16 0.4 12.1 56.2 0 17.4 105.6 252.6 0

32 1.5 72.3 331.5 0 22.8 429.6 791.4 0

64 4.6 209.2 892.7 0 123.0 631.8 2541.0 0

128 6.6 595.9 > 2880.0 2 168.7 2337.7 > 2880.0 4

256 18.5 774.5 > 2880.0 1 RAM RAM RAM 6

512 RAM RAM RAM 6 RAM RAM RAM 6

Table 4.2 Minimum, average and maximum solution time in minutes for instances with

100 facilities and the number of instances that are not solved within 2880 minutes.

shown in Table 4.2, where RAM is used for instance sets where an out-of-memory

error occurred.

Instances with up to 64 scenarios can generally be solved. Furthermore, the

SMLRP-IMIP seems to be computationally faster than the RMLRP-IMIP. A possible

explanation for this are Constraints (4.33) from Section 4.5.1, which are only used for

the RMLRP-IMIP. These constraints create degeneracy, because with them only one

scenario contributes to the transportation cost, giving many solutions with the same

objective value.
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Furthermore, we note that the IMIP (solved with CPLEX standard branch-and-cut

algorithm) uses many cuts and few nodes in the branch and bound tree. Some of

the instances can be solved without branching. For example, the average number of

nodes for the SMLRP with 50 candidate facilities is 72, while it uses 4226 cuts on

average. The number of nodes increases with the number of candidate facilities, while

the number of cuts increases by both the number of facilities and scenarios. CPLEX

mainly uses flow and MIP rounding cuts, followed by implied bound cuts, and to a

lesser extend clique, Gomory, zero-half, and lift and project cuts.

4.7.3 Scenario addition

We compare SA with IMIP for the instances with 25, 50, and 100 candidate facilities

from the randomly generated instance set. The instances with 5 and 10 facilities

are excluded because the IMIP can already solve instances with up to 8192 scenarios

within an hour. Again more than 80% (13 or more out of 15) of the instances have to

be solved within an hour to go to the next set. The average time in seconds for each

set for the RMLRP-IMIP and SA can be found in Table 4.3; the top row shows the

number of candidate facilities per set and the first column the number of scenarios.

For the instances with 25 and 50 candidate facilities, it can be seen in Table 4.3

that the SA algorithm can solve instances with more scenarios within the hour. For

the instances with 25 candidate facilities, we stopped the test after 32384 scenarios,

although they can still easily be solved within the hour. There is no difference between

SA and IMIP for the instances with 100 facilities. This can be explained by the fact

that we can only solve instances with a limited number of scenarios for instances with

100 facilities. Consequently, an SA iteration with fewer scenarios added already takes

a considerable amount of time.

When we extend the time from 1 hour to 48 hours (we limit the sets to the first six

instances, as explained in Section 4.7.2), the SA algorithm performs better in both

the best and average case, but its worst-case performance is as expected worse. We

show these results in Table 4.4.

The number of iterations (is equal to the number of added scenarios) that the SA

algorithm uses and the time in seconds are shown in Table 4.5. The number of

iterations initially grows when the number of scenarios increases, but stabilizes at

some point. The maximum number of iterations is really low compared with the total

number of scenarios |D| of the instances. The maximum number of scenarios for 25

facilities is 32384, while for the worst-case, the scenario set only contains 20 scenarios.

When we increase the number of candidate facilities to 50, the maximum number of

scenarios is 8192, while the maximum number of iterations is 24.
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IMIP SA

Scenarios 25 50 100 25 50 100

1 0.1 0.7 13.4 0.1 0.7 13.5

2 0.2 1.8 103.4 0.3 2.4 129.1

4 0.6 9.1 175.5 1.2 14.1 220.9

8 2.2 35.2 874.3 2.7 42.2 719.7

16 2.8 67.6 fails 4.4 76.4 fails

32 5.3 231.0 5.1 328.7

64 13.5 715.4 5.3 357.4

128 71.4 1259.3 8.4 267.9

256 140.1 fails 11.9 485.3

512 452 12.8 528.9

1024 1259.8 19.1 851.9

2048 fails 40.5 503.6

4096 54.9 1095.0

8192 75.3 1073.2

16384 144.3 fails

32768 288.8

Table 4.3 Solution time in seconds for the IMIP and SA, while varying the number of

scenarios and facilities.

RMLRP-IMIP SA

Scenarios Min Average Max Failed Min Average Max Failed

16 17.4 105.6 252.6 0 1.2 74.4 198.0 0

32 22.8 429.6 791.4 0 5.4 560.4 2247.0 0

64 123.0 631.8 2541.0 0 8.4 511.2 > 2880.0 1

128 168.7 2337.7 > 2880.0 4 2.4 807.0 > 2880.0 2

256 RAM RAM RAM 6 66.0 1103.7 > 2880.0 2

Table 4.4 Minimum, average, and maximum solution time in minutes for instances with

100 facilities and the number of instances that are not solved within 2880 minutes.
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25 50 100

Scenarios Iterations Time Iterations Time Iterations Time

1 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.7 1 13.5

2 1.9 0.3 1.9 2.4 2 129.1

4 2.9 1.2 3.5 14.1 3.4 220.9

8 4.6 2.7 5.3 42.2 4.9 719.7

16 5.9 4.4 6.9 76.4

32 7.3 5.1 9.3 328.7

64 7.8 5.3 11.7 357.4

128 7.1 8.4 11.2 267.9

256 7.5 11.9 11.8 485.3

512 7.9 12.8 10.9 528.9

1024 7.9 19.1 10.9 851.9

2048 8.1 40.5 11.6 503.6

4096 8.3 54.9 12.5 1095.0

8192 7.0 75.3 12.1 1073.2

16384 6.7 144.3

32768 6.7 288.8

max 21 983.1 24 > 3600 8 > 3600

Table 4.5 The average and maximum number of iterations needed for SA.

4.7.4 Benders decomposition

We use the instances with 25 candidate facilities and start with 128 scenarios. The

upper bound heuristic always uses a set with 64 scenarios, with an average solution

time around 10 seconds. The δ (absolute gap) is set at 10−4. Just as for the IMIP

experiments, we continue to the next set when more than 80% (13 or more out of 15) of

the instances are solved within an hour. Benders without any accelerating strategies

cannot solve any of the instances within the hour. All other accelerating techniques

except for cut disaggregation (CD) are insufficient to speed-up the convergence such

that it can solve the set of instances with 128 scenarios. CD seem to be necessary to

have any success with Benders decomposition. We write down HTR when we used a

trust region based on the Hamming distance. We tested different trust regions, and

choose a trust region where the Hamming distance is 1, for the first 5 iterations, 2

for iteration 6 to 10, and 3 up to iteration 25. Furthermore, we tested two versions of

the incumbent trust region (ITR) heuristic. In the first version, ITR A, we add the

optimality cuts from the best of the two solutions. In the second version, ITR B, we

add the regular optimality cuts and we add the additional cuts too when its solution

is better than the regular master problem solution. We abbreviate the knapsack
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inequalities to KI.

Figure 4.6 depicts our results sorted in decreasing computational time (in seconds)

for the SMLRP. We removed the combinations which could not solve any set.

Techniques Iterations Constraints Time (sec.) Solved

CD, UB, HTS and ITR B 64.9 9515.2 1038.9 128

CD, HTS and KI 75.3 9713.7 1023.5 128

CD, UB and ITR B 64.9 9442.5 1011.7 128

CD, UB and HTS 73.3 9383.4 953.5 128

CD, UB, HTS and KI 72.9 9406.1 989.8 128

CD, UB, HTS, KI and ITR A 57.5 8294.7 875.1 128

CD, UB, KI and ITR B 48.3 10072.6 833.8 256

Table 4.6 Results Benders decomposition for the SMLRP.

Cut disaggregation combined with the upper bound heuristic, knapsack inequalities,

and the incumbent B trust region accelerating techniques works the best. Fur-

thermore, it is obvious that the IMIP method works much better than Benders

decomposition for medium-sized instances. In addition for larger instances, Benders

decomposition is outperformed by the SMLRP-IMIP. The larger instances with

100 facilities and 16 scenarios cannot be solved within 48 hours with Benders

decomposition with CD, UB (8 scenarios), KI, and the ITR B accelerating techniques.

The slave problem is solved in milliseconds, consequently the solution time is almost

fully determined by the master problem. The problem seems to lay in the convergence

of the algorithm. To check that the solution time cannot be drastically improved by

increasing δ slightly, we increase δ to 10 for the CD, UB, KI, and ITS B set. These

instances are still solved with absolute gaps lower than 10−4 and consequently the

same computational solution times.

For the RMLRP, we repeat the SMLRP experiments, but with the CD acceleration

technique excluded, as that cannot be applied to the RMLPR. For the RMLRP, none

of the combinations of the accelerating techniques can solve the 128 scenarios and

25 facilities instance set within the hour. The combination of UB, HTR, and ITR

A and the same combination but with ITR B can solve 10 out of the 15 instances

within the hour. This was followed by the combination of UB and ITR B with eight

instances. All other combinations can solve three instances or less. We conclude that

accelerated Benders decomposition does not work well for the RMLRP.
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4.7.5 Comparison and discussion of algorithms

Our IMIP formulation works very well and can solve instances with 50 candidate

facilities and more than 100 scenarios, easily within the hour. The SMLRP seems a

bit easier to solve than the RMLRP.

Although we use the most common accelerating strategies and add some of our own,

Benders decomposition is computationally slower than solving the IMIP with CPLEX.

An advantage of the Benders decomposition compared with the IMIP is that generally

less memory is required, as constraints are added iteratively. We expect that the

success of our IMIP formulation compared to the Benders decomposition can be

explained by the following factors.

• The IMIP simplifies a multi-commodity problem to a single-commodity problem,

and reduces the memory requirements by decreasing the number of variables

by Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI |

)
) (see Theorem 4.2) and the number of

constraints by Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |NC ||Ld|

)
) (see Theorem 4.3).

• 64-bits computer architectures have become increasingly common, increasing

the maximum possible random-access memory that can be used from 232

different values (3-4 GB) to 264 values (18 EB, 1 EB = 109 GB). Much research

in the past has been done with 32-bit computer architectures (or even older

computers), that cannot address sufficient random-access memory to solve the

IMIP for instances of practical size.

• Since the introduction of MIP solvers, there have been many improvements.

According to Bixby (2015), MIP solvers have improved by a factor of 800.000

since 1991.

As Bixby (2002) notes, “Three orders of magnitude in machine speed and three orders

of magnitude in algorithmic speed add up to six orders of magnitude in solving power.

A model that might have taken a year to solve 10 years ago can now solve in less

than 30 seconds.” Owing to these kinds of developments, it may be possible that

a MIP formulation is computationally faster for some problems for which Benders

decomposition worked better in the past.

SA solves the instances even faster than the IMIP for the RMLRP. The decrease in

solution time of SA compared with Benders decomposition is two orders of magnitude.
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4.8. Case study: NS

In this section, we perform a case study for the NS. We use a green field approach,

where existing facilities of the NS are kept out of scope. The goal of this section is

not to advise the NS or to compare our solution with the current facilities, but to

show that including maintenance routing and scenarios into the maintenance facility

location problem is a good idea.

We first describe the NS instances and continue with our experiments. In our

experiments we investigate the benefit of the interchanges, the stability of the solution

as the number of scenarios increases, the expected value of perfect information,

and the value of the stochastic or robust solution. Both measures are common

measures within the stochastic programming literature (Birge and Louveaux, 1997).

The expected value of perfect information is the value of the SMLRP/RMLRP

minus the wait and see solution. It is a measure that assesses how valuable perfect

information about the future is. The value of the stochastic and robust solution, is

the improvement of adding future scenarios compared with only using the current

situation. The expected value for the current case can be evaluated by solving the

second-stage problem for all scenarios while using the opened facilities of the current

situation. The value of the robust/stochastic solution is now the expected value of

the current case minus the SMLRP/RMLRP optimal objective value. Furthermore,

we compare the solutions of the SMLRP and RMLRP with each other.

4.8.1 NS instances

The NS instances each have 59 end stations and 55 candidate facilities. Four end

stations (Utrecht, Breukelen, Amsterdam, and Schiphol) have been excluded, because

a maintenance facility cannot be built at these locations. The facility costs are

an estimation of the average annual cost of land, the necessary infrastructure, and

the maintenance facility itself including all side buildings. Furthermore, we altered

the facility cost based on which province the end station is located. The cost is

either decreased or increased dependent on the province’s average land price. We

assume unlimited capacity for the facilities and unlimited interchange capacities for

all end stations except Utrecht, Amsterdam, and Schiphol, where interchanges are

not possible. The interchange budget has a different value for each experiment, and

will be described in detail for each experiment.

We use four basic line plans: the current situation (2015), an estimation of 2018,

and two possibilities for approximately 2025. These basic line plans contain all the

lines (97, 97, 99, and 100 lines) the rolling stock serving the line and an estimate

of the number of annual maintenance visits per line. The future scenarios, are
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based on the plan “Beter en Meer” (Prorail and NS, 2014), where the NS intends

to increase the frequency of the lines in the Randstad or larger Randstad. The

Randstad is a megalopolis in the Netherlands consisting of the four largest cities

and their surrounding areas. The larger Randstad also includes the cities Arnhem,

’s-Hertogenbosch, and Eindhoven.

The rolling stock types consist of all current rolling stock types and the future rolling

stock types (FLIRT, SNG, and ICNG). For each rolling stock type, a rough estimation

is made for the deadheading cost per kilometer. This estimation is based on many

components such as driver cost, energy consumption, an estimation on the average

deadheading velocity, and availability costs. The availability costs are based on

the life cycle cost of the rolling stock and the passenger dissatisfaction cost due to

the unavailability of the train. The cost of the interchanges is set at 10 euro per

interchange.

Scenarios are made by picking a basic line plan, and altering the number of

maintenance visits and rolling stock type. For each line of the line plan, the number

of maintenance visits is determined based on the triangular distribution, where the

number of maintenance visits of the basic line plan is the mode of this distribution. We

assume that the number of maintenance visits can decrease with 32.5% and increase

with 75%, due to uncertainty in the annual number of maintenance visits of the train

unit and the number of passengers using a certain line. A maximum of 20% of the

rolling stock types of the lines can be swapped with each other. To do that, we

generate for both regional and intercity trains a separated integer list, with its rolling

stock number in the list for every maintenance visit it makes. These lists and the

lines are shuffled. Then we go through all train lines and with a 10% probability,

we change the rolling stock type to the first different rolling stock type of the list,

all previous items of the list are removed. The maintenance frequency of the line is

divided by the maintenance frequency of the current rolling stock type and multiplied

by those of the new rolling stock type. We stop when there are no more lines or the

limit of 20% has been reached.

The information that is available about the expected duration for each scenario is too

limited to make any reasonable estimation. As a consequence, to demonstrate the

SMLRP and to be able to compare a weighted solution (SMLRP) with a worst-case

solution (RMLRP) we generate the weights randomly. We generate the weights wd
uniformly at random between 0 and 1, followed by scaling the weights such that they

sum up to 1.
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4.8.2 Experiments

In this subsection, we perform three kinds of experiments. We test the influence of the

interchange budget, the influence of the number of scenarios, and we determine the

expected value of perfect information and the stochastic/robust solution. Before we

can test the influence of the interchange budget, we need to know how many scenarios

those instances should have. Consequently, we start with some initial computational

experiments.

We do those experiments with sets of 10 instances, increasing the number of scenarios

by a factor 2 for each set. We fixed the interchange budget for every scenario at

0.75M , where M =
∑
l∈L2015 m2015

l , which is the number of maintenance visits in the

current (2015) scenario. For the RMLRP instances, the most often opened facilities

are Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (less than 32 scenarios), Eindhoven and

Hilversum (64 up to 4096 scenarios) and ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp for 8192

or more scenarios. However, for each number of scenarios, there are always other

solutions. We evaluated the mentioned three solutions, with 10 instances that have

65536 scenarios, the difference between the optimal solution values is at most 2%.

This small difference explains why we obtain different solutions, even if we include

many scenarios. We show these solutions in Figure 4.4, within the first black circle are

the stations in the north Randstad (Hilversum, Hoofddorp, and Almere Oostvaarders)

and the stations in the south of the larger Randstad (Eindhoven, ’s-Hertogenbosch)

are in the second black circle. For the interchange budget experiment (Section 4.8.2.1)

we use instances with 8192 scenarios that can be solved in approximately 10 minutes.

For the SMLRP instances, the average cost is always the same independent of the

number of scenarios, and Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders are opened the most

often. From 8 scenarios onwards, Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders are opened

for all 10 instances. However, increasing the number of scenarios still decreases the

standard deviation of the optimal objective values. Owing to time and stability

reasons, we use instances with 16 scenarios for the interchange budget experiments

(Section 4.8.2.1), these instances can be solved in approximately 20 minutes.

4.8.2.1 Influence of the interchange budget

We make 10 instances with 16 (SMLRP) or 8192 (RMLRP) scenarios according to

the plan described in Section 4.8.1. For each of these instances, the budget is Gd =

0, 0.25M, 0.5M, 0.75M,M, 2M , and ∞ for all scenarios. Furthermore, we include 10

instances where the station interchange restrictions gs are removed, while having an

infinite interchange budget. These instances demonstrate the maximum gain that can

be achieved by improving the station interchange capacities.
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Figure 4.4 Railway map of the Netherlands with all stations. The larger black circles

are the best locations to open a maintenance facility. The small circles are the

larger intercity stations and the tiny circles are the smaller regional stations. This

picture is adapted from https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/

Spoorkaart_Nederland%2C_IC_stations.png.

Table 4.7 shows the influence of the annual network interchange for the SMLRP. Here

#sols, shows the number of different solutions whereas the opened facilities show

the facilities that are opened the most often out of the 10 instances, followed by the

number of times that they are opened. The average costs (optimal objective value) are

shown in million euros per year. Two of the three earlier mentioned solutions return

in Table 4.7. From an interchange budget of 0.50M the solution is almost always

Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders. The interchange budget is not binding from

Gd ≥M ∀d ∈ D and increasing the capacity decreases the cost by 25.4%. Removing

the interchange station capacity decreases the cost with another 13.6%.

Table 4.8 shows the influence of the annual network interchange budget for the

RMLRP. Again, all solutions consist of one maintenance facility in the south of

the large Randstad and one in the north. ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp may

be preferable for instances with a low budget, while Eindhoven and Hilversum may

be preferable for instances with a high budget. In almost all cases, two facilities

are opened, one in the north of the Randstad and one at the south of the large

Randstad. The interchange budget is not binding from Gd ≥ 0.75M ∀d ∈ D and

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/Spoorkaart_Nederland%2C_IC_stations.png
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/Spoorkaart_Nederland%2C_IC_stations.png
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Budget #sols Opened facilities Cost (millions)

0 2 ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp (6/10) 5.9

0.25M 3 Eindhoven and Hilversum (5/10) 5.2

0.50M 2 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (9/10) 4.7

0.75M 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.5

M 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.4

2M 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.4

∞ 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.4

No gs 3 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (8/10) 3.8

Table 4.7 Budget interchange results for the SMLRP.

increasing the capacity decreases the cost by 15.7%. When we remove the station

interchange restrictions, we can decrease the cost by another 10.2%. Furthermore,

the RMLRP solution values are as expected higher than the solution values of the

RMLRP solutions.

Budget #sols Opened facilities Cost (millions)

0 2 ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp (8/10) 7.0

0.25M 4 ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp (6/10) 6.3

0.50M 4 Eindhoven and Hilversum (5/10) 6.0

0.75M 3 ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp (6/10) 5.9

M 7 Eindhoven and Hilversum (4/10) 5.9

2M 6 Eindhoven and Hilversum (4/10) 5.9

∞ 6 Eindhoven and Hilversum (4/10) 5.9

No gs 4 ’s-Hertogenbosch and The Hague (8/10) 5.3

Table 4.8 Budget interchange results for the RMLRP.

4.8.2.2 Influence of the number of scenarios

We make sets of 10 instances with an interchange budget uniformly distributed

between 0.25M and M , where we double the scenario for every set. Table 4.9 shows

the influence of the number of scenarios for the SMLRP.

The SMLRP solution becomes stable after 16 scenarios. Eindhoven and Almere

Oostvaarders seems to be the best average case solution.

Table 4.10 shows the influence of the number of scenarios for the RMLRP. Because
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Scenarios #sols Opened facilities Cost (millions) time

1 4 Eindhoven and Hilversum (5/10) 4.8 0.2

2 3 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (7/10) 4.6 0.4

4 2 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (7/10) 4.6 1.4

8 2 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (8/10) 4.7 4.4

16 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.7 22.1

32 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.6 79.8

64 1 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (10/10) 4.7 309.4

Table 4.9 Number of solutions, most common solution, cost in million of euros, and

average time in minutes for different numbers of scenarios for the SMLRP.

the number of scenarios in Table 4.10 is very large, we only show the results in steps

of a factor of 4 between 4 and 16384 scenarios; in all those cases, the most common

solution is Eindhoven and Hilversum.

Scenarios #sols Opened facilities Cost (millions) time

1 4 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (7/10) 4.5 0.1

2 5 Eindhoven and Almere Oostvaarders (5/10) 4.8 0.7

4 5 Eindhoven and Hilversum (5/10) 5.2 1.7

16 4 Eindhoven and Hilversum (7/10) 5.3 1.9

64 4 Eindhoven and Hilversum (7/10) 5.5 4.5

256 2 Eindhoven and Hilversum (8/10) 5.7 4.4

1024 4 Multiple solutions* 5.9 5.9

4096 3 Eindhoven and Hilversum (5/10) 6.0 6.5

16384 4 Eindhoven and Hilversum (5/10) 6.2 12.0

32768 3 ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp (5/10) 6.3 9.7

65536 3 ’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp (7/10) 6.3 18.3

Table 4.10 Number of solutions, most common solution, cost in million of euros, and

average time in minutes for different numbers of scenarios for the RMLRP.

*Both Eindhoven and Hilversum, and Hoofddorp and s-Hertogenbosch are chosen 4

times out of 10 as the solution.

For the RMLRP, the solution remains somewhat chaotic, even for a large number

of scenarios. As indicated in Section 4.8.2, this is probably because the solutions

north of the Randstad in combination with Eindhoven and ’s-Hertogenbosch are close

to each other costwise. The cost increases with the number of scenarios. This is a

property that generally holds for problems with an absolute robust objective, as we

always evaluate the cost of the worst-case scenario. The more scenarios we add, the

higher the probability that an expensive scenario is added. The most common best
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RMLRP solution is Eindhoven and Hilversum, but from 32768 scenarios onwards,

’s-Hertogenbosch and Hoofddorp is the most common solution. Furthermore, the

RMLRP can be solved extremely quickly by SA with only a 18.3 minute average

solution time for instances with more than 65k scenarios.

4.8.2.3 Expected value of perfect information and stochastic/robust solution

The optimal objective for the wait and see solution (8192 scenarios), a solution for

which the best facilities are opened for each scenario separately, is 4.6 million for the

average case objective and 6.1 million for the absolute robust objective. This gives

an expected value of perfect information of 2.1% for the SMLRP and 3.2% for the

RMLRP.

The current case situation with a budget of 0.75M, has an optimal objective of 3.3

million euros per year. We evaluate this solution by solving the MRP for an instance

with 65536 scenarios. In this case, the objective becomes 5.4 million euros per year

for the average case situation and 7.7 million euros per year for the robust objective.

Consequently, the expected value of the robust solution is 18.2% and 9.3% for the

stochastic solution.

We expect that the expected value of perfect information is low, because the

combination of opening a maintenance facility in the north and south Randstad (see

Figure 4.4) is a good solution for all scenarios. When the solution is not optimal, it

is generally about 2% from optimality. Consequently, we know that we have found

a solution that is robust for all scenarios, and that investing in better predictions

of future line plans in this case can only lead to small improvements. The value of

the stochastic and robust solution shows that although there is a set of solutions

that is good for all scenarios, just solving a scenario and using that solution is a bad

idea. Consequently, we need the scenarios to find and verify good solutions for the

SMLRP/RMLRP.

4.9. Conclusion

We have formulated two novel models for the maintenance location routing problem

and used different algorithms to solve them. Our IMIP formulation and the SA

method, work quite well and outperform Benders decomposition computationally.

The SA method performs computationally better than the IMIP for the RMLRP

and requires less memory as it only has to consider a subset of the scenarios. An

advantage of the Benders decomposition compared with the IMIP is that generally less

memory is required, as constraints are added iteratively. We expect that the success
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of our IMIP formulation compared with the Benders decomposition can be explained

by the fact that it is a very efficient formulation that simplifies a multi-commodity

problem to a single-commodity problem and reduces the memory requirements by de-

creasing the number of variables and constraints by Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2|NC |+ |Ld||AdI |

)
)

and Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Ld|2 + |NC ||Ld|

)
), respectively. Furthermore, our 64-bit computer

architecture made it possible to use more RAM than researchers in the past, and the

solution speed of MIP solvers has increased enormously in recent years.

The case study at the NS indicates that we can solve instances of practical size,

and that by improving the network interchange budget cost savings can be made up

to 25.4% for the SMLRP and up to 15.7% for the RMLRP. Furthermore, including

scenarios can save 9.3% for the SMLRP and 18.2% for the RMLRP relative to using

only the current line plan scenario. Including future scenarios will become even more

important when facility capacity is a binding constraint. The current model includes

a maximum capacity for locations, but this has been set at infinity for the case study

as the maximum capacity of a location is hard to estimate. Furthermore, the cost of a

facility is only dependent on its maximum capacity in the current model. In Chapter 5

we make the price of the facilities dependent on the provided capacity and we include

economies of scale in facility size. In such a case, solutions with (approximately) the

same facility costs, can consist of many small facilities or a few larger facilities. As it

is costly to have sufficient capacity for all possible scenarios, even unlikely ones, we

also allow some recoverability. This recoverability can consist of building additional

facilities, selling facilities, or upgrading them to a higher capacity.

4.A. Proof Proposition 4.2

We show that the MRP has an integer solution zl(a) if gs (∀s ∈ S), G, ml (∀l ∈ L),

and qn (∀n ∈ NF ) are integers. The proofs are by contradiction. We show that every

feasible fractional solution is a convex combination of feasible integer solutions, while

we know from LP theory (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1997) that a basic feasible solution

can never be a convex combination of two other feasible solutions.

Lemma 4.1 If gs (∀s ∈ S), G, ml (∀l ∈ L) and qn (∀n ∈ NO) are integers, then∑
l∈L zl(a) (∀a ∈ AF ) will be integers for any basic feasible solution.

Proof: Because the total flow departing from the source,
∑
l∈Lml, is an integer

and because of flow conservation,
∑
l∈L zl(a) is integral or there are multiple fractional

sum flows. In the case there are multiple fractional sum flows, constraints (4.1), (4.5),

or (4.6) can only be binding when there are multiple fractional sum flows within the

same set associated with the constraints: δin(n) (∀n ∈ NO), AI , or As (∀s ∈ S).
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Without a binding constraint, we can always apply rounding to the fractional sum

flows. When we have multiple fractional values, within the same set, we can round the

values to integers without changing the number of flow within the set. This rounding

is done by rounding the individual zl(a), in such a way that
∑
l∈L zl(a) ∀a ∈ AF

stays the same and
∑
a∈AF

zl(a) ∀l ∈ L as well. This is possible because of flow

conservation and proves that any fractional sum flow is a convex combination of the

rounding possibilities. 2

Lemma 4.2 If gs (∀s ∈ S), G, ml (∀l ∈ L), and qn (∀n ∈ NF ) are integers, then

zl(a) (∀a ∈ AF ) will be integer for any basic feasible solution where
∑
l∈L zl(a) is an

integer.

Proof: When
∑
l∈L zl(a) is integer, then all zl(a) are integer or multiple zl(a) are

fractional. When there are multiple fractional zl(a), we can round some up and some

down to an integer value, in such a way that
∑
l∈L zl(a) does not change. Because ml

is an integer, and we have flow conservation, we know that there is another arc, where

the same type of flow is fractional. At this node we can do the opposite rounding,

guaranteeing that also the amount of flow for every type (
∑
a∈AF

zl(a) ∀l ∈ L)

does not change. The rounding proves that every fractional solution is a convex

combination of the rounding possibilities. 2

Combining these lemmas, we obtain Theorem 4.2.





Chapter 5

Economies of scale in

recoverable robust maintenance

location routing for rolling stock

“Economies of scale are a good

thing. If we didn’t have them, we’d

still be living in tents and eating

buffalo.”

Jamie Dimon

5.1. Introduction

A line plan consists of a set of train lines, where each line is a path in the railway

network that is operated with a certain frequency by one rolling stock type. The line

plan within a railway network changes regularly to accommodate changing travel

demands. These changes include how lines run, up and down-scaling of service

frequencies on any given line, the rolling stock types assigned to the lines, and the

introduction of new rolling stock types. We capture these changes in a discrete set of

scenarios. A maintenance facility is a facility that is responsible for the planned and

unplanned maintenance of train units. Because maintenance facilities are used for a

long period, any maintenance facility plan should take a wide range of scenarios into

account. The size of the opened locations should satisfy the maintenance requirements
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of the current situation, but recovery against a price is possible for each scenario.

Recovery consists of opening additional facilities, closing facilities, and upgrading the

capacity of the existing facilities.

The stations at the two end points of a train line are called end stations. When

multiple train units of the same rolling stock type are located at the same end station

their destinations can be interchanged. If such an interchange is possible depends on

the shunting infrastructure of the end station and the time horizon between arrival and

departure of the train units. The favored way for train units to enter a maintenance

facility is to interchange from one train line to another until a maintenance facility

is reached. In case a maintenance facility cannot be reached by such interchanges,

an empty train drive is used to reach a maintenance facility. Unplanned maintenance

occurs when a failure in the field occurs and in that case the maintenance facility

can only be reached by an empty train drive. The routing of the train units to

the maintenance facilities is called maintenance routing and the problem of finding

the most efficient routes in combination with facility location decisions is called the

maintenance location routing problem.

In the recoverable robust maintenance location routing problem for rolling stock

(RRMLRP), we seek the optimal locations and sizes of maintenance facilities for

rolling stock in a railway network. The objective consists of minimizing the annual

cost of the facilities and the worst-case annual transportation and recovery costs,

given a discrete set of scenarios. The annual cost of a facility depends on its location

and size. The size of a facility must be chosen from a discrete set for each location.

This discrete set allows us to model economies of scale: a facility which is twice as

large costs less than twice as much. As a consequence, it is possible to open a few

large facilities to profit from economies of scale or to open multiple smaller facilities

to limit the transportation cost.

The recoveries, the inclusion of unplanned maintenance, and the multiple facility

sizes that include economies of scale are new compared to the literature. Unplanned

maintenance is generally not considered in the maintenance (location) routing

literature. With our case study in Section 5.7, we show that it is important to include

unplanned maintenance, as it has a large influence on the number and location of the

maintenance facilities but also on the cost. Furthermore, we demonstrate with our

case study that the number and location of the opened facilities depends heavily on

the allowed facility sizes and the associated cost. Although facility location problems

that consider different sizes exist (see the references in Melo et al. (2009)), they are

often not considered in the facility location literature. In addition, we could only

find one paper that mentions economies of scale in facility size (Melo et al., 2006).

As a consequence, including multiple facility sizes that include economies of scale

can potentially play an important role in many other settings. We also investigate
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the trade-off between large facilities with economies of scale versus many smaller

facilities to reduce the transportation cost. Our case study demonstrates that even

with increased economies of scale, economies of scale only play a limited role, and that

it is more important to reduce transportation cost by building many small facilities.

Economies of scale were thought to be more important and as a consequence this

result may change the maintenance location strategy of the Netherlands Railways

(NS).

We formulate the RRMLRP as a recoverable robust optimization problem, a two-

stage robust optimization problem where the first-stage decisions can be modified in

a limited way. The first-stage decision for the RRMLRP is to open facilities with a

certain size, given candidate locations, and a discrete set of sizes for each candidate

location and the associated facility costs. The first-stage decision has to be feasible

for the current workload; the opened facilities have to be large enough to handle all

maintenance visits occurring in the current situation. The second-stage problem is a

maintenance location routing problem where, for each scenario, we can recover the

first-stage decision and have to find the optimal routing to the maintenance facilities

for the rolling stock. This second-stage problem is NP-hard.

We show that the two-stage model of the RRMLRP can be reformulated to a mixed

integer programming model and we prove that exactly the same facilities are opened

when a simplified routing problem is used. Simplifying the routing part of the second-

stage problem decreases the number of variables substantially. We use this improved

mixed integer programming formulation (IMIP) to develop a column-and-constraint

generation algorithm that is similar to the scenario addition (SA) algorithm from

Chapter 4. SA adds the constraints and variables associated with the scenario with

the highest second-stage cost iteratively to the IMIP until an optimal solution is

found. We applied SA successfully to the two-stage robust maintenance location

routing problem (RMLRP) in Chapter 4, where it improved the solution time with

two orders of magnitude compared to Benders decomposition. The RMLRP is similar

to the RRMLRP but does not include the earlier mentioned recoveries, unplanned

maintenance, and the multiple facility sizes.

SA finds the scenario with the highest solution value by solving the second-stage

problem for each scenario. The RMLRP has a polynomial second-stage problem,

while the second-stage problem is NP-hard for the RRMLRP, increasing the solution

time of SA significantly. However, the scenario with the highest solution value can be

found by solving the NP-hard second-stage problem for a limited number of scenarios.

Many scenarios can be eliminated by a procedure that is similar to the pruning of

nodes in branch-and-bound algorithms. This procedure uses an upper bound for each

scenario and one lower bound. The upper bound can be found by a heuristic and the

lower bound is equal to the highest exact second-stage solution value found so far.
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A scenario can now be eliminated when its upper bound is lower than the current

lower bound. When a scenario cannot be eliminated, the second-stage problem for

this scenario is solved to optimality, and the lower bound is updated if necessary. This

procedure is described in detail in Section 5.5. Computational experiments show that

this works very efficiently and that the NP-hard second-stage problem has to be solved

only for a few scenarios.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

1. We develop an SA algorithm that deals efficiently with the NP-hard second-

stage problem by only solving the NP-hard problem for a limited number of

scenarios. As a consequence this algorithm significantly reduces the solution

time for the RRMLRP. Furthermore, our SA algorithm can potentially reduce

the solution time of many other recoverable robust optimization problems.

2. We perform an extensive case study for the NS, that shows that economies

of scale only play a limited role, and that it is more important to reduce

transportation cost by building many small facilities. This is an unexpected

result and as a consequence may change the maintenance location strategy of

the NS.

3. Our case study shows that the number and location of the opened facilities

depends heavily on the allowed facility sizes and the economies of scale. This

demonstrate the importance of including multiple facility sizes that include

economies of scale in facility location problems and can consequently also play

an important role in many other settings.

The chapter starts with a literature review. In Section 5.3, we formulate the RRMLRP

as a two-stage optimization problem and in Section 5.4, we reformulate the problem

as a mixed integer programming problem. In Section 5.5, we present our improved

scenario addition method. In Section 5.6, we provide computational results on

randomly generated instances. We study the influence of the number of scenarios

and candidate locations on the solution time and compare the algorithms. In Section

5.7, we perform a case study with data from the NS to provide managerial insights.

5.2. Literature review

Many papers have been published on various types of facility location problems,

see for example the facility location reviews from Daskin (1995) and ReVelle and

Eiselt (2005). Furthermore, uncertainty often plays a role for facility decisions

and it has to be considered whether other supply chain decisions should be taken
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simultaneously. For facility location problems under uncertainty, we refer to the

review of Snyder (2006) and for facility location in combination with supply chain

decisions see the review of Melo et al. (2009). However, facility location is not

often studied in a maintenance setting. To our best knowledge there are only four

papers that consider facility location in a maintenance setting: Lieckens et al. (2013)

(remanufacturing network), Rappold and van Roo (2009) (aircraft engines repair

network), van Ommeren and Bumb (2006) (truck maintenance), and Xie et al. (2016b)

(locomotive maintenance).

Maintenance routing has been studied extensively for both rolling stock (for example

Anderegg et al. (2003); Maróti and Kroon (2005, 2007)) and aviation (Liang et al.

(2015); Sarac et al. (2006) and many others). The combination of maintenance routing

and facility location, maintenance location routing has been introduced by Feo and

Bard (1989) for aviation. Feo and Bard (1989) use a two-phase heuristic to minimize

the number of maintenance bases for four day maintenance checks for aircraft. The

heuristic first solves the routing problem without maintenance requirements and then

the requirements are satisfied by choosing the best maintenance locations by solving

a set-covering problem by a greedy procedure.

After Feo and Bard (1989), no new papers about maintenance location routing

were published until Gopalan (2014). Gopalan (2014) locate a minimal number of

maintenance facilities on an Euler tour, while ensuring that all required aircraft

maintenance activities can be performed in time. They provide four different

heuristics to solve this problem and also consider two robust variants of the problem.

Xie et al. (2016a) solve a maintenance location routing problem (MLRP) for the

maintenance of locomotives. Besides maintenance location routing, their paper also

includes decisions about the capabilities and sizes of the facilities and the assignment

of work demands to facilities. They use a heuristic approach that is based on

decomposition. The problem is split in among others a facility location and a routing

problem and these components are solved iteratively and sequently. The difference

between this thesis and these papers is that we use exact algorithms and that we

include uncertainty by using two-stage optimization.

In Chapter 4, we developed a maintenance location routing model for rolling

stock. We modeled the MLRP as a two-stage robust optimization and stochastic

programming problems and provided a Benders decomposition and a column-and-

constraint algorithm to solve the models to optimality. In this chapter, we extend

the model to include unplanned maintenance, different facility sizes, and recoveries

in the form of upgrading, closing and opening additional facilities. Furthermore, the

second-stage problem of Chapter 4 is polynomial, while the RRMLPR has a NP-hard

second-stage problem making it more difficult to solve.

Variations to Benders decomposition or column-and-constraint generation procedures
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are often used to solve two-stage robust optimization problems. Adaptations of

Benders decomposition have been applied to a non-linear convex two-stage robust

location transportation problem (Gabrel et al., 2014), a recoverable robust facility

location problem (Álvarez-Miranda et al., 2015) and many other problems. Column-

and-constraint procedures have been applied among others to a reliable p-median

facility location problem (An et al., 2014) and a robust facility location problem

with uncertain demand locations (Chan et al., 2017). Recently, it was shown that

for some problems, column-and-constraint generation algorithms outperform Benders

decomposition. Zeng and Zhao (2013) show that a column-and-constraint generation

algorithm performs an order of magnitude faster than Benders decomposition

for a two-stage robust location transportation problem with demand levels in a

polyhedral uncertainty set. In Chapter 4 we showed that our column-and-constraint

generation algorithm outperforms Benders decomposition with more than two orders

of magnitude for the robust MLRP where uncertainty takes values in a discrete set

of scenarios.

A drawback of most two-stage robust optimization models is that the objective value

can be high, because the first-stage solution has to be feasible for all scenarios

including extreme scenarios. However, when recovery is allowed, the first-stage

solution only has to be feasible for the current situation, and for each scenario after

recovery. This reduces the cost, improves the solution for most or even all scenarios,

while the worst-case scenario is still taken into account. Recoverable robustness,

two-stage robust optimization where the first-stage variables can be recovered was

introduced by Liebchen et al. (2009). Since then, it has been used for many problems

such as the shortest path problem from Chapter 2, network design (Álvarez-Miranda

et al., 2014), rolling stock planning (Cacchiani et al., 2008), evacuation planning

(Goerigk et al., 2015), and maintenance routing (Maher et al., 2014).

Recoverable robustness has also been used for facility location (Álvarez-Miranda et al.,

2015). The main difference between the RRMLRP and the recoverable robust facility

location problem from Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2015) is the inclusion of the routing of

rolling stock and multiple facility sizes. Furthermore, Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2015)

allocate customers in the first-stage and allows reallocation in the second-stage, while

allocation of maintenance visits only happens in the second-stage for the RRMLRP.

To summarize, we use exact algorithms instead of heuristics to solve our maintenance

location routing problem. We are the first to combine recoverable robustness with

maintenance location routing. Furthermore, we include several new features such as

unplanned maintenance and different facilities sizes that includes economies of scale

in facility size to the MLRP. In addition the scenario addition algorithm presented in

this chapter could potentially reduce the solution time for other recoverable robust

problems.
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5.3. Recoverable robust maintenance location routing

The maintenance routing of train units to the maintenance facilities consist of

finding the optimal routing for train units to the maintenance facilities. Unplanned

maintenance occurs when a train unit fails in the field. The failed train unit then

has to drive, or is towed, to a maintenance facility to be repaired. Driving a train

without passengers is called deadheading. The deadheading cost consists of driving

(train driver, fuel etc.) and disservice costs because the train is not available for

public transport, resulting in passenger discomfort because of shorter trains.

Planned maintenance typically occurs once every half year up to every month. The

transport from the train lines to the maintenance facility is done by interchanging

the destinations of two train units of the same rolling stock type that are at the

same end station. The train units continue on each others train line after such an

interchange. Train units that require maintenance are interchanged until they reach a

train line connected to a maintenance facility. Deadheading is used for the remaining

trip when a maintenance facility cannot be reached via these interchanges. Whether

such an interchange is possible depends on the operational rolling stock schedule and

the shunting infrastructure of the end stations. A detailed description and operational

maintenance routing model for the NS that includes these restrictions can be found

in Maróti and Kroon (2005, 2007). In our two-stage model these restrictions are

modelled implicitly and a more aggregate level is used. Furthermore, we assume that

every maintenance facility can maintain each rolling stock type. The main purpose

of the included routing problem is not to take routing decisions, but to estimate the

annual interchange and deadheading costs.

We formulate the RRMLRP as a recoverable robust two-stage problem. The first-

stage decision consists of opening facilities at different locations of different sizes. The

second-stage decision is taken for every scenario, and corresponds to the maintenance

routing for the rolling stock to the facilities, and the option to open additional

facilities, close facilities, or upgrade the size of existing facilities. We model the

maintenance routing part of the second-stage problem with a flow model. This flow

model uses a graph, where the lines and candidate facilities are represented by nodes,

and the interchanges and deadheading possibilities by arcs. In the next section, we

explain how such a graph can be built and the facility decisions and recoveries will

be included in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Constructing the second-stage maintenance routing graph

Given is a physical rail network GP = (NP , EP ), consisting of rails EP , all stations

NP , and a discrete set of scenarios D, in which each scenario defines a line plan. A line
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plan consists of a set of lines Ld,∀d ∈ D, with for each line, two end stations, the type

of rolling stock, and the unplanned and planned maintenance frequency per year. The

planned or unplanned maintenance frequency of a line, is the total number of expected

planned or unplanned maintenance visits originating from that train line in one year.

Furthermore, a line plan determines the unplanned and planned deadheading cost for

each line to each facility, and the set of possible interchanges with for each interchange

a coordination cost. Finally, we are given a set of candidate maintenance locations

C.

Figure 5.1 shows on the left-hand side an example of a physical rail network graph

containing stations and in the middle and right-hand side two line plans for two

different scenarios. There are two train types in the example shown in figure 5.1. The

first, denoted by a, is a regional train, stopping at every station, while train type b is

an intercity train that skips the small stations. An example of an interchange in the

right-hand side of Figure 5.1 is line (Y, Z) to line (Z, V ), while an interchange from

(Y,Z) to line (Z,U) is not possible because the rolling stock types do not match.

Furthermore, the number of end stations is different between the line plans. For

example, station X is an end station in the middle hand-side of Figure 4.1, while it

is an in-between station of the line (W,Y ) on the right-hand side.

Z Y

X

WV

U

Z Y

X

WV

a

a

a

b b

a

b

b a

Z Y

WV

U

b

b

b

b

a

a

a

Figure 5.1 The physical rail network on the left and two possible line plans.

The maintenance routing graph is a directed flow graph, GdF = (Nd
F , A

d
F ) that is

constructed for a given line plan and scenario by the following steps:

• We make two nodes for every line, one for planned maintenance and one for

unplanned maintenance. The set of planned maintenance nodes for scenario d

is denoted by Nd
PL and for the unplanned maintenance nodes we have Nd

UL. We

define Nd
L = Nd

PL ∪Nd
UL.

• We create one source S that is connected with a directed arc to each node in

Nd
L.

• We create arcs between the line nodes fromNd
PL where an interchange is possible,

with as cost the interchange coordination cost. The set of these interchange arcs
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is denoted by AdI .

• We make a node for every candidate facility; this set is denoted as NC . Each

node in NC is connected with an arc to the sink T .

• For each node n ∈ Nd
L, we create an arc to each facility. The cost of this arc

is the deadheading cost of the line to the facility. The cost of the arc can be

0 when deadheading is not necessary because the facility is located at an end

station, and the line associated with the node is connected to the facility. The

set of all incoming facility arcs is denoted as AdF .

A S-T path can now be seen as a route (interchanges and deadheading) for an annual

maintenance frequency originating from a line to a maintenance facility. In Figure

5.2, we demonstrate how to create a maintenance routing flow graph for the small

example line plan depicted on the left-hand side. In this example, we again show the

rolling stock type by using letters and we numbered the lines such that the associated

line node can easily be found in the maintenance routing flow graph. We assume that

an interchange is possible between line 0 and 2, and NC = {A,C,D}, where A and C

are facilities located at end stations A and C, while D is a candidate facility that is

located elsewhere. The figure on the right-hand side depicts the flow network with

unplanned (U) and planned (P) line nodes.

Note that in the graph GdF only interchanges followed by deadheading directly to the

maintenance facility are possible. Deadheading followed by interchanges can easily be

allowed in the graph by creating an arc from every planned maintenance line node to

each other. That arc represents the deadheading from one line to another, that can be

followed by any combination of interchanges and deadheading until the maintenance

facility is reached. The reason that we exclude these kind of routes is that they are

very expensive because they cause imbalances in the number of train units per line,

which need to be solved. As a consequence, these kind of routes are not often used

in practice.

Proposition 5.1 The number of nodes and arcs in the flow graph GdF is polynomial

in the number of lines and end stations.

Proof: The number of nodes in the flow graph is equal to |Nd
L| + |NC | + 2. The

number of arcs is equal to |Nd
L|+ |Nd

L||NC |+ |AdI |+ |NC |, where |AdI | is bounded by

|Nd
PL|(|Nd

PL| − 1). 2
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Figure 5.2 Left a line planning possibility and right the resulting flow graph (GdF =

(Nd
F , A

d
F )). The arcs from and to the source and sink are dotted black, the interchange

arcs (AdI) solid red and the arcs to the facilities (AdC) are dashed blue.

5.3.2 The two-stage model

The size of a facility is expressed in the number of planned and unplanned maintenance

visits that it can process annually. The workload generated by a planned maintenance

visit is set at 1 and that of an unplanned maintenance visit as u ∈ R+. The total

annual workload of the entire line plan for the current situation is denoted by M .

The sizes for a facility at location n ∈ NC are denoted by the set Qn. A tuple i ∈ Qn,

consists of a size qni that represents the annual workload that a facility can handle

and the annual facility cost cni for facility location n. The first-stage decision is

represented by Y , that contains the binary decision variables yni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NF ,

i ∈ Qn. The binary decision variable yni is 1 when a facility of size i is opened at

location n and 0 otherwise. This first-stage decision has to be feasible for the current

annual workload and recovery is allowed for the scenarios d ∈ D in the second-stage.

Recovery can be done by upgrading the facility sizes, opening additional facilities,

and closing facilities. Decreasing the facility size is not allowed. We introduce the

recovery factors kd, fd, and hd ∈ R that scale the annual facility cost when executing

these actions for scenario d. If the current facility size is j ∈ Qn at location n, then
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the cost of upgrading from size j to size i is given by kd(cni − cnj) for a scenario

d. The cost of opening additional facility n with size i is fdcni and the profit of

closing that facility is hdi cni for scenario d ∈ D. We use annual costs for the facilities

and recoveries to be able to combine them with the annual maintenance routing cost.

These annual costs can be found by dividing the total cost of constructing a facility

or performing a recovery by its depreciation period. For the recoveries, we define

the binary decision variables vdni, x
d
ni, and wdni that represent upgrading, additionally

opening, and closing facility n, with size i for scenario d, respectively.

The maintenance frequency for line l and scenario d is defined by the parameter md
l ,

and ndl is the node associated with line l for scenario d. The set of end stations

for scenario d is given by Sd, and gds ∈ R+
0 is a restriction on the annual number

of interchanges at end station s ∈ Sd for scenario d ∈ D. The number of annual

interchanges for scenario d is restricted by the parameter Gd ∈ R+
0 . The flow through

arc a associated with the yearly maintenance frequency from line l ∈ Nd
L, in scenario

d ∈ D, is represented by the decision variable zdl (a) ∈ R+
0 . For example, z5

3(1, 7)

represents the frequency of interchanges from line 1 to line 7 for a maintenance

visit originating from line 3 from scenario 5, and z4
2(8, x) represents the frequency

of maintenance visits originating from line 2, that reach maintenance facility x via

line 8 for scenario 4. We define δdin(n) and δdout(n) as the set of ingoing and outgoing

arcs of node n for scenario d in graph GdF . AdI ⊂ AdF is the set of interchange arcs,

AdC =
⋃
n∈NC

δdin(n) ⊂ AdF , the set of incoming candidate facilities arcs, and Ads ⊂ AdF
as the set of arcs representing the interchanges at end station s for scenario d. The

cost of arc a of type l for scenario d is cdl (a), which is only defined for arcs in the set⋃
d∈D A

d
I ∪AdC .

We formulate the following two stage model:

(RRMLRP- 2SRO) min
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

cniyni + max
d∈D

MLRP(Y , d)

s.t.
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

yniqni ≥M (5.1)

∑
i∈Qn

yni ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ NC , (5.2)

yni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NF , ∀i ∈ Qn,

where

MLRP(Y , d) = min
∑
l∈Nd

L

∑
a∈Ad

I∪Ad
C

cdl (a)zdl (a)+

∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

(fdcnix
d
ni − hdcniwdni + kdcni(v

d
ni + wdni − yni))
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s.t.
∑
i∈Qn

yni +
∑
i∈Qn

xdni ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ NC , (5.3)

wdni ≤ yni ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn, (5.4)∑
i∈Qn

vdni =
∑
i∈Qn

(yni − wdni) ∀n ∈ NC , (5.5)

∑
i∈Qn

(yniqni − wdniqni) ≤
∑
i∈Qn

vdniqni ∀n ∈ NC , (5.6)

∑
a∈δdin(n)

 ∑
l∈N

PLd

zdl (a) + u
∑

l∈N
ULd

zdl (a)

 ≤ ∑
i∈Qn

(vdniqni + xdniqni)

∀n ∈ NC , (5.7)∑
a∈δdin(n)

zdl (a) =
∑

a∈δdout(n)

zdl (a) ∀n ∈ Nd
F \ {S, T }, ∀l ∈ Nd

L, (5.8)

zdl (a) = md
l ∀l ∈ Nd

L, a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (5.9)∑
l∈Nd

L

∑
a∈δdin(T )

zdl (a) =
∑
l∈Nd

L

md
l , (5.10)

∑
l∈N

PLd

∑
a∈Ad

e

zdl (a) ≤ gds ∀s ∈ Sd, (5.11)

∑
l∈N

PLd

∑
a∈Ad

I

zdl (a) ≤ Gd, (5.12)

zdl (a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AdF ∀l ∈ Nd
L,

xdni, w
d
ni, v

d
ni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn.

The first-stage objective minimizes the cost of the opened maintenance facilities and

the worst-case cost of the maintenance location routing problem. Constraint (5.1)

guarantees that the sizes of the opened maintenance facilities are sufficient for the

initial scenario and Constraints (5.2) that we can open every location with at most

one size.

The objective of the MLRP consists of two parts. The first part represents the

maintenance routing costs and the second part the recovery costs. The cost of opening

an additional facility is fdcni and the gain of closing a facility is hdcni. To keep the

objective linear, we also “upgrade” a facility when it has the same size as the current

facility. The cost for an upgrade is given by
∑
i∈Qn kdcni(v

d
ni + wdni − yni). This is 0

when the facility is closed or when the facility has the same size as the already opened

facility. When an opened facility at location n with size j is upgraded to size i, then

the cost is kd(cni − cnj).

Constraints (5.3) guarantee that only one facility is opened at each location.
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Constraints (5.4) guarantee that a facility can only be closed when it has been opened.

Constraints (5.5) make sure that a facility that has been opened, and not closed, is

opened again and Constraints (5.6) guarantee that the size of that facility (when not

closed) is larger than or equal to the previous size. Constraints (5.7) restrict the

number of yearly planned and unplanned maintenance visits that can be assigned

to opened facility (n, i) with size qni. Constraints (5.8) are the flow conservation

constraints, and Constraints (5.9) and (5.10) guarantee that every maintenance visit

is assigned to a facility. Constraint (5.10) is necessary to exclude solutions with

more flow than the number of yearly maintenance visits. These solutions are possible

because some of the routes from the lines to the candidate facility locations have

zero costs. Constraints (5.11) and (5.12) are the end station interchange and network

interchange constraints.

Different from most two-stage problems is that the MLRP(Y , d) is NP-hard and that

the size of the recourse matrix is not fixed. The values and dimensions of the recourse

matrix change for each scenario because the line plan of each MLRP(Y , d) is different.

Furthermore, we have relative complete recourse because Constraint (5.1) guarantees

that each feasible first-stage solution is feasible for the MLRP(Y , d) for any scenario

d ∈ D.

Theorem 5.1 The MLRP(Y , d) is NP-hard.

Proof: The MLRP(Y , d) is NP-hard because the capacitated facility location

problem (CFLP) is a special case of this problem. In the CFLP, a set of demand

points, a set of facilities, the sizes of the locations and their cost, and the cost of

assigning a demand point to a facility are given. The objective is to open a set of

facilities and to assign each demand point to a facility, while not exceeding the size and

minimizing the cost. The MLRP(Y , d) extends the CFLP by including maintenance

routing, already opened facilities, and the possibility of upgrading or closing a facility.

When we take the special case where none of the facilities are opened and set our

budget Gd at 0, then we can only open facilities and only deadheading from the lines

to the locations is possible. In that case we can interpret the lines as demand points,

with as demand the required maintenance visit frequency, then the deadheading cost

is exactly the same as the assignment cost, and the MLRP(Y , d) can be used to solve

the CFLP. 2

The RRMLRP is more difficult to solve than the RMLRP from Chapter 4. The

second-stage problem of the RMLRP is polynomial while the second-stage problem

of the RRMLRP is NP-hard. Furthermore, the RRMLRP has |D|
∑
n∈NC

|Qn| more

integer decision variables.
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5.4. Mixed integer programming formulation

To solve the two-stage formulation of Section 5.3, we reformulate the problem

to a mixed integer programming formulation that is also known as the robust

counterpart in the robust optimization literature (Ben-Tal et al., 2009). We continue

by improving this mixed integer formulation by reducing the number of variables by

Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Nd

L|2|NC |+ |Nd
L||AdI |

)
) (see Theorem 5.3).

We construct one large maintenance routing flow graph to reformulate the two-stage

model to a mixed integer programming formulation. Instead of one graph for every

scenario, we construct one large graph containing all scenarios. The steps used in

Section 5.3.1 are adapted to define the graph GM = (NM , AM ):

• We make two nodes for every line and scenario, one for planned maintenance and

one for unplanned maintenance. The set with nodes representing the planned

maintenance is denoted as Nd
PL and Nd

UL represents the unplanned maintenance

belonging to scenario d ∈ D. Again Nd
L = Nd

PL ∪Nd
UL.

• We create one source S that is connected with a directed arc to each node in⋃
d∈DN

d
L.

• We create arcs between the line nodes from Nd
PL ∀d ∈ D where an interchange

is possible, with as cost the interchange coordination cost. The set of these

interchange arcs is denoted by AdI .

• We make a node for every candidate facility; this set is denoted as NC . Each

node in NC is connected with an arc to the sink T .

• For each node n ∈
⋃
d∈DN

d
L, we create an arc to each facility. The cost of this

arc is the deadheading cost of the line to the facility. The cost of the arc can be

0, when deadheading is not necessary because the facility is located at an end

station, and the line associated with the node is connected to the facility. The

set of these incoming facility arcs is denoted as AdF .

The sets Nd
M and AdM contain all nodes or arcs which can be reached by flow from

scenario d ∈ D. The two-stage model can be reformulated to the following MIP:

(RRMLRP-MIP) min
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

cnyni + zmax

s.t.
∑
i∈Qn

yni +
∑
i∈Qn

xdni ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.13)
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wdni ≤ yni ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn, ∀d ∈ D, (5.14)∑
i∈Qn

vdni =
∑
i∈Qn

(yni − wdni) ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.15)

∑
i∈Qn

(yniqni − wdniqni) ≤
∑
i∈Qn

vdniqni ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.16)

∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

yniqni ≥M (5.17)

∑
a∈δdin(n)

 ∑
l∈Nd

PL

zdl (a) + u
∑
l∈Nd

UL

zdl (a)

 ≤ ∑
i∈Qn

(vdniqni + xdniqni)

∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.18)∑
a∈δdin(n)

zdl (a) =
∑

a∈δdout(n)

zdl (a) ∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ Nd
M \ {S, T }, ∀l ∈ Nd

L, (5.19)

zdl (a) = md
l ∀d ∈ D, ∀l ∈ Nd

L, a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (5.20)∑
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld

∑
a∈δdin(T )

zdl (a) =
∑
d∈D

∑
l∈Nd

L

md
l , (5.21)

∑
l∈Nd

PL

∑
a∈Ad

s

zdl (a) ≤ gde ∀d ∈ D, ∀s ∈ Sd, (5.22)

∑
l∈Nd

PL

∑
a∈Ad

I

zdl (a) ≤ Gd ∀d ∈ D, (5.23)

zmax −
∑
l∈Nd

L

∑
a∈Ad

I
∪Ad

C

cd(a)zdl (a) +
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

hdcniw
d
ni − kdcni(vdni + wdni − yni)

≥
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

fdcnix
d
ni ∀d ∈ D, (5.24)

vdni, w
d
ni, x

d
ni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, ∀i ∈ Qn,

yni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn,

zdl (a) ≥ 0 ∀d ∈ D, ∀a ∈ AdM , ∀l ∈ Nd
L

Constraint (5.17) guarantees that the opened facilities have a sufficiently large size

for the initial scenario. Constraints (5.24) guarantee that zmax equals the worst-

case second-stage costs. Because only the binding scenario is restricted by zmax, the

RRMLRP-2SRO and RRMLRP-MIP are only equivalent in the first-stage decisions.

The routings and recoveries for the non binding scenarios can be different from those

of the RRMLRP-2SRO. However, the equivalent recoveries for the (non binding)

scenarios can be found by solving MLRP(Y ∗, d) from Section 5.3.2, where Y ∗ is the

optimal RRMLRP-MIP solution.
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5.4.1 Improved mixed integer program

The RRMLRP-MIP requires so much memory, that only very small instances can be

solved. Fortunately, the RRMLRP-MIP can be improved by using three observations.

The first observation is that we do not need to distinguish the scenarios for each flow.

Because each incoming arc of any node always belongs to only one scenario, it can

be determined based on the arcs to which scenario any flow belongs. The second

observation uses the fact that for practical instances the cost of an interchange or

deadheading (cdl (a) ∀a ∈ AdI ∪ AdC) does not depend on the originating line, but on

the rolling stock type and the scenario. Subsequently, cdm(a) = cdn(a) ∀m,n ∈ L, when

the rolling stock type assigned to line m and n are the same. Because only train units

with the same rolling stock types can be interchanged, the cost remain unchanged

when the l index is removed. The third observation is that we can determine whether

flow is planned or unplanned maintenance without knowing the originating line. This

is possible by making two sets for each facility node n ∈ NC , that contain the incoming

arcs belonging to the planned maintenance flows δdinP(n), and for the unplanned flows

δdinU(n).

Furthermore, Constraints (5.21) can be dropped, because without the l indices, all

flow is already restricted by Constraints (5.20). Dropping the index d for a set is

short for taking the union of the sets for all scenarios, e.g. δin(n) =
⋃
d∈D δ

d
in(n) for

any n ∈ NM . This gives the following improved mixed integer programming (IMIP)

model:

(RRMLRP-IMIP) min
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

cnyni + zmax

s.t.
∑
i∈Qn

yni +
∑
i∈Qn

xdni ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.25)

wdni ≤ yni ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn, ∀d ∈ D, (5.26)∑
i∈Qn

vdni =
∑
i∈Qn

(yni − wdni) ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.27)

∑
i∈Qn

(yniqni − wdniqni) ≤
∑
i∈Qn

vdniqni ∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.28)

∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

yniqni ≥M (5.29)

∑
a∈δdinP(n)

z(a) + u
∑

a∈δdinU(n)

z(a) ≤
∑
i∈Qn

(vdniqni + xdniqni)

∀n ∈ NC , ∀d ∈ D, (5.30)∑
a∈δin(n)

z(a) =
∑

a∈δout(n)

z(a) ∀n ∈ NM \ {S, T }, (5.31)
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z(a) = md
l ∀d ∈ D, ∀l ∈ Nd

L, a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI , (5.32)∑
a∈Ad

s

z(a) ≤ gds ∀d ∈ D, ∀s ∈ Sd, (5.33)

∑
a∈Ad

I

z(a) ≤ Gd ∀d ∈ D, (5.34)

zmax −
∑

a∈Ad
I
∪Ad

C

c(a)z(a) ≥
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

(fdcnix
d
ni − hdcniwdni + kdcni(v

d
ni + wdni − yni))

∀d ∈ D, (5.35)

vdni, w
d
ni, x

d
ni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn, ∀d ∈ D,

yni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC ,

z(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AM .

Theorem 5.2 The RRMLRP-IMIP has the same objective value and optimal facility

decision Y ∗ as the RRMLRP-MIP when cdm(a) = cdn(a) ∀m,n ∈ L if the rolling stock

types assigned to line m and n are the same.

Proof: Constraint (5.20) and (5.21) guarantee that every line node receives

only md
l flow for one l and d and 0 for all other lines and scenarios. Consequently,

zdl (a) ≥ 0, a ∈ δout(S) for only one scenario d and line l, and for all other scenarios

and lines zdl (a) = 0. Furthermore, the line nodes can only receive flow from one

scenario and the scenario of the incoming flow of the facilities always equals the

scenario of the line node. The total amount of flow each arc has, is not influenced

by dropping the indices l or d, because z(a) is equal to
∑
d∈D

∑
l∈Ld zdl (a). We can

differentiate between planned and unplanned maintenance by the incoming arcs of the

facilities because they can only be reached by one of the two types. This distinction is

made with the arc sets δdinP(n) and δdinU(n) ∀n ∈ NC , that represent the planned and

unplanned maintenance flow arcs respectively. These arc set are used in Constraints

(5.30) instead of using the lines to distinct planned and unplanned maintenance.

Furthermore, the cost of the flow stays the same because every arc a ∈ AdI ∪ AdC can

only be reached by maintenance visits of exactly one unplanned or planned rolling

stock type and scenario. Consequently, the same facilities will be opened and the

objective value will be the same. 2

Theorem 5.3 The RRMLRP-IMIP reduces the number of variables by

Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Nd

L|2|NC |+ |Nd
L||AdI |

)
) compared to the RRMLRP-MIP.

Proof: Note that |AM | =
∑
d∈D(|Nd

L| + |Nd
L||NC | + |AdI |) + |NC | , and |AdM | =

|Nd
L|+ |Nd

L||NC |+ |AdI |+ |NC |. The number of variables in the RRMLRP-IMIP are
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subtracted from the number of RRMLRP-MIP variables.

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Nd

L||AdM |
)
− |AM |

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Nd

L|(|Nd
L|+ |Nd

L||NC |+ |AdI |+ |NC |)
)
−
∑
d∈D

(|Nd
L|+ |Nd

L||NC |+ |AdI |)− |NC |

=
∑
d∈D

(
|Nd

L|2 + |Nd
L|2|NC |+ |Nd

L||AdI | − |Nd
L| − |AdI |

)
− |NC |

Consequently, the number of variables removed is of the order of

Θ(
∑
d∈D

(
|Nd

L|2|NC |+ |Nd
L||AdI |

)
). 2

To summarize, the RRMLRP-IMIP simplifies a multi-commodity model to a single-

commodity model and reduces the number of variables significantly. As a result, the

solution time and required memory are greatly reduced.

5.5. Improved scenario addition

In this section we recap the SA algorithm introduced in Chapter 4, while focussing

on the RRMLRP. After that we continue with our improvements to efficiently deal

with the NP-hard second-stage problem of the RRMLRP.

5.5.1 The scenario addition method

We set the iteration counter j at 1 and let Dj denote the scenario set belonging to

iteration j. The set D1 contains one randomly chosen scenario from d ∈ D.

The SA method consists of the following steps:

1. Compute the solution to the RRMLRP-IMIP with D replaced by Dj . Denote

the optimal objective of this problem as LBj and the solution of iteration j as

Y j .

2. Calculate for each scenario d ∈ D, MLRP(Y j , d) separately. Set UBj :=∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn cniy

j
ni+maxd∈D MLRP(Y j , d) and let wj := arg max

d∈D
MLRP(Y j , d).

If wj ∈ Dj then UBj ≈ LBj , where ≈ is used instead of = solely because of the

relative gap of CPLEX’ calculations of UBj and LBj . Stop and return Y j as the

optimal solution and UBj as the optimal objective value. Otherwise (wj /∈ Dj)

the algorithm proceeds to the next step.
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3. Let Dj+1 := {wj} ∪Dj . Update j := j + 1 and go back to Step 1.

These steps give a very diverse set of scenarios as it always adds the worst-case scenario

for the current first-stage solution. Because of this, the algorithm generally converges

quickly, with only a small number of scenarios in Dj .

Because the MLRP has to be solved for each scenario for every iteration, it is beneficial

to decrease the solution time of the MLRP by applying the improvements from Section

5.4.1:

IMLRP(Y , d) = min
∑

a∈Ad
I
∪Ad

C

c(a)z(a)+

∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn

(fdcnix
d
ni − hdcniwdni + kdcni(v

d
ni + wdni − ydni))

s.t.
∑
i∈Qn

yni +
∑
i∈Qn

xdni ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ NC ,

wdni ≤ yni ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn,∑
i∈Qn

vdni =
∑
i∈Qn

(yni − wdni) ∀n ∈ NC ,∑
a∈δdinP(n)

z(a) + u
∑

a∈δdinU(n)

z(a) ≤
∑
i∈Qn

(vdniqni + xdniqni) ∀n ∈ NC

∑
a∈δdin(n)

z(a) =
∑

a∈δdout(n)

z(a) ∀n ∈ Nd
M \ {S, T },

z(a) = md
l ∀l ∈ Nd

L, a ∈ δdin(ndl ) \AI ,∑
a∈Ad

s

z(a) ≤ gds ∀s ∈ Sd,

∑
a∈Ad

I

z(a) ≤ Gd,

z(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AdF
xdni, w

d
ni, v

d
ni ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn.

5.5.2 Scenario addition combined with the upper-bound heuristic

Because the IMLRP is NP-hard, we aim to avoid solving it for every scenario in

each iteration. When we know that a scenario does not have the worst-case cost

for a given first-stage decision Y , we do not need to compute the optimal solution

for this scenario. Assume that we can determine an upper bound HUBjd to the

IMLRP(Y j , d) by a heuristic. In that case it is not necessary to solve IMLRP(Y j , d)
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to optimality for a scenario d ∈ D, when there is a scenario s ∈ D \ {d} for which

IMLRP(Y j , s) ≥ HUBd. The steps to calculate HUBjd are explained in Section 5.5.2.1.

The improved scenario addition (ISA) algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Compute the solution to the RRMLRP-IMIP with D replaced by Dj . Denote

the optimal objective of this problem as LBj and the solution of iteration j as

Y j .

2. Calculate an upper bound HUBjd with a heuristic for each scenario d ∈ D and

sort the scenarios in descending HUBjd order.

3. Set LBMj := IMLRP(Y j , d), and wj := d, where d is the first scenario from the

list (the scenario with the highest HUBjd).

4. Go through the list with scenarios d ∈ D. When HUBjd ≤ LBMj , go to Step 5.

Otherwise solve IMLRP(Y j , d) and when IMLRP(Y j , d) > LBMj set LBMj :=

IMLRP(Y j , d) and wj := d.

5. Set UBj :=
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn cniy

j
ni + LBMj . If wj ∈ Dj , then UBj ≈ LBj , where

≈ is used instead of = solely because of the relative gap of CPLEX’ calculations

of UBj and LBj . Stop and return Y j as the optimal solution and UBj as the

optimal objective value. Otherwise (wj /∈ Dj) the algorithm proceeds to the

next step.

6. Let Dj+1 := {wj} ∪Dj . Update j := j + 1 and go back to Step 1.

5.5.2.1 Determining an upper bound to the IMLRP

To estimate an upper bound to the IMLRP, we use the IMRP, the IMLRP without

recovery decisions: xdni, w
d
ni := 0, ∀n ∈ NC , ∀i ∈ Qn, and vdni := 1, when yni = 1, and

0 otherwise. The IMRP is a linear program that can be solved in polynomial time.

When the size of the opened facilities in Y j is feasible for scenario d, we directly

solve the IMRP. When it is infeasible we make the solution feasible by upgrading

and opening additional facilities by a heuristic rule, before solving the IMRP. Assume

that the facility sizes i ∈ Qn for each facility n ∈ NC are sorted in ascending order of

facility size. We use the following steps to get a good upper bound (HUBd) for the

IMLRP for scenario d:

1. When
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn y

j
niqni ≥

∑
l∈Nd

L
md
l , set HUBd := IMRP(Y j , d) and stop.

Otherwise proceed to the next step.

2. Define the variables Φj , that have exactly the same values as Y j .
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3. Upgrade the sizes of existing facilities. For each φjni ∈ Φj do:

• If facility φjni is opened, close it and open facility φjn,i+1 if it exists.

• When
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn φ

j
niqni ≥

∑
l∈Nd

L
md
l , go to Step 5.

4. Open additional facilities. Go through all locations n ∈ NC :

• When
∑
i∈Qn φ

j
ni = 0, open facility n with the lowest size such that∑

n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn φ

j
niqni ≥

∑
l∈Ld md

l . When opening facility n cannot satisfy

the needed workload, open facility n with its highest size.

• When
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn φ

j
niqni ≥

∑
l∈Ld md

l , go to Step 5.

5. Set HUBd := IMRP(Φj , d) +
∑
n∈NC

∑
i∈Qn r

dj
ni . The recovery value rdjni for

location n with size i for scenario d and iteration j is:

• kd(cni − cnm) if φjni = 1 and ∃m ∈ Qn, yjnm = 1, with cnm < cni (facility

(n,m) has been upgraded to (n, i)).

• fdcni if φjni = 1 and yjni = 0 (additionally opened).

• Otherwise the value is 0.

5.6. Computational experiments

In this section, we report computational experiments on randomly generated instances

to test the computational performance of the algorithms we developed. We compare

the size of instances that can be solved by the IMIP, SA, and ISA. Although we

generate instances randomly, the fixed and random parameters are based on those

found in practice to create reasonable instances. All experiments are programmed in

Java with the CPLEX library version 12.6.3, and run on a laptop with an Intel Core i7-

4710MQ Quad Core 2.5 GHz processor with 32 GB of RAM. We use CPLEX standard

settings and the reported solution times include the time required for building the

model.

5.6.1 Test bed generation

We adapt the test bed from Chapter 4, such that it includes unplanned maintenance

visits, the recovery parameters f , k, h, and the facility sizes. We only describe the

adaptations and refer to Section 4.7.1 for the full details. The number of unplanned

maintenance visits for each line is the number of planned maintenance visits times a

number that is uniformly distributed between 1 and 2 (U(1, 2)). In many practical
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settings the recovery factors are restricted to kd > 1 (upgrading capacity is more

expensive than buying it immediately), fd > 1 (buying a facility now is better than

buying it later), fd > kd (upgrading capacity is less expensive than building a new

facility with the same capacity as the upgrade), and 0 ≤ hd < 1 (selling facilities is

not profitable). Consequently, we generate kd from U(1, 2), fd from kd · U(1, 2), and

hd from U(0, 1) for each d ∈ D.

We generate the set Q with 1, 3, 5, and 9 facility sizes elements and set for each

instance Qn = Q ∀n ∈ Nc. The cost for the sizes are estimated with the square root

safety staffing rule (Halfin and Whitt, 1981). When the size of a facility is increased

by a factor x, the needed safety size C to deal with uncertainty is only increased by a

factor
√
x. Consequently, we assume that the cost increases by a factor x+C

√
x

1+C < x.

We estimate that C ≈ 0.21 for a standard location of size 1/3 M and the annual cost

of this location is U(0.7, 1.6) million euros per year. When the cost of location n of

size 1/3 M is determined, we calculate the cost of the other sizes for location n by

multiplying the cost with the factors shown in Table 5.1.

Size Factor

1/12 M 0.29

1/8 M 0.42

1/6 M 0.54

1/4 M 0.77

1/3 M 1.00

1/2 M 1.45

2/3 M 1.90

M 2.78

4/3 M 3.65

Table 5.1 Cost increases for locations compared to a facility with size 1/3 M.

The set with one facility size contains the size 1/3 M, the set with three sizes also

includes 1/6 M and 2/3 M, the set of 5 sizes also includes 1/12 M and 4/3 M, and

the set with 9 sizes includes all mentioned sizes. Our test set consists of 225 instances

for each combination of 10, 25, and 50 facility locations and 1, 3, 5, and 9 sizes. We

start with 15 instances with 1 scenario: 5 instances for each of the three rectangles

discussed in Section 4.7.1.1. The next 15 instances have 2 scenarios, and we double

the number of scenarios until we reach 32768 scenarios. We refer to these sets of 15

instances as scenario subsets.
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5.6.2 The experiments

We test the computational performance of the IMIP, SA, and ISA. When more than

80% (13 or more out of 15) of the instances for a scenario subset can be solved within

an hour, we continue to the next scenario subset, where the number of scenarios is

doubled. In Table 5.2, we denote the last scenario subset for which at least 80% of

the instances could be solved within an hour for 10, 25, and 50 candidate facilities for

1 and 9 sizes. The results of the sets with 3 and 5 sizes are automatically captured

within this interval. We see in Table 5.2 that SA improves the IMIP and ISA improves

it further.

# Candidate locations

Algorithm 10 25 50

IMIP 256-2048 512-1024 32-128

SA 16384-32768 4096-8192 1022-2048

ISA 32768 32768 32768

Table 5.2 Last scenario set interval solved by the algorithms for 10, 25, and 50 candidate

locations for 9 and 1 discrete sizes.

The difference in number of scenarios for the different sizes that the IMIP can solve

can be explained by the fact that the number of nodes in the branch and bound tree

for the IMIP increases with a factor 4.6, 165.0, and 2.4 for the 10, 25, and 50 facility

sets with 1 and 9 sizes respectively. The average number of iterations varies between

1.9 and 2.1 for the location and size combinations for the SA and ISA algorithm,

which is much less than 32768.

In Table 5.3 we show for each scenario subset with 10, 25, and 50 candidate facilities

and 9 sizes, the average solution time in seconds when solved by ISA. Furthermore,

we present the number of necessary iterations and the average number of times the

IMLRP had to be solved for each iteration. We can see that only few iterations are

necessary and that the IMLRP only has to be solved for a limited number of scenarios.

However, we also see that the railway graph and the defined basic line planning

possibilities influences this, as the IMLRP is solved more often for the instances with

10 candidate locations than for the instances with 25 and 50 locations.

5.7. Case study

We test our ISA algorithm on instances from the NS. We use a green field approach,

where existing facilities of the NS are kept out of scope. The goal of this section is to
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# Candidate locations

10 25 50

Scenarios time iterations IMLRP time iterations IMLRP time iterations IMLRP

1 0.2 1 1 0.8 1 1 4.2 1 1

2 0.7 1.7 1.1 5.9 1.5 1.1 17.1 1.5 1.2

4 0.5 1.8 1.1 2.9 1.9 1.1 30.1 1.9 1.6

8 0.6 1.9 1.4 4.7 2 1.1 7.4 1.9 1.6

16 1 2.2 1.9 2.2 2 1 119.8 2.3 3.4

32 1.1 2.1 2.3 2.2 2 1.1 82 2.3 2.5

64 0.9 2 2.7 1.8 1.9 1.2 95.8 2.2 3.5

128 1.5 2.2 3.3 4.3 2.1 1.4 35.3 2.1 9.6

256 1.6 2.2 6.3 2.8 2 1.2 29.6 2.1 8.6

512 7.3 2.5 9.8 4 2 1.3 7.3 2 2

1024 4 2.1 10.9 7.2 2.1 1.4 17.7 2.1 4.9

2048 8.6 2.4 14 12.9 2.1 1.5 23.1 2 2.4

4096 17.7 2.5 35.3 20.5 2 1.4 73.4 2 22.4

8192 23.9 2.3 26.4 46.1 2.1 1.5 75.1 2 3.7

16384 53 2.3 79.4 86.5 2 2.5 147.1 2 4.3

32768 131 2.3 160 231 2.1 2.2 595.1 2.1 5.6

Table 5.3 Solution time in seconds, iterations, and average number of times the IMLRP

is solved with ISA.

obtain managerial insights. In Section 5.7.1, we describe the NS instances, followed

by our experiments in Section 5.7.2.

5.7.1 NS instances

We assume that the candidate locations are always located at the end stations. We

have 59 end stations of which 55 are also a candidate location. The facility costs are

an estimation of the average annual cost of land, the necessary infrastructure and

the maintenance facility itself including all side buildings. Furthermore, we either

decrease or increase the facility cost based on the average land price of the province

that a location is in. To create the cost for the different sizes, we multiply the cost

estimation for each location with the factors depicted in Table 5.1 from Section 5.6.

The network interchange budget Gd is U(0.25M,M) ∀d ∈ D and the unplanned

maintenance factor u is set to 0.25. The upgrade factor kd is U(1, 2), additionally

opening factor fd is kd · U(1, 1.5) and the closing factor hd is U(0, 1) for each d ∈ D.

All scenarios are based on four basic line plans. These basic line plans are: the current

situation (2015), an estimation of 2018, and two possibilities for approximately 2025.

The future line plans are based on the plan “Beter en Meer” (Prorail and NS, 2014)

made by the NS and Prorail. These line plans contain all the lines (97, 97, 99, and 100
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lines), the rolling stock type serving the line, and an estimate of the number planned

yearly maintenance visits per line. Scenarios are made by picking a basic line plan,

and slightly altering the planned maintenance frequency and rolling stock types. The

new planned maintenance frequency for each line of the line plan is generated from a

triangular distribution. The planned maintenance frequency of the basic plan is the

mode of this distribution. Furthermore, we assume that the number of maintenance

visits can decrease by 32.5% and increase by 75%, due to uncertainty in the number

of maintenance visits each train unit requires each year and the number of passengers

using a certain line. A maximum of 20% of the rolling stock types of the lines can

be swapped with each other. Moreover, the unplanned maintenance frequency for a

line is the same as the planned maintenance frequency, as they occur approximately

equally often for the NS.

5.7.2 Experiments

We start with investigating the influence of the number of scenarios on the number of

opened facilities, optimal cost, and solution time. Furthermore, we show the benefits

of adding multiple facility sizes and unplanned maintenance, and we investigate

several managerial questions.

5.7.2.1 Scenarios

We start with 10 instances with one scenario, and increase the number of scenarios a

fourfold in each next set. In Table 5.4 we show the minimum and maximum number

of opened facilities, followed by the average number of opened facilities between

parentheses. Furthermore, we denote the average number of iterations, average

number of times the IMLRP has to be solved per iterations, the average total cost

in millions per year and the average solution time. Most facilities are opened with a

size of 1/12 M, the largest size opened depends on the instance and lies between 1/8

M and 1/3 M.

The number of facilities, the cost and the solution time seems to increase with the

number of scenarios. The solution time increases suddenly for 32 scenarios and then

decreases again for 128 scenarios. The reason for this is that some of the instances

with 32 scenarios, have several scenarios that have close performance and finding the

worst scenarios required adding all of these. When more scenarios are added, there

are fewer scenarios with close to worst-case performance.

The NS instances are more difficult than the instances from the computational

experiments. One of the reasons for this is that the NS instances have 55 candidate

location compared to a maximum of 50 candidate facilities for the computational
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Scenarios opened iterations IMLRP cost (M/ year) time (min.)

1 13-16 (14.7) 1.0 1.0 13.0 0.3

4 14-16 (15.4) 1.2 2.0 14.0 3.4

32 15-18 (16.1) 3.4 2.1 15.1 127.0

128 16-18 (16.8) 3.2 2.5 15.6 65.2

512 15-18 (16.3) 3.6 5.1 16.1 96.6

2048 15-18 (16.7) 4.0 5.5 16.6 164.2*

8192 16-19 (17.2) 3.9 9.3 17.0 164.8*

Table 5.4 Scenario results for the RRMLRP.
*For 2049 one instance and for 8192 three instances could not be solved within 5 hours and a time of 5 hours is used

to compute the averages.

instances. However, this difference is not enough to explain the increase in solution

time of two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, we can observe that the NS instances

require more iterations (approximately 4 vs 2) and that solving the IMIP (with a

subset of the scenarios) goes quickly for the computational instances, while it takes a

long time to close the gap for the NS instances. From the RMLRP and SMLRP, we

know that the computational instances are not easy, as they are more difficult than

the NS instances from Chapter 4. Consequently, the large difference in solution time is

caused by some characteristics specific for the RRMLRP. One of these characteristics

is that most of the scenarios for the case instances are growth scenarios, where the

number of maintenance visits increases, while those of the computational experiments

are generated randomly. We expect that growth scenarios are more difficult for the

RRMLRP, because a choice has to be made between opening more facilities initially

or using recovery actions such as upgrading and opening additional facilities.

The expected value of the wait and see solution (WS) is calculated for the ten instances

with 512 scenarios. The wait and see cost for the ten instances are on average 16.0

million euros per year, making the value of perfect information (WS - RRMLRP) 0.1

million euros. The maximum difference between the WS and the RRMLP for the ten

instances is 1.9% and the average difference is 0.8%. This difference is smaller than

the 3.2% found in Chapter 4, we expect that one of the reasons for this is the allowed

recovery.

5.7.2.2 Managerial insights

In this section, we investigate different managerial questions and gain managerial

insights. From now on, all experiments are done with ten instances with 512 scenarios

and a maximum solution time of 3 hours. Approximately 10% of the instances are

not solved within 3 hours, for those instances the best found solution is returned.
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The relative gap (UB−LB
LB ) of those instances is most of the time around 0.005 and the

maximum found gap is 0.035.

Facility sizes: Does the set of facility sizes influence the number of opened facilities

and optimal worst-case cost?

The result of using different facility sets can be found in Table 5.5. The set with 5 and

9 sizes have the sizes mentioned in Section 5.6.1. As we can see, the more sizes there

are, the lower the cost is. However, we also see that the cost increase is limited when

we only allow a size of 1/12 M. The solutions with the 5 and 9 sizes, consists mainly

of facilities with size 1/12 M and on some strategically chosen places facilities with

size 1/8 M to 1/3 M. These “strategic” places are end stations where many lines end

and/or that can be reached easily by the interchanges. When only one facility size is

allowed the cost increases with the facility size. The cost are 16.7 million for 1/12 M,

17.5 million for 1/6 M and they increase up to 27.9 million for facilities of size 4/3

M. Furthermore, the number of opened facilities decreases when the sizes increases

from 21.4 opened facilities to only 2.0 facilities1. Consequently, the number and the

allowed facility sizes heavily influence the number of opened facilities and the cost.

Sizes opened largest size cost (M/ year)

9 set 16-18 (16.9) 1/4M 16.4

5 set 16-19 (17.5) 1/3M 16.5

1/12M, 1/3M, 4/3M 17-21 (19.5) 1/3M 16.6

1/12M 20-23 (21.4) 1/12M 16.7

1/6M, 1/3M, 2/3M 10-11 (10.7) 1/3M 17.5

1/6M 10-12 (11.0) 1/6M 17.5

1/3M 6 (6.0) 1/3M 19.7

2/3M 3-4 (3.6) 2/3M 23.4

4/3M 2 (2.0) 4/3M 27.9

Table 5.5 Results for different sizes, sorted in ascending cost for the RRMLRP.

Currently, the NS uses three2 large maintenance facilities of approximately size 1/3

M. Table 5.5 indicates that for the same size six facilities should be opened and that

when smaller facilities are allowed even more facilities should be opened. These results

could potentially change the maintenance facility location strategy of the NS from

larger facilities with economies of scale to reducing transportation cost by building

1This solution is similar to that of Chapter 4 where all facilities have ∞ size.
2International and high speed trains are out of scope and as a consequence also the maintenance

facility at Watergraafsmeer.
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many small facilities. Because different facility sizes and facility sizes that includes

economies of scale are barely considered in the facility location literature they can

potentially also play an important role in other settings.

Economies of scale: Does increasing the economies of scale in facility size decrease

the number of opened facilities and optimal worst-case cost?

We increase the overcapacity factor C and as a consequence the economies of scale in

capacity sizes play a larger role. Table 5.6 shows the new cost factors compared to

the sizes.

Size / C 0.21 0.45 0.75 1.5 3

1/12 M 0.29 0.33 0.36 0.40 0.44

1/8 M 0.42 0.45 0.48 0.52 0.55

1/6 M 0.54 0.56 0.59 0.62 0.66

1/4 M 0.77 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.84

1/3 M 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1/2 M 1.45 1.41 1.38 1.33 1.29

2/3 M 1.90 1.82 1.75 1.65 1.56

M 2.78 2.61 2.46 2.24 2.05

4/3 M 3.65 3.38 3.14 2.80 2.50

Table 5.6 Cost increases for facilities compared to a facility with size 1/3 M.

In Table 5.7 the results are shown. When the economies of scale increase the number

of facilities decreases, however the optimal worst-case cost increases. The optimal

worst-case cost increases, because even with economies of scale far larger than that

is expected for the NS it is still beneficial to open small facilities. The cost of the

mentioned small facilities increases from 0.29 to 0.44 times the cost of a facility of

size 1/3 M, resulting in higher optimal worst-case cost. As a consequence, the share

of facility cost (fac %) in the optimal worst-case cost also increases from 38.2% to

42.7%.

Unplanned maintenance visits: What influence has the annual unplanned mainte-

nance frequency on the number of opened facilities and the optimal worst-case cost?

In Table 5.8, we vary the annual unplanned maintenance frequency by multiplying

the current annual unplanned maintenance frequency for each line by a factor. When

there is no unplanned maintenance (factor is 0), only an average of 12.4 facilities are

necessary and the cost are reduced to 5.5 million. When the unplanned maintenance
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C opened fac % cost (M/ year)

0.21 15-17 (16.0) 38.2 16.1

0.45 14-15 (14.3) 39.3 16.7

0.75 12-15 (14.0) 40.7 17.1

1.5 11-13 (12.6) 41.3 17.6

3 10-16 (12.4) 42.7 18.6

Table 5.7 Results when changing the overcapacity factor C for the RRMLRP.

is increased by a factor 2, the number of facilities increases to an average of 19.5, and

the cost increases to 26.3 million. We can conclude from Table 5.8 that the inclusion

of the unplanned maintenance visits is important as it has a large influence on the cost

and the number of opened maintenance facilities. An additional managerial insight is

that unplanned maintenance has a large influence on the cost and that consequently

large investments can be made to reduce unplanned maintenance.

factor opened fac % cost (M/ year)

0 12-14 (12.4) 83.5 5.5

0.25 14-16 (14.2) 63.4 8.2

0.5 13-16 (14.6) 50.1 10.8

0.75 14-19 (15.5) 44.0 13.4

1.0 14-17 (16.2) 38.6 16.0

2.0 18-21 (19.5) 28.9 26.3

4.0 24-26 (24.5) 21.9 46.4

Table 5.8 Unplanned maintenance results for the RRMLRP.

Rolling stock types: Does decreasing the number of rolling stock types decrease the

number of opened facilities and optimal worst-case cost?

Currently, the NS has 5 intercity (IC) and 6 regional (R) rolling stock types. We

study what the result would be if the number of rolling stock types would be limited

to 3 intercity and 3 regional rolling stock types and just 1 intercity and 1 regional

rolling stock type.

In Table 5.9 we see that limiting the number of rolling stock types reduces the optimal

worst-case cost with 11.8%. The reason for this is that with less rolling stock types,

more interchanges are possible for the planned maintenance visits even in the worst-

case scenario. Furthermore, the number of opened maintenance visits decreases with
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approximately 1 when we limit the rolling stock types to 1 intercity and 1 regional.

Consequently, it is beneficial for the NS to limit their number of different rolling stock

types.

IC/R opened cost (M/ year)

5-6 15-18 (16.3) 16.1

3-3 16-18 (16.5) 15.1

1-1 15-16 (15.4) 14.2

Table 5.9 Rolling stock types results for the RRMLRP.

Interchange budget: Does increasing the interchange budget decrease the number

of opened facilities and optimal worst case cost?

The interchange budget is varied from 0 to 2M for 10 instances with 513 scenarios.

The results can be found in Table 5.10.

Budget opened cost (M/ year)

0 16-19 (17.2) 17.0

0.25M 16-19 (16.9) 16.5

0.5M 15-17 (16.3) 16.3

0.75M 15-17 (16.4) 16.3

M 15-17 (16.5) 16.3

2M 16-19 (16.8) 16.3

Table 5.10 Budget results for the RRMLRP.

The number of opened facilities is similar and the difference can be explained by the

fact that there are multiple optimal solutions. The optimal worst-case cost initially

decreases, but then stays the same. The reason for this is that in the worst-case the

budget can never be fully utilized due to the fact that there is always a scenario where

interchanging is hard because lines of the same rolling stock type are not connected to

each other. Although the interchange budget barely influences the number of opened

facilities and cost, it does influence the location of the opened facilities and their size.

For example, with a budget of 0, Maastricht is only opened with a size of 1/12 M,

while with a budget of 2M its size is often 1/4 M, because it can also be reached by

interchanges.
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5.8. Conclusion

We included unplanned maintenance, different facility sizes, and recoveries to the

RMLRP. We formulated the RRMLRP as a two-stage problem, where the second-

stage model is NP-hard. We developed an ISA algorithm that deals efficiently with

the NP-hard second-stage problem by only solving the NP-hard problem for a limited

number of scenarios. Our computational experiments show that ISA works efficiently;

the number of iterations is approximately two and the number of NP-hard problems

is low (on average 5.6 for the instances with 32768 scenarios). ISA works so efficiently

that it can solve computational instances with 50 candidate facilities and 32768

scenarios within an hour. Besides significantly reducing the solution time for the

RRMLRP, this algorithm can also potentially reduce the solution time of many other

recoverable robust optimization problems.

The case study indicates that it is important to include unplanned maintenance

as it has a large influence on the cost and the number of maintenance facilities.

Furthermore, we demonstrate with our case study that the number and location of

the opened facilities depend heavily on the allowed facility sizes and the associated

cost. This result can also play an important role for facility location problems in

different settings. An unexpected result for the NS is that economies of scale are

less important than reducing the transportation cost. As a consequence, cost can be

saved by building more but smaller facilities. In addition, unplanned maintenance

has a large influence on the number and location of the maintenance facilities. The

total cost can be significantly reduced by reducing the annual unplanned maintenance

frequency. Furthermore, reducing the number of rolling stock types reduces the cost

by approximately 12% and increasing the interchange budget decreases the cost with

22%.





Chapter 6

Column-and-constraint

generation for two-stage

stochastic programming

“If people do not believe that

mathematics is simple, it is only

because they do not realize how

complicated life is.”

John von Neumann

6.1. Introduction

Two-stage stochastic programming problems are often solved by Benders decom-

position (Benders, 1962), also known as the L-shaped decomposition method in

the stochastic programming literature (van Slyke and Wets, 1969). Benders

decomposition is used in many different types of two-stage stochastic programming

problems such as supply chain network design (Santoso et al., 2005), production

routing (Adulyasak et al., 2015), hub location (Contreras and Cordeau, 2011), and

unit commitment (Wang et al., 2008).

Recently, it was shown that column-and-constraint generation algorithms (also

called row-and-column or scenario generation) work very well for two-stage robust

optimization. Zeng and Zhao (2013) show that a column-and-constraint generation
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procedure performs an order of magnitude faster than Benders decomposition for a

two-stage robust location transportation problem with demand levels in a polyhedral

uncertainty set. Chapter 4 shows that a column-and-constraint generation algorithm

outperforms Benders decomposition with two orders of magnitude for a two-stage

robust maintenance location routing problem for rolling stock with discrete scenarios.

Furthermore, column-and-constraint generation procedures have been applied to two-

stage robust facility location (Chan et al., 2017; An et al., 2014), unit commitment

(An and Zeng, 2015; Zhao and Zeng, 2012), and distribution network design (Lee

et al., 2015).

We show that a new column-and-constraint algorithm can be used for two-stage

stochastic programming problems. This column-and-constraint algorithm is an

iterative algorithm, where we have, similar to Benders decomposition, a master

problem and for each scenario a second-stage (slave) problem. In each iteration we

can add the constraints and variables of one or more scenarios from the deterministic

equivalent to the master problem and the other scenarios are used to generate Benders

optimality cuts. When scenarios can only be included in the master problem in

the first iteration, the algorithm is called partial Benders decomposition (Crainic

et al., 2016). The column-and-constraint algorithm reduces to partial Benders

decomposition when the master problem contains a subset of the scenarios, but the

iterative addition of scenarios is stopped. Furthermore, the algorithm reduces to the

deterministic equivalent when all scenarios are added to the master problem, and to

Benders decomposition when no scenarios are added to the master problem. From

this we can also conclude that the column-and-constraint generation algorithm reaches

optimality in a finite number of iterations and should in principle perform equally well

or better than all algorithms that it contains as special cases.

The benefit of adding the scenarios iteratively is that second-stage information can

be used to find and add “important” scenarios to the master problem. Besides the

iterative addition of scenarios, an important difference between Crainic et al. (2016)

and this chapter is that Crainic et al. (2016) assume fixed recourse. We do not assume

fixed recourse and as a consequence the values and dimensions of our recourse matrix

can be uncertain. The acceleration strategies (e.g. artificial scenarios) presented in

Crainic et al. (2016) assume a fixed recourse matrix and as a consequence cannot be

applied to our more general setting. Consequently, we cannot use the acceleration

strategies of Crainic et al. (2016). Note, however, that the ideas of this chapter can

be applied in conjunction with the ideas of Crainic et al. (2016) when we would limit

ourselves to fixed recourse.

We continue this chapter by explaining our column-and-constraint generation algo-

rithm in detail and by showing that our algorithm outperforms Benders decomposition

and partial Benders decomposition in computational time for a maintenance location
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routing problem. Furthermore, for large problems where the solution time of the

master problem is the bottleneck, we introduce an adaptive relative gap (UB-LB
LB ) for

solving the master problem. This relative gap is large (0.25) when the gap between the

lower bound (master problem) and upper bound (found by the second-stage problems)

of the algorithm is large, and slowly decreases to 10−4 for the final iteration(s) of the

algorithm. This adaptive relative gap decreases the computational time by allowing

the algorithm to add scenarios faster, while spending less time on closing the gap of

the master problem. Only when the lower and upper bound are sufficiently close to

each other, time is spent on closing the MIP gap of the master problem. This results

in an optimal solution at the last iteration of the algorithm.

6.2. The algorithm

We have a two-stage stochastic programming problem with a discrete set of scenarios

D, and pd is the probability that scenario d ∈ D occurs. This set can either be

given or created by using a sample average approximation for a distribution. Let

Fy ⊆ Rn−p×Zp and Fxd ⊆ Rmd be the feasible regions containing mixed integer and

linear variables, respectively. The first-stage decision is represented by y ∈ Fy and

the second-stage decisions by xd ∈ Fxd. We furthermore define the matrices Wd, Td,

and vector hd that can be uncertain.

Our problem can be expressed as follows:

min{cTy +
∑
d∈D

pdQ(y, d) | Ay ≤ b, y ∈ Fy},

where

Q(y, d) = min{hTd xd | Wdy + Tdxd ≤ ed, xd ∈ Fxd}.

We use the relatively complete recourse assumption i.e., we assume that the second-

stage problem is feasible for any given y that is feasible for the first-stage problem.

We reformulate this two-stage problem to the following deterministic equivalent, that

contains all scenarios:

min cTy +
∑
d∈D

pdh
T
d xd

s.t. Ay ≤ b,
Wdy + Tdxd ≤ ed ∀d ∈ D,

xd ∈ Fxd ∀d ∈ D,
y ∈ Fy.
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When there are many scenarios, the size of this problem is large, the memory

requirements are high, and it can take a long time to solve. We want to solve this

problem by using the deterministic equivalent for a few important scenarios and by

using Benders decomposition for the remaining scenarios. We split the scenario set

D in two sets. The set D0 contains the important scenarios for which we calculate

the actual second-stage costs and the set D1 contains the other scenarios for which

we use Benders optimality cuts. We use second-stage information to move scenarios

from D1 to D0.

The iteration counter is set at i = 0, and we let ŷ be the incumbent solution.

Furthermore, we define yi as the optimal solution of the master problem for iteration

i. The lower bound LB is set initially at −∞ and the upper bound UB at ∞. The

algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Solve the master problem. The master problem is the deterministic equivalent

for all scenarios in D0, and the first-stage problem for all scenarios in D1 with

optimality cuts representing input from the second-stage.

LB = min cTy +
∑
d∈D0

pdh
T
d xd +

∑
d∈D1

pdθd

s.t. Ay ≤ b, (6.1)

Wdy + Tdxd ≤ ed ∀d ∈ D0, (6.2)

θd ≥ (rdk)Ty + vdk k = 1, . . . , i, d ∈ D1, (6.3)

θd ≥ 0 ∀d ∈ D1, (6.4)

xd ≥ 0 ∀d ∈ D0, (6.5)

y ∈ Fy. (6.6)

The variable θd represents the second-stage cost for scenario d ∈ D1, and

Constraints (6.3) approximate the constraints θd ≥ Q(yi, d) ∀d ∈ D1.

Optimality Constraints (6.3) are only added to the master problem from

iteration 1. The coefficients rdi+1 and vdi+1 are determined from the duals

of the second-stage problem in such a way that
∑
d∈D1

rdi+1y
i + vdi+1 =∑

d∈D1
pdQ(yi, d). We explain in detail how rdi+1 and vdi+1 are generated in

Step 5.

2. Calculate the objective value: cTyi +
∑
d∈D pdQ(yi, d), by solving the second-

stage problem for each scenario. If this value is smaller than the upper bound

UB, we update the UB with the new objective value and set the incumbent

solution at ŷ = yi.
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3. Update sets D0 and D1. For this step there are a few options; the options can

be dependent on the iteration i:

• Add arg maxd∈D1
Q(yi, d) to set D0 and remove it from D1.

• Pick more than one scenario per iteration. Possible choices are the worst,

best, middle scenario when the scenarios are sorted in ascending second-

stage cost.

• Do nothing.

There are many other (problem dependent) possibilities. Note that new

constraints are added to the master problem, when a scenario is moved from set

D1 to D0. Furthermore, also all Benders optimality cuts for that scenario are

removed from the master problem as well as the corresponding θd variables.

4. If UB-LB
LB < δ, where δ > 0 is a pre-specified tolerance, the algorithm stops

and returns ŷ as the optimal solution and UB as the optimal objective value.

Otherwise the algorithm proceeds to Step 5.

5. Let πid be the dual variables for the second-stage problem. The cut coefficients

are:

rdi+1 = −(πdi )TWd ∀d ∈ D1

and

vdi+1 = (πdi )Ted ∀d ∈ D1.

Update i = i+ 1 and go back to Step 1.

As mentioned in the introduction, (partial) Benders decomposition and the deter-

ministic equivalent are special cases of this algorithm. The column-and-constraint

algorithm reduces to the deterministic equivalent, when the algorithm starts with

D0 containing all scenarios and D1 = ∅. When for every iteration the “do nothing”

action is chosen for Step 3 and D0 = ∅, we have Benders decomposition with cut

disaggregation, and when D0 6= ∅, partial Benders decomposition. As a consequence,

the column-and-constraint generation algorithm reaches optimality in a finite number

of iterations and should in principle perform equally well or better than the algorithms

included as special cases.

6.3. Case study: Two-stage stochastic maintenance

location routing for rolling stock

We test our algorithm on a two-stage stochastic maintenance location routing

problem (SMLRP). The SMLRP combines a facility location and maintenance routing
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problem. Rolling stock has to reach a maintenance facility by either directly driving

to the maintenance facility incurring a transportation cost or by swapping their

destinations at the end stations of a line with other trains until the maintenance

location is reached. An interchange is possible when two trains of the same type are

at the same end station. For example the train at line A to B, can interchange at end

station B with the train at line B to C, and reach end station C without incurring

any transportation cost. This problem is modeled as a two-stage stochastic problem,

with as binary first-stage decisions the facility locations and as second-stage decisions

the allocations and routings of the train units to the facilities. The scenarios of the

problem specify different line plans, the number of maintenance visits originating

from each line, and the interchange possibilities of the rolling stock. Because the

number of lines can be different between the scenarios, the dimensions of the recourse

matrix changes and as a consequence the artificial scenarios introduced in Crainic

et al. (2016) cannot be used. The instances used for the computational experiments

are described in Section 4.7.

We test many variations of the column-and-constraint generation algorithm on 15

medium-sized SMLRP instances with 25 candidate facilities and 128 scenarios. Java

with CPLEX library version 12.6.3 on a laptop with an Intel Core i7-4710MQ

Quad Core 2.5 GHz processor with 32 GB of RAM is used for the computational

experiments. As stopping criterium (δ) a relative gap (UB-LB
LB ) of 10−4 is used. For

Step 3 of our algorithm, we tested the first two addition policies and found that the

best addition method is to always add the scenario with the highest second-stage

cost. We also tested strategies such as adding a scenario every 3, 5, or 10 iterations

and found that adding a scenario each iteration is the best strategy for the SMLRP.

These experiments indicated that the column-and-constraint generation finds a good

UB early and the scenarios added to the master problem guide the first-stage problem

to the optimal solution. Consequently, column-and-constraints generation makes the

use of some acceleration techniques commonly used in Benders decomposition such as

a trust region and an good upper bound less important. Furthermore, from Chapter

4 we know that cut strengthening does not decrease the computational time for the

SMLRP. Based on these fact we decided to keep our experiments and results simple by

not combining our algorithm with accelerating techniques for Benders decomposition.

We showcase some of the interesting methods in Table 6.1. R&CG x% is the column-

and-constraint generation algorithm where we start with x% of the scenarios in D0

and in each iteration the scenario with the highest second-stage cost from the set

D1 is moved to D0. PartialBd x% is partial Benders decomposition, where we start

with x% of the scenarios in D0, but no scenarios are added afterwards. We add the

scenarios with the highest probabilities to D0 and select scenarios randomly when they

have equal probability. DE is the deterministic equivalent and Bd is normal Benders

decomposition with cut disaggregation (PartialBd with D0 = ∅). We denote the
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average number of iterations the algorithm takes, the average number of constraints

and columns in the last iteration, the master problem matrix size (the number of

constraints times the number of columns) in millions, the average number of scenarios

in set D0 after termination of the algorithm, and the average solution time in seconds.

We assume that the matrix size gives an idea of the size and the memory requirements

of the problem, although a sparse representation is used by CPLEX.

method iterations constraints columns size (106) scens time (sec.)

DE 1 12097 120199 1454 128 34

R&CG 50% 4 6693 63915 428 68 98

R&CG 25% 9 4652 37898 176 41 125

R&CG 10% 14 4075 26048 106 27 152

R&CG 0% 19 4331 20813 90 20 178

PartialBd 50% 9 6527 59552 389 64 216

PartialBd 25% 36 6274 28801 181 32 300

PartialBd 10% 53 7213 12297 89 13 523

Bd 95 12134 153 1.9 0 1095

Table 6.1 Column-and-constraint generation results for the SMLRP for instances with

25 candidate facilities and 128 scenarios.

All R&CG perform computationally better than the PartialBd algorithms, while the

used number of scenarios and matrix size is only slightly higher. The fastest method

is DE, but the size of the matrix is extremely large compared to the other methods.

The fastest R&CG method is R&CG 50%, but the size of the matrix is still large,

while computationally it is less than two times faster than R&CG 0%. R&CG 0%

uses more than three times fewer scenarios in the master problem, less memory and

is computationally faster than PartialBd 50%. The R&CG algorithms have a nice

trade-off between the matrix size and the solution speed. The slowest algorithm is

Bd, but the size of the problem is the smallest with only 1.9 million possible entries

in the matrix. Even when we include all kinds of accelerations (see Table 4.6 from

Chapter 4) to the Bd algorithm, R&CG performs better.

We conclude that R&CG outperforms (partial) Benders decomposition for medium-

sized instances. We will also show that R&CG performs better than (partial) Benders

decomposition for a large instance with 50 candidate facilities and 8192 scenarios.

Even though we have 32 GB of RAM available, this instance can not be solved by

the deterministic equivalent because a memory error is received while still building

the model. Also partial Benders decomposition does not work, because adding 50%

(4096) or even 10% (819) of the scenarios leads to extremely slow iterations and

memory errors. However, we can test the R&CG 0% algorithm, and in Figure 6.1
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we show how the LB and UB behave over time for the R&CG 0% algorithm with a

maximum running time of 2 weeks.
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Figure 6.1 Behavior of the R&CG 0% algorithm over time at different scales. Every

entry is the LB or UB from one iteration given in millions at a certain running time in

hours.

The improvement of R&CG 0% compared to Bd is in this case only minimal. Both

methods start with a relative gap of 1447 at the first iteration. Bd ends with a gap

of 2.1 (72 iterations) and R&CG 0% with a relative gap of 2.0 (58 iterations). The

difference between Bd and the R&CG 0% algorithm is small, because only a limited

number of scenarios (58 out of 8192) are added. The bottleneck of the R&CG 0%

algorithm for large instances is the master problem that takes a long time to solve.

We reduce the solution time of the master problem by using an adaptive relative gap

for the master problem: max{min{0.25, 0.5UB-LB
LB }, 10−4}. This allows the algorithm

to add scenarios faster, while spending less time on closing the gap of the master

problem. Because the relative gap for the second-stage problems is unchanged, the

duals can still be used and the UB solution is exact. Because of this change it can

happen that LB ≥ UB while UB-LB
LB > 10−4. In this case the relative gap of the LB is

set and fixed at 10−4 and instead of proceeding to Step 5, we proceed to Step 1.

The results of the adaptive relative gap for the master problem can be seen in Figure

6.2. On the left part of Figure 6.2, we see that the upper bound (best feasible solution)

found by the adapted algorithm (UB25) is better than the unadapted algorithm (UB).

On the right part, we show the UB and LB found by the adapted algorithm, and for
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visibility reasons only solution values below 100 million are depicted. The LB25 value

goes a bit up and down because of the adaptive relative gap for the master problem.

The relative gap between the LB and the UB is approximately 1468 at the first

iteration and after a month (142 iterations) has decreased to approximately 0.46.
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Figure 6.2 To the right the UB for the R&CG 0% method with and without adaptive

relative gap and to the left the LB and UB from the R&CG 0% method with adaptive

relative gap

The adaptive relative gap also decreases the solution times of the column-and-

constraint generation algorithms of Table 6.1. However, because those are medium

sized instances, for which the master problem can be solved quickly, these decreases

are limited. For example, the R&CG 0% method can now solve the instances in an

average of 160 seconds instead of 178 seconds.

6.4. Conclusion

We presented an algorithm to solve large scale two-stage stochastic programs that

find the middle ground between the deterministic equivalent formulation and Benders

decomposition. The algorithm can add scenarios to the master problem in any

iteration to find a balance between computational speed and memory requirements.

We showcased the approach on medium-sized instances of the SMLRP and found

that our algorithm can solve instances that Benders decomposition cannot solve
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within reasonable time. Furthermore, the algorithm can solve instances for which

the deterministic equivalent formulation runs out of memory. Our algorithm also

outperforms partial Benders decomposition in computational time and memory

requirements.
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Conclusion

“If I have been able to see further,

it was only because I stood on the

shoulders of giants.”

Bernard of Chartres and

Isaac Newton

In this thesis, we improved and developed new decomposition methods. Furthermore,

we modeled a maintenance location routing problem and provided managerial insights.

In Chapters 2 and 3, we significantly improved the solution time of instances solved

by the CRD and the SRD formulation. In Chapters 4 and 5, we made efficient models

for the maintenance routing problem, provided a column-and-constraint generation

algorithm, and gave managerial insights. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a new column-

and-constraint generation algorithm for two-stage stochastic programming problems.

In this section, we briefly revisit all research objectives and continue with our ideas

for future research.

7.1. Research objectives revisited

7.1.1 Improving the separate and combined decomposition meth-
ods

Research objective 1 Test the performance of the combined decomposition formu-

lation on the demand robust shortest path problem.
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In Chapter 2, we showed that we can solve instances for the DRSPP in reasonable time

with the CRD approach. Furthermore, we tested the influence of the edge cost and

the recovery factor on the solution time. Both have a large influence on the solution

time and the difference in solution time can easily be two orders of an magnitude.

The edges have an exponential influence on the solution time, while the influence of

the scenarios is also large. The boundary of the instance size that we can solve lies

between 25 nodes and 50 edges, and 30 nodes and 60 edges. Instances that have more

nodes and edges take too long to solve and cannot always be solved with 8 GB of

RAM available.

Research objective 2 Improve the performance of the separate and combined

decomposition approaches by selecting good column generation strategies and by using

new acceleration strategies.

In Chapter 2, we developed an additional column generation strategy for the CRD

formulation that greatly reduces the solution time of the branch-and-price algorithm

for a demand robust shortest path problem. This strategy often improves the solution

time by an order of an magnitude and two orders of magnitude for some instances.

These additional scenario columns work well because they guarantee that each column

can directly be used in a solution. Furthermore, we introduced and tested three

different column generation strategies: Interleaved, Best, and All. The BestA method,

where we always add the column with the best reduced cost and the columns generated

by the additional column generation strategy, performs the best computationally.

In Chapter 3, we performed an extensive computational study of column generation

and column addition strategies applied to the size robust multiple knapsack problem.

We introduced many new column generation strategies and tested them in more

detail. Furthermore, we tested two different adaptations from the additional scenario

generation strategy for the SRD formulation. For the CRD formulation the BestA

2.5m formulation performs the best, where m is the number of knapsacks. The BestI

3m method, where only additional columns for the initial situation are generated,

works the best for the SRD formulation. These improvements decrease the solution

times of both formulations by one order of a magnitude.

Research objective 3 Compare the performance of the separate and combined

decomposition approaches.

In Chapter 2, we showed the CRD formulation has a stronger LP-relaxation than the

SRD formulation, allowing the CRD formulation to prune more nodes in the branch-

and-price tree. In Chapter 3, we made a theoretical comparison between the CRD and

SRD formulations. The CRD formulation has slightly fewer constraints and pricing

problems than the SRD formulation, but the pricing problem of the CRD formulation
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is far more complex than the SRD formulation. Our computational experiments show

that SRD formulation performs better for a limited number of knapsacks, while the

CRD formulation performs better for a large number of knapsacks.

7.1.2 Developing maintenance location routing models

Research objective 4 Develop models that combine maintenance routing with

facility location. These models should be able to deal (among others) efficiently

with changes to the line plan, and the introduction of new rolling stock.

In Chapter 4, we developed a two-stage robust optimization model and a two-

stage stochastic programming model. The two-stage models can be reformulated to

equivalent mixed integer programming models. These mixed integer programming

models are too large to be solved, but can be improved by simplifying the

routing problem. This simplification decreases the computational time and memory

requirements significantly. We show that by using this mixed integer model, instances

for the RMLRP and SMLRP are solved quickly by CPLEX and are solved much faster

than the two-stage models by accelerated Benders decomposition1.

Our models show that the maintenance routing of train units and the line and fleet

planning scenarios should be included when making maintenance facility decisions

in a railway setting. Our case study shows that improving the maintenance routing

possibilities of train units can give cost savings up to 15.7% for the RMLRP and up to

25.4% for the SMLRP. Furthermore, including the line and fleet plan scenarios saves

18.2% for the RMLRP and 9.3% for the SLMPR compared to optimizing the current

situation.

Research objective 5 Extend the earlier developed model to include unplanned

maintenance, facility recoveries and economies of scale in facility size. This model

should give managerial insights and should in particular be able to assess the trade-

off between a few large facilities with economies of scale versus many small facilities

with reduced transportation cost.

In Chapter 5, we introduced a recoverable robust maintenance location routing

problem (RRMLRP) that includes unplanned maintenance, facility recoveries, and

economies of scale in facility size. Our case study shows that it is important to include

unplanned maintenance as it has a large influence on the number and location of the

maintenance facilities, but also on the cost. Furthermore, our case study demonstrates

that the number and location of the opened facilities depends heavily on the allowed

1We also tested the CRD, SRD, Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, and Lagrangian relaxation with

extremely poor results.
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facility sizes and the associated cost. In addition, our case study shows that even with

increased economies of scale, economies of scale only play a limited role, and that it

is more important to reduce transportation cost by building many small facilities.

7.1.3 Column-and-constraint generation for two-stage optimiza-
tion

Research objective 6 Develop an efficient column-and-constraint generation algo-

rithm for the two-stage robust maintenance location routing problem.

In Chapter 4, we developed a scenario addition (SA) method, which is a column-

and-constraint generation method, for the RMLRP. SA adds the scenario constraints

iteratively to the mixed integer model until an optimal solution is found, which

improves the computational time and memory requirements for most instances

compared to solving a improved mixed integer model. SA improves the solution

time with two orders of magnitude compared to Benders decomposition.

Research objective 7 Improve the performance of the column-and-constraint gen-

eration algorithm for two-stage robust optimization problems that have a difficult

second-stage problem.

The two-stage recoverable robust optimization model from Chapter 5, has a NP-hard

second-stage problem, while this is polynomial for the RMLRP. This increases the

solution time significantly because SA finds the scenario with the highest solution

value by solving the second-stage problem for each scenario. However, the scenario

with the highest solution value can be found by solving the NP-hard second-stage

problem for a limited number of scenarios. Many scenarios can be eliminated by a

procedure that is similar to the pruning of nodes in branch-and-bound algorithms.

This procedure uses an upper bound for each scenario and one lower bound. The

upper bound can be found by a heuristic and the lower bound is equal to the highest

exact second-stage solution value found so far. A scenario can now be eliminated

when its upper bound is lower than the current lower bound. When a scenario can

not be eliminated, the second-stage problem for this scenario is solved to optimality,

and the lower bound is updated if necessary. Computational experiments show that

this works very efficiently and that the NP-hard second-stage problem has to be solved

only for a few scenarios.

Research objective 8 Develop a column-and-constraint generation algorithm that

can solve large two-stage stochastic programming problems.
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In Chapter 6, we developed a column-and-constraint generation algorithm for two-

stage stochastic programming problems. This algorithm is an iterative algorithm,

where we have, similar to Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962), a master problem

and for each scenario a second-stage problem. In each iteration we can add the

constraints and variables of one or more scenarios from the deterministic equivalent

to the master problem and the other scenarios are used to generate Benders optimality

cuts.

When scenarios can only be included in the master problem in the first iteration, the

algorithm is called partial Benders decomposition (Crainic et al., 2016). The column-

and-constraint algorithm reduces to partial Benders decomposition when the master

problem contains a subset of the scenarios, but the iterative addition of scenarios is

stopped. Furthermore, the algorithm reduces to the deterministic equivalent when

all scenarios are added to the master problem, and to Benders decomposition when

no scenarios are added to the master problem. From this we can also conclude that

the column-and-constraint generation algorithm reaches optimality in a finite number

of iterations and should in principle perform at least as well as all algorithms that

it contains as special cases. Our case study shows that this is indeed the case, our

algorithm outperforms Benders decomposition and partial Benders decomposition in

computational time for the SMLRP.

7.2. Ideas for future research

7.2.1 The demand robust shortest path

The developed algorithms can be improved by better pruning strategies and by

parallelization. Furthermore, we expect that the SA algorithm developed in Chapter

4 can solve the problem far faster than the CRD decomposition. A future research

direction is to test if this is indeed the case.

Another research direction is to move to more advanced and relevant settings such

as the humanitarian logistic setting that is mentioned in Chapter 2. However, many

more practical settings exist (e.g. transport network extension) when variants of the

DRSPP are considered or the problem is extended by including edge (e.g. service)

and node (e.g. facility) decisions. These settings make the model hard because of the

additional managerial constraints and because we should be able to solve instances of

practical size. Furthermore, realistic data should be obtained and the problem should

be modeled in such a way that it can answer managerial questions.
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7.2.2 The size robust multiple knapsack problem

We expect that larger SRMKP instances can be solved by employing techniques

to prune more nodes in the branch-and-bound tree, by using parallelization, and

by exploiting dominance relations between the different items. Additionally, there

is considerable overlap in the pricing problems, especially when the scenarios are

similar. Finding a way to exploit this overlap is expected to decrease the solution

time considerably.

Furthermore, we suspect that the column-and-constraint algorithm developed in

Chapter 6 may give better results for the SRMKP than solving the CRD and SRD

formulation by branch-and-price. Because, the SRMKP second-stage matrices have a

fixed size (the second-stage matrices of the SMLRP have different sizes), our algorithm

can be combined with the ideas from Crainic et al. (2016) (e.g. artificial scenarios)

that only work for two-stage stochastic programming with fixed recourse. A future

research direction is to combine our work with Crainic et al. (2016), and to test

if the accelerated column-and-constraint algorithm outperforms the CRD and SRD

formulation.

Another option to investigate is heuristic methods. If a greedy method is used such as

removing the items in order of their revenue or revenue to weight ratio, then we can

calculate the first-stage and all second-stage knapsack fillings within a single pricing

problem. This method is described in Section 5.3.4. of the Masters’ thesis of Bouman

(2011) for the size robust knapsack. This method can easily be adapted to multiple

knapsacks and we expect that it will solve our instances faster.

Finally, many practical settings such as logistics, network optimization, and schedul-

ing can be represented by knapsack problems. As a consequence, a future research

direction is to extend this research to practical problems.

7.2.3 Maintenance routing problem

An interesting future research direction for the maintenance routing problem is to

include rolling stock dependent resources. In this thesis, we assumed that every

maintenance facility can maintain each rolling stock type, but in practice a rolling

stock type can only be maintained at a facility when matching resources are installed.

Installing matching resources for all rolling stock types at every location may be

too expensive from a practical perspective. Furthermore, a mechanic has to work

sufficiently many hours on a specific rolling stock type, to be allowed to keep

maintaining it. The latter is for example not possible when there are many small

maintenance facilities that maintain all rolling stock types. Consequently, including

these additional requirements may result in different optimal locations and could
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affect the number of opened maintenance facilities.

Related to including resources is the consideration of inventory of ready-for-use spare

parts that are used for the maintenance of train units. Each maintenance facility keeps

some ready-for-use spare parts in inventory and when a spare part is not available,

it has to be backordered. It takes multiple days before a backordered spare part

arrives and until that time the train unit cannot be used for public transport. This

unavailability of train units due to backorders is expensive and as a consequence

backorders should be avoided. However, the storage of spare parts becomes more

expensive when the number of maintenance facilities increases because of the reverse

pooling effect: the total combined inventory of spare parts of each type for each

location is larger for many smaller facilities2 than for a few large facilities. As a

consequence, the consideration of spare parts may decrease the number of opened

maintenance facilities. Alternatively, it may also change the spare parts inventory

system, as spare part inventory sharing by facilities geographically close to each other

may become more important.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to see how different kinds of objectives effect

the solution3. An example of a different objective is the robust deviation objective

that minimizes the difference between a robust solution and the optimal solution for

a scenario. The advantage of this objective is that it gives less conservative solutions

than the absolute robust objective. Besides possible managerial implications, the

different objectives also provide algorithmic challenges. The column-and-constraint

algorithm has only been tested on the absolute robust and average case objectives.

As a consequence, a future direction is to adapt the column-and-constraint algorithm

such that it can solve many different kinds of objectives. Furthermore, it would

be interesting to test the performance of the column-and-constraint algorithm on

different kinds of problems.

2The number of opened facilities for the RRMLRP varies between 15 and 18 for 512 scenarios.
3For instances with only 1 scenario still 14.7 facilities are opened on average, compared to 16.3

for 512 scenarios, and 17.2 for 8192. Consequently, the large number of opened facilities for the

RRMLRP is not solely because of the conservative absolute robust objective.
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Summary

New decomposition methods for two-stage optimization

for planning under uncertainty

Strategic and tactical decisions often have to be taken while considering a great deal

of uncertainty. Two-stage optimization is a way to incorporate that uncertainty and

to find efficient solutions. For example, the decision to build facilities is strategic,

as facilities are often used for many years. However, the input parameters such as

the demand and the transportation cost are often uncertain. As a consequence, it is

very natural to model facility location problems as two-stage models. The first-stage

decision is the long term decision which facilities to open, while the second-stage

decision entails for each possible scenario the assignment of customers to the opened

facilities. Different objectives are possible; however in most cases the objective is to

minimize the cost of the facilities combined with the average customer assignment cost

for all scenarios. This dissertation uses and improves new decomposition methods for

two-stage optimization for planning under uncertainty.

In Chapter 2, we implement and test a new decomposition method, the combined

decomposition approach, on the demand robust shortest path problem. The demand

robust shortest path problem is a two-stage robust shortest path problem, where the

shortest path from a source to a sink has to be found, but the location of the sink

is uncertain. It is possible to buy edges now (first stage) or in the future (second

stage) for an increased price when the sink is revealed. We model this uncertainty by

a discrete set of scenarios and minimize the cost of the shortest path of the worst-case

scenario. We investigate different methods to improve the combined decomposition

method and demonstrate that the demand robust shortest path problem can be

efficiently solved by this approach.

In Chapter 3, we improve and test two decomposition methods on the size robust

multiple knapsack problem. The size robust multiple knapsack is a knapsack problem
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where there are multiple knapsacks and for each scenario the size of the knapsacks can

decrease with some probability. In the first stage an initial decision is made on the

selected items and in the second stage items are removed to fit the decreased knapsack

size, while maximizing the expected revenue. We perform an extensive computational

study of known and new column generation and column addition strategies. These

strategies and our improvements decrease the solution times of both formulations by

one order of magnitude. The separate decomposition approach performs better when

the number of knapsacks is less than four and the combined decomposition approach

performs better when the number of knapsack is four or more.

Chapter 4 and 5 answer the question “How many maintenance facilities do railway

companies need and where should the facilities be located” by using two-stage

optimization. We consider this problem under different uncertainties such as changes

to the rolling stock schedule, up and down-scaling of service frequencies, and the

introduction of new rolling stock types. In Chapter 4, we explain and demonstrate

that the routing of the train units to the maintenance facilities plays an important

role. As a consequence, the second-stage decisions are taken by solving a maintenance

routing problem for each scenario, while the first-stage decision is a facility location

decision. We provide stochastic and robust formulations for this problem and solve

the formulations by different algorithms that computationally outperform accelerated

Benders decomposition.

Chapter 5 extends the maintenance location routing problem by introducing recoveries

to the first-stage variables, unplanned maintenance, and multiple facility sizes that can

capture economies of scale in facility size. These extensions increase the complexity

of the second-stage problem from polynomial to NP-hard, making the problem more

challenging and difficult to solve. However, our new algorithm is still able to solve

practical instances from the Netherlands Railways to optimality in reasonable time.

Our case study at the Netherlands Railways indicates that it is important to include

unplanned maintenance as it has a large influence on the cost and the number of

maintenance facilities. Furthermore, we demonstrate with our case study that the

number and locations of the opened facilities depend heavily on the allowed facility

sizes and the associated cost. An unexpected result is that economies of scale are less

important than reducing the transportation cost. As a consequence, cost can be saved

by building more but smaller facilities. In addition, the total cost can be significantly

reduced by reducing the annual unplanned maintenance frequency, by reducing the

number of rolling stock types, and by increasing the interchange budget.

Chapter 6 introduces a new column-and-constraint generation algorithm for two-stage

stochastic programming. This algorithm is an iterative algorithm, where we have,

similar to Benders decomposition, a master problem and for each scenario a second-

stage problem. In each iteration we can add the constraints and variables of one
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or more scenarios from the deterministic equivalent to the master problem and the

other scenarios are used to generate Benders optimality cuts. Consequently, our

column-and-constraint generation algorithm contains Benders decomposition and the

deterministic equivalent as special cases and can be used to trade-off computational

speed and memory requirements. We show its effectiveness with a computational

study on a two-stage stochastic maintenance location routing problem.
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